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FIRAL REPORT BY THE COMUANDER, JOLNT TASK FORCE 132
to the
JOINT C!M7S OF STAFF AND CHAIRMAN,

ATOMIC •N•.•FY

COWSSICN

on

ARM

FORCES PARTICIPATION IN THE 1952 NUCLEAR At,) TERICLZ

R

EXPERMENTAL WEAPON AND DEVICE TESTS

OPERATMN "IVY"
References:

T:H
I

a.

J.C.S. 2179'13

b.

J.C.S. 2179/15

c.

J.C.S. 2179/26

d.

J.C.S. 2179/32
PROBLE

To present a report of r.ne activities of Joint Task Forcu 132 in

operation IVY to the JoInt Chiafs of Staff in compilance with paragraph 8
of Enclosure "C" to J.G.S.
.,•rsuzt
*

2179/15; a'.A to the Ato-ic Znergy

ommission

to t-e delegation of authority :ontained L-. a letter frm the

iza~ AZ,

t

the Coi:.mander,

;7, L3Z,

.2ated 2:

13:52.

DISCUSSION
2.

See L•..€oure.

XNCLUSIONS
O
3.
Z1,'7 '5,

The rtzsion of Joint Task Force !-2,

az delineated in J C.S.

was successfully accoc'.oiishcd.
7.
-, e design orincias. incoroorated in the ther--onuclear device .-;ere

3-.cessfuL~y confirmed.

6.

The delegat'on of authority to the Task Force Ccmnander as a special

representati.'e of the Atoz.£c Energy Cowlsslcn facilitated overseas ooera-

oy estabaishing a single authority for operational control.

"."'.cr.3

7.

"r:.

%........

3n-site Task Fo-e operations would be

r.eatly sizolifled if all

c-justances t-,at orecluded evacuation durintg tc

................

....

detonation 2-as.s.

"....-

8.

In programming for operation CASTLE, the military Services should

consider the savings which would accrue through reassigning to the Task
Force certain ships and aircraft already modified for IVY at substantial
expense.

RECOMMEDATIONS
9.

That the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the Atomic Energy Commission

e the above conclusions.

10.

That a joint AT

C ENRY COUKISSION-DEPARTL[ENT OF DEFENSE state-

ment be released to the public Immediately after each detonation to preclude premature announcement of such information through Dersonal mail or
through other uncontrollable or unforeseen circumstances.
U1.

That the Joint Task Force organization for overseas atomic tests

be maintained as a permanent command providing for rotation of the Executive
Agent and Commander at such times as may be considered appropriate by the

MI

Joint Chiefs of Staff.
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ENCLOSURE
DISCUSSION
INTRODUCTION
commanded by Major Genera. P. W.

1. Joint Task Force 132 (JTF 132),

Clarkson, United States Army, was activated on 9 July 1951, with Headquarters.
The command post of the Comander was opened on Parry

at Yashington, D.C.

Island, Eniwetok Atoll, at 030OZ, 17 September 1952 and was closed at 00012,
These latter dates indicate the period of the operational

21 November 1952.

(on-site) phase of operation IVY.
2.

One very high yield tnermnuclear device (MIKE) and one high yield
In conjunction with these detonations,

nuclear weapon (KIM) were detonated.

This report describes the de-

eleven experimental programs were conducted.

giving as many preliminary con-

vice and weapon and experimental programs,

4

clu3slons as can be drawn from early analysis of data.

More definitive con-

clusions will appear In the fifty-four volumes of technical reports planned
This report also covers in summary the

and referred to in paragraph 50a(3).

onerational, security, logistical and fiscal aspects of JTF 132.

Detailed

In'&o:mation regarding these subjects wilL be Lncluded in the History of
Cperation IVY and in the Technical Report on Communications contemplated in
paragraphs 50a(1) and (2).

k

3.

The planning date of I October 1952 was established for detonation

of the LLIKE device per J.C.S. 2179/13 and J.C.5.

2179/15.

The scheduled

shot date of UT• was changed tc I NIoveaber 1952 per J.C.S. 2179/26.

In the

to the Executive

report by the Comander, Joint Task Force 132 (CJTF 132),

Agent, dated 21 August 1952, CJTF 132 stated that the Task Force was prepared to conduct its first test (.IIKE)

on schedule,

I November 1952, and

that the KING weapon would be detonated as soon after I November 1952 as
possible, prooably by 15 November 1952.
a.

Actual detonation dates occurred as foLows:
I November 1952

(1)

MIKE

(2)

KING - 16 November 1952

-

-o
.A

D. The ability of the Task Force to .meet the operaticnal dates as
scheduled is attributed to the follo'-.rg important factors:
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"(1) The
scheduled dates.

successful prognostication of favorable weather on the

(Paragraph 26 deals with the details in this respect).

"(2) The

ability of the Task Force to conduct the operation as

planned in all its essential features.
4.

The conduct of operation IVY indicates the effectiveness of plan-

ning in considerable detail an operation of this nature WeO in advance and
then initiating the operational phases by brief operational directives.
DjTONATIONS
5.

MIKE Device
a.

The objective of MIKE sot was to

Objective of Detonation.

test by actual detonation the theory of design for a theranuclear reactiop.
on a large scale,

the results of which could be used to design, test and

produce stockpile thermonuclear weapons.

p..
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To assure that a thermnuclear reaction progressed

Operation.

d.

the MIKE device ais essentialiy over-designed.

to a desired magnitude,

This

was done so that the chances of the successful performance of the device
wo uld be as high as possible.

I-

e.

Yield.

The yield of tý,e Ma=

the range of six to twelve Megatons (MT).

device is

considered to be within

A better yield figure is

not

available at this date pending a more complete analysis of test data.
f.

Remarks.

It

is

desirable to point out that the thermonuclear

device tested was not a weapon.

All of the diagnostic experiments were de-

signrd to measure certain specific reactions in

an effort to confirm the

predictions of theories that went into the design of this device
of thermonuclear device may be adaptable
purposes.

It

is

This type

to a major redesign for weapon

believed that the overall size and weight can be reduced

and that the cryogenics system can be simplified to make a usable weapon.
6.

KING ;,eaoon
a.

Objective of Detonation.

test a
Departi-ent of Defense (DOD)

The objective of the KING shot 'was to
.,eannn design.ed in accordance with a

requirement

d.

Operation.

The standard implosion system

caused the large mass of active material. wthin the pit to be compressed
into a super-critical mass which fissioned.

Yield.

o.

The preliminary estimates of yield are given by radio-

chemistry to be 550 • 50 KT, while tne photographic analysis indicates the
yield to be 570 ý 30 KT.

It

therefore seems probable at this time that the

yield for the KING shot lies in the range of 530 to 600 CT.
Remarks.

f.

.The KING shot provided valuable information on thermal,
blast and radiation effects of nigh yield fission weapons.
-UM=ER.;TAL
7.

P-OZGRA=S

Introduction.

oojectives,

The following paragraphs present an outl Ane of the

methods and general results of the experimental programs.

At

such an early date only the most preL.minary results can be presented.
some projects,

in fact,

For

the only result than can be presently stated is

data was or was not obtained.

It

that

should be stressed that conclusions based

on the information contained herein may oe inaccurate since Wore extensive
data reduction often leads to different results.

Attached to this ren.ort

are Appendices A thvogh K oovsring the resilts of the scientlfic projects
in ts m.cn detail as is

available at present,

together with statements on

the objectives of each test and methods of obtaining the information.

Effort

nas been made to gi-e more detailed information on projects having operational or technicxl aspects of specific military interest.

Projects invol-

ving purely diagnostic information are presented in much simpler z'orm.

This

naa beer done to increase the operational value of this report.
8.

The objective of this program was the

Program I - Radiochemistri.

coLlection 3nd radiaccnenlical anal/vsis of atomic debris samples,
:lrpose of te

analysis oeing tne determination of yields.

the .riMA r7

For MiL. shot,

an attemot was .:ade to obtain pertinent diagnostic information

'ohether or

-6-

.

.

. . .

..
.*St

.

.

.

not, and to what extent, the desirod thermonuclear reaction took place and
by means of further analysis des*gned to detect activity In

propagated)

selected "tracer" materials

The quantity of gaseous and particulate atomic debris samples
collected from the detonation induced clouds,

utilizing collectors mounted

The aircraft were based on Kwajalein

on manned F-840 aircraft, was adequate.

and required inflight refueling to accomplish their mission.

Shielded flight
shot by

clothing to reduce radiation exposures was effectively used on M=

Instrumentation of the clothing indicated

the pilots of these aircraft.

cloud during some cf

that low energy gamma radiation was oresent in the Mk

..*•

The radiation ex.osures received by these pilots were in

the nenetrations.
all

being accomplished at Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL)
Preliminary analysis,

as of this writing.
'"MZ

3

Ssee the discussion of Program

i.eld of

The discrepancy be-

50 KT.

herein) has not yet been resolved.

appears that the bali-cf-fire result is

At pre-

more reliable.

This program was

Program 2 - Progress of the Nuclear Reaction.

9.

not complete

I.KE shot and that given by ball-of-fire photography

tween tnis tield for

it

is

however, indicates the

shot as 5-7 UT and of K=G shot as 550 •

"sent, however,

which is

Laboratory analysis,

cases well within the prescribed limits.

designed to analyze the performance of the device and the weapon,

utilizing

New and untested e.VerL'.ental technilues

various diagnostic measurements.

were used on UIKE shot; hence the large amount of data obtained was very

yta.g .

gra t

I(
The data for these measurements

was recorded in a concrete bunxer 9,000 feet from the device, and connected
tunnel thm.h

to the device cab by a helium filed

"tron signals

could pass witn little

wnich gamma ray and neu-

attenuation
kAl other MIKE shot

-7-
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measurements were highly successful.
For KDI

shot, alpha and transit time (time from firing signel to

first nuclear reaction) were measured, the latter by a remote measurement
technique capable of tactical utilization.

10.

Program 3 - Scientific Photography.

This program had many objec-

tives, each of which involved photographic documentation of some aspect of
the detonations.

Ball-of-fire growth, cloud dovelopmea

versus time were measured for both shots.

and illumination

shot, an indirect mea-

For KM

surement of the !nternal temperature distribution was made by observing the
Light signals from selected spots on the outer surface of the steel case.
The very early

case
MM1K

phy and the MM

disintegration was observed by high speed photogra-

crater structure was documented by pre-shot and post-shot
For KING shot, the precise position of the burst was

aerial photography.

In addition, Bhangmeters (devices designed to obtain a remote and

Measured.

quick yield result from light signal observation) were utilized for ooth
5hr
•s.

Generally speaking,

three types of cameras "were used to accozplish

tae aoove - one type producing a record .- de up of a nauber of discrete
photographs or frames; another producing a continuous "streak" record; and a
third producing a single picture at a known time after detonation.

Depending

upon the phenomenon being photographed, film speeds f!m sixteen frames per
second to 3,500,000 frames per second -ere utilized.
A great amount of data was obtained in spite of scae equipment
but

Most of tne film records nave yet to be completely analyzed,

failures.

preliminary analysis of the fire ball growth films indicates the foLlowing
yield values:
a.

ML•

L2•j IT

Shot

570 j 30 .KT

b. KING .3hot

The KING shot burst position Was determined to be:

II.

570 j 35 feet

a.

Circular Error

b.

Height of Burst

c.

Designated Height of Burst

Program ,

-

140 • 20 feet

:Jeutron leasurerent,.

1500 feet
?rogram 4 mas priwar~ij 'evotal

to the measurement of total numbers of neutrcns,

in

various known energy

4"

I

,

19

~~

*

.

F.

.

A..-

.A. •

...

-.

.•

Such neutron "counting" is

ranges, arriving at fixed points on the ground.

accomplished by laboratory analysis of the neutron induced radioactivity in
selected "threshold detector" materials such as gold, tantalum, Indium,
For each shot, many detector stations were

iodine, zirconium and others.

establisted in radial lines extending outward from ground zero.

In addition,

an attempt wms made to measure the total number of neutrons arriving at a
few selected points as a function of tims, utilizing a device known as a
The basic difference between these two measure-

"Fission-Catcher Camera".

The first allows only a counting of neutrons and

ments should be noted.

provides no information as to when a particular neutron arrived, whereas the
second does allow such a tieme separation.
Since the detector station positions for X= shot were selected on
the basis of an expected relatively low yield, many of the samples were lost.
Thirty-five samples were recovered, however - some from within the weapon
crater - and are being analyzod at the present time.

Thirty-eight of the

KING shot samples were recovered and are also undergoi:ng analysis.

All of

the "Fission-Catcher Cameras" were destroyed by the blast.
The relatively large amunt of .neasi-ement station destruction and
resulting potential data loss suffered oy this program is not ijndicative of
The high attenuation of a neutron signal

a poorly designed experiment.

passing through air dictates that such stations must be relatively near
ground zero and the value of such close-in data is well worth the risk of
losing an inexpensive station.

One of the great potential values of these

neutron measurements is to explain why a devi.ce failed or detonated with a
yield murh lower than predicted.

L2.

Program 5 - Gamma Ray Measurements.

This program was devoted to
Measurements were made of the

studying the phenomenology of a detonation.

gamma ray intensity as a function of both time and distance, including that
due to fall-out and of the total gamma ray dose as a function of distance.
The close-up instrumentation was also designed for diagnostic studies and
studies of shock wave effects upon gamma radiation.

The more distant instru-

mentation was concerned largely with fall-out and included utilization of
several newly developed collectlon and recording devices.
Total dose wao measured with film badges on both shots, many badge

L-9
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stations being established on radial lines extending from ground zero.
Close-in intensity versus time (one ten-mallionth of a second time resolu-

tion) was measured with phospor-photocelloscllioscope-camera combinations
Uore distant Intensity versus time measurements

for the first few seconds.

(few seconds Lime resolution) were made with ionization chamber-recorder
combinations.

Fall-out saMles were collected both over land and over water

at selected points ranging from a few to several hundred miles from ground
zero.
For MM

shot, the film badge stations were nearly all. destroyed.

Meager data will be extracted, however,
from ground zero.

from those more than L,500 yards

High resolution intensity records were obtained In suf-

fic.ent quantity to indicate the pronounced effect of the shock wave

Lower time

.

resolution intensity records were obtained on se'en islands of Eniwetok Atoll.
Thus far no such data has been recovered from the off-atoll stations, although faLl-out has been recorded on KUsaie Island and UjelAng Atoll.

Usa-

ble f•a!-out samples (some of them as a function of tine) were collected on
the islands of Eniwetok Atoll, on rafts in the lagoon, on buoy-type sea
stations and at ot4her atolls.

1s expected that a.nalysis of these samples

It

and the ionization chamber-recorder data will definitely augment understanding
of the overall fall-out hazard problem, particularly because of the time de-

pendence of portions of the data.
For KING shot, the film badge stations out to 1,200 yards were destroyed, apparently by a large block of concrete whicn rolled down the !e...
wrecking both film badge and neutron detector stations.
the badges were recovered and are undergoing analysis.

The remainder of
Usable intensity

versus tme data was obtained with both slow and fast time resolution.

It

Is Interesting to note tr-.t the peak radiation level on Runit (2,000 yards
from ground zero) was 5,000 roentgens (r)

per hour five seconds after zero,

and had dropped to one-half r per hour approximately one minute later.

No

significant fall-out was recorded on any otrtr island of the atoll and none
was reported at any off-atoLl station at this writing.

Samples were ob-

taLned from twenty-four fall-out collector stations on Islands on the atoll.
These samples extibited extremly low activity, however, Indicating from
very slight to nc fall-out.
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13.

Proa&m 6

-

Blast Measurements.

the characteristics of the UIIX

This pmgram was designed to study

and KINO blast waves, their propagation

through air, water and earth, and their transient effects upon these media.
In particular, data was sought to docum•nt pressure versus time as a function
of distance from zero at the surface; ma%,rial velocity behind the shock
front at known Positions in space; shock wind, afterwind and sound velocity
before, during and after blast wave passage; water surface motions in both
deep and shallow water; sub-surface earth accelerations; sub-surface pressure3 In both deep and shallow water, to iwnlude acoustic pressure waves at
great distances; air density versus time before, during and after shock

"wave passage;

and air pressure versus time at known positions in space.

The

tremendous energy release associated with M= shot and ihe quasi-operational
nature of the KM shot air-drop assured that great interest would be shown
In this program ,"%both the AEC and DOD.
The oxeriwenta, techniques util.ized to accomplish the above were
too many and varied to allow description In a summary of this type.

As an

exa;;ple, they inc-'uded tiny selt-recording "Indenter" gauges and complete~y
--nstrunented bomber-type kB-36D and 3-473) aircraft.
A large amunt of usable data was obtained, every project reporting
at least partial success In its cursory report In spite of unforeseen difSome tentative conclusions that can be

ficul.ties due to incl•eant weather.
drawn are:
a.

The basic blast pattern from muclear explosions now appears to

be established cn quite firm theoretical and empirical grounds in a selfconsistent theory oeginning with the growth of the ball-of-fire and extending
to pressures less than one pound per square inch.
b.

Atmospheric inhomogeneities markedly affect the blast varia-

bles at great distances for large yield weapons.

In particular, under nor-

mal temperature lapse rate conditions, peak. pressures at great distances are
markedly reduced.
c.

Blast hydrodynamics offer considerable immediate promise as a

diagnostic tool on tests of atomic weapons.
The following facts of interest have resulted from preliminary
inspection of the data:
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"a.

Water surface displacement was two to four feet at Runit Island
The waves produced by

and one to three feet at Parry Island for MXfl shot.

this shot were, generally, much sMaler than predicted,

being approximately

one-tenth of those expected within the lagoon and nonexistent in

the open

sea.
A newly devised light and Inexpensive deep sea moring, utili-

b.

ziAg the top of under-sea mountains rising to som
surface, was proven highl,

successful.

5,000 feet under the

This ability to establish semi-rigid

reference points in mid ocean may well offer a valuable contribution to
ocean studies In generLi.
bending momnt was

On MIKE shot, the B-36D horizontal tail

c.

approximately sixty-two per cent of design limit, although bending mments
in the wing due to gust were very low.

At shock arrival, this aircraft was

appro)dmately 22.7 nautical miles from ground zero at an altitude of 40,000
feet.
Identical peak pressures were measured on Parry Island for 111M

d.

and KIG shots - 0.36 oounds per squaro inch.

This anomaly appears to be

due to a refraction effect.
Program 7

14.

Program 7 was desi.gned to aid In

Long Ran&! Detection.

the development of and obtain calibration data for specialized equipment and

The techniAques utili•zed

of a nuclear explosion at great distances3.
diverse in natu-e,

trebly

feasible)

to watever degree is

techniques for the detection (an analysis,

were ex-

covering the fields of electromagnetic radiation

transport; airborne low frequency sound; seisaitc wave propagation; th•e
detection of fire ball light; and the tracking, collection and analysis of
airbrne debris sanples.
The quantity and genera.l characteristics of the data and samples
collected by this program are Indicative of a successful operation,
practically no data ham been reduced and analyzed in

but

detail at this writing.

Existing cloud cover and smoke obscuration make the Bhangmeter results appear q4uestionable.

Final conclusions,

however, must await film analysis.

Coamu'dcation difficulties lessened the effectiveness of KING shot air sampling operations,

but the samples obtained are adequate for at least partial

4IiE shot air sampling was more successful.

analysis.

Most remote stations

reported reception of excellent signals in conjunction witn Mla snot.
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For

KING shot, no reports have yet been received from these stations, but no
difficulty is
15.

anticipated.

Program 8

Thermal Radiation Leasurements.

-

signed to investigate

This program was do-

the thermal radiation emitted by an atomic detonation.

Near the earth's surface,

attempts were =ado to measure the total thermal

energy received as a function of distance rrom ground zero; the time varia-

"tion of

thermal Intensity received; and the energy spectrum exhibited by

th.is radiation.

In

conjunction with these measuremrnts,

and to aid in

the

interpretation of results, the atmspheric attenuation (transmission property)
along light paths of Interest WAS studied.

Instrumented bomber-type air-

craft (B-36D and B-47B) were employed to study, in free air and at altitudes
s'gnificant to delivery aircraft,

the thermal intensity versus time and the

associated radiation induced aircraft skin temperatures.

The latter infor-

MAtion 13 essential to studies of safe aircraft delivery techniques.

The

instrumentation utLlized to accomplish the above included thermocouples,
bolometers,

photocell-recorder combinations,

high speed spectrographs and

5,din catches.
ResLts -mere most gritifying,
.n tlie

,total thermal.

the only serious loss of data occuring

project for KUG shot.

A great amount of data,

quality of which appears to be excellent, -as obtained on both shots.
sory an•iys3s

the
Cur-

points out the following facts:

a.
Thij value is
b.

uncorrected for clouds and dust and hence is

somewhat low.

On MIKE shot, the left wing access door of the 8-36D experlen-

cad a teoperatuTe rise of 93 0 F.

The thic~nsss of t.e a.uMinu= "as

.3C025

inches and the aircraft was approximately fifteen nautical miles slant range
from zero at an altitude of 40,COO feet.

This aircraft received a rela-

tively high thermal flux of 46.9 BTU per square foot.

The predictea value

tased on a 6 VT yield was 36 BTU per square foot.
C.
16.

P.-oram 9 - Electromagnetic PhenorAna.

This program "as concerned

with the detection and Measurement of various electromagnetic phenomena
associated with nuclear detonations.

One oroject studied the correlation

between nuclear explosion !.nduced ionospheric disturbances and the

iqiq
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Another made a feasibility study of

interruption of radio communicati.ons.

radar scope photography as an Indirect Bomb Damage Assessment (IBDA)
quo.

In

addition,

techni-

two projects concerned themselves with documentation of

the broad band electromagnetic signal given off by the exploding detonation

"one being

particularly interested in

-

selected "standard" radio frequency

(20 kilocycle and 4.215 megacycle) bands; the other de-voted to testing the
feasibility of this technique for making remote diagnostic measrements,
hence being particularly interested in
second) sigal

and

few millionths of a

the early (first

characteristics.

The techniques used to obtain data for the above included airborne
radar scope photography, the reception and recording of selected radio transmission and the documentation of ionospheric height and continuity.

Zuanti-

StatiVe Measurements of the gross explosion Induced electromagnetic signal
were made possible by first

displaying portions of that signal on the faces

of cathode ray tubes.
The results of this effort were excellent.
usabie data on both shots,

ALý projects obtained

the detailed reduction of which is

being carried

out at zresent.

A Navy P2V aircraft flying

200 miles west of Enimtok and transaitting a continuous wave signal to
Bikini was able to contact Bikini appro•imately

two hours after UIKE shot,

Indicating no long time disruption of the ionosphere.

Also,

for this shot,

the radar scope photographs snow both fire ball growth and shock progress.

17.

Proaram 10 - Timing and Firing.

The timing and firing program was

primarily one of support rather than experimentation.
it

As its

name implies,

was devoted to furnishing the various experimental projects with re-

quired timing signals (for starting equipment) on both shots and with

supplying the arming and firing signals to the MIKE device.

In addition,

vital information was telemetered from the vicinity of the MIK

device to

the control room aboard the USS ESTES (AGC-12).
With the exception of a number of "Blue Boxes",
trigger for MMICshot,

wich failed to

tnas Prog:-m can be considered hig.ly successful.

complete photographic record of the L'C
talnied.

-14-

A

shot television monitoring was ob-

18.

Program 11 - Preliamry Geophysical and Marine Survey of Test Area
This program was designed to obtain detailed information as to the

configuration and structure of Eniwetok Atoll in order that the effects of
MIKE shot (and other high yield shots presently planned for future tests)
upon that structure might be more readily and reliably interpreted.
addition, it

In

included a study of the biological contamination effects re-

sulting from an atomic burst near water.
Prior to MIX shot,

both acoustic soundings and seismic refraction

surveys were conducted on and around the Eniwetok reef.

Ground shock tests

were accomplished in conjuction with high explosive detonations and two deepdrill holes were sunk to unaltered basement rock.

In addition, samples of

Marine life were collected both before and after the shot in order that the
biological effects of radiation contamination might be subsequently analyzed
in

the laboratory.
The only appropriate prelimi

program is

ry statement of results for this

that usable data was recovered and is

being reduced.

OPERATMS
19.

Orzanizator. asd Connand Rela:Lnshins
a.

Joint Task Force 132 was organized into a Headquarters and

four functional task groups designated as(I)

Task Group 132.1 (Scientific Task Group)

(2)

Task Group 132.2 (Army Task Group)

(3)

Task Group 132.3 (Naval Task Group)

(4) Task Group 132.4 (Air Force Task Group)
The basic plan for operation raY was set forth in J.C.S.

ore2b.

Forces were drawn from the Atomic Energ' Commission and its
from the three Services.
oceration IVY.

2179/15.

contractors,

and

Appendix L depicts the general organization for

Appendix M depicts the organization of the Headquarters,

Joint Task Force 132.
proximately 11,000.

The peak task force strength overseas numbered apAppendix N indicates the phasing of task force elements

overseas.
c.

Task Group 132.1 (TM

Commanded by !Lr.

132.1),

activated on 2 January 1951,

Stanley ?l.Burriss of LASL.

designing and constructing all

was

TG 132.1 was responsible for

test facilities in the forward area and

-15-
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conducted the experimental programs.

formed after

The RJ" Division of LASL,

operation SANDSTONE In 1948 to provide continuity in weapons tests activities and headed by Dr. Alvin C.

Graves,

formed tha

nucleus of TO 132.1.

Actual design and construction of facilities and the operation of 31 boats
and small craft were accomplished by the firm of Holmes & Narver,
Los Angeles, California,

"Eniwetok Atoll.

wich reached a peak strength of about 1,250 on

Other elements of TO 132.1 were drawn,

tual arrangements,

Inc.,

under AEC cotrac-

from certain universities and from private industry or

through assignment by CJTF 132 from military sources and Service laboratories.
Approximately 113 officers and 171 enlisted man of the military Services

were assigned to TO 132.1 to assist In administration or the conduct of experiments, as well as to receive special training.

TG 132.1 was organized
The organi-

along military lines and at peak strength numbered about 2,124.
zation and missions of TO 132.1 are shown in Appendix 0.
d.

Task Group 132.2 (TG 132.2),

commanded by Colonel George E.

activated on I August 1951, was

Burritt, USA.

TG 132.2 operated all base

facd1.ties on Eniwetok Island; provided off-atoll communications,

less

Airways and Air Communications Service (AACS); and provided land security
throughout the atoll.

A force of 167 military police was assigned to ac-

complish this latter function.

""Enwetok

In addition, all military personnel on

Atoll were organized and trained into a ground defense force capa-

ble of resisting hostile action,

if

such an emergency occurred.

The peak

overseas strength of TG 132.2 during the operational phase was approximately
1,230.

The organization and missions of TO 132.2 are shown in Appendix P.

p..°.

e.

Task Group 132.3 (TO 132.3),

Wasnington, D.C.,

activated on 8 February 1952 at

was commanded by Rear Admiral Charles W. Wilkins,

USN.

The Task Group consisted of nineteen ships and thirty-five small craft.
Naval air participation consisted of Patrol Squadron TV based at Kwajalein
with aircraft detachments aboard the LSS RENDOVA (CVE,-LL4).

TO 132.3 con-

ducted security operations in the forward area, served as an afloat base
during X

shot evacuation and provided Logistical and technical support to

TO 132.1.

All vessels were fully operational at the time of reporting to the

Task Group and at peaK strength the Task Group overseas numbered 5,487 personnel.

The organization and missions of TG 132.3 are shown in Appendix Q.
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Group 132.4 (TG 132.4),

Air Force Bass,

•'••'Kirtland

The Strategic Air Commn

USLAF.

(ARD)

iCommand

activated on 2 January 1952 at

was commanded by Brigadier General F.E. Glantz~erg,
(SAC),

the Air Research and Development

and the Military Air Transport Service (MATS)

Special Weapons Center (SXC)

augmented the

in the organizing, manning, equipping and

training of subordinate task units.

The Air Materiel Command (AM)

ded technical and logistical support to the Task Group.

provi-

TM 132.4 operated

experimental and liaison aircra&ft and provided, in collaboration with other
Task Force elements,

such services as weather Infcrmation, comunications,

search and rescue and documentary photography.

During the training period,

simllated operations were conducted and a complete,

detailed rehearsal of

Mi air operations was staged at Bergstrom Air Force Base In August, 1952.
One F-84 was lost during the operational phase at Eniwetok, resulting in the
death of the pilot.

One RB-50 was destroyed -with no personnel casualties.

At peak strength the Task Group overseas numbered 2,518 personnel.

The or-

ganization and Mission of TO 132.4 are shown in Appendix R.
g.

It is believed that a permanent Joint Task Force organization

vouid result in more expeditious and economiccl progression of effort from
one overseas oPeration to the next.

A permanent organization -ould eliz.inate

many of the following repetitive activities which have t7Apfled previous
test operations due to the lack of contLnuity from one task force to another:
(1) Assignment, post-operation release and subsequent reprocurecent of staff personnel indoctrinated in joint ?lanning.
(2) Assignnent,

post-operation release and subsequent repro-

curement of specialists aad units specially trained for atoric energy test
operations.
(3) Time consuzing and costly processing of new AM 'Q"
securit7 clearances.
(4) Activation, post-operation deactivation and subsequent
reactivation of Naval small craft used ia off-continental tests.
(5) Modification, post-operation demodification and subsequent
remodifIcation of ships, aircraft and equipment employed in these test
operations.

20.

Panninq and Training
a.

Shortly after the organization of the JTF 132 Headouarters,
-17-

V,

I established the policies for the familiarization

Training Mmorandum No.

The aamorandua outlined a required

and training of Headquarters personnel.

background reading and orientation course; emphasized utilization of appropriate courses of Instruction and orientation in the atomic field offered
at Sandia Base, Albuquerque, New Mexico, and later at Maxwell Air Force Base,
Alabama; and emphasized the importance of staff visits to insta1lations and
organizations concerned with the activities of JTF 132.

Following this,

2 set forth the military training policy of CJTP 132

Training Memorandum No.

for the personnel assigned to the Garrison Force at Eniwetok.

This memoran-

dum had as its purpose the welding into a combat unit all the various occupational grades making up the Garrison Force,

of Task Force matters

as well as the orderly conduct

.n the forward area.

As the Mission and concept of operation IVY became known,

b.

Operation Order No.

1-52 Was issued for the purpose of guiding the formation

and early training of the Nary,

Air and Scientific Task Groups.

concept became more fir-, Operation Plan No.

2-52 was issued.

As the
This plan

•as designed to cover final traLring throughout the Task Force and the move.- zant overseas.
21.

On-Site Ooerations and Rehearsals
a.

Joint Task Force and Task Group command posts wmere estaolished

in the forward area by 17 September 1952.
ooerational (on-site) phase.

This marked the beginning of the

Task Groups then prepared to receive and take

operational control of major air and surface components allocated for 17Y.
Arrival of major components in the forward area was phased in accordance
with the immediate operational needs of the Task Force.

For example,

the

security vessels and aircraft assigned began arriving on 15 September 1952
to correspond with the arrival. of RESTRICTE

DATA materials; drop aircraft

and aircraft instrumented for effects began arriving on 25 September 1952
for on-site rehearsals;

and evacuation transports arrived on 20 October,

sufficient tixe for preliminary loading.

Meanwhile,

in

the following on-site

activities commenced to increase in tempo by mid September:
(1)

Construction of test facilities progressed substantially

as scientific personnel arrived with instrumentation equipment and supervised its installation and calibration.
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Concurrently,
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basic survey and
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construction work was begun at Bikini in preparation for ooeration CASTLE.
(2)

Port operations and air tro.ffic reached a peak as a result

of the Influx of materiel

and personntel.

(3) Assembly of the MEk• device components and preparation of
its circuitry and cryogenics systems commenced.
(4)

Electronics and communications check-outs were conducted

with aircraft and vessels involved in the scientific measurement programs.
(5)

Security surveillance and weather reconnaissance activi-

ties were intensified.
(6)

Refinement of operational

intra-atoll air and surface lift

.rocedures for inter-atol,

and

was cade to effect oaidmum utilization of

"capabilities provided.
b.

By 20 October,

all Task Force elements had arrived and Task

Groups were near peak operational strength.

Rehearsals for individual

phases of the overall operation had already been taking place preparatory to

"afull

TasK Force final rehearsal,

LMIKE

AY Day (MX Day).

The conduct of

a full rehearsal :was coaplicated by the need for rer.alning tine to be devoted to actual preparation for the test without Interrudpting
rehearsal;
•A

l

the effort with

the requirement for an inflexible period of three days between

Day and U1I<

Day (M Day) for cryogenic servicing of the UM

exceedlingly poor weather conditions.

However,

on 28 October,

device; and

the Task Force

final rehearsal was conducted with limited air participation due to unfavorable weather at Kwajaieln.

The Wl Day rehearsal was successful with no

serious discreoancies disclosed in any phase of the operation.
device was successfu.ll
...

detonated as scheduled on I November 1952.

I
The

sagnitude of detonation did not pose any serious obstacles to completion of
scientific tests or data recovery, nor did it

result in any significant

daamage to instaliations on Parry and -Znawetok Islands.
6

The

On 9 November,

final rehearsal for the KZZlG event,* KLNG XRAY Day (KX Day),

a

was conducted.

As pre-snot evacuation of the Task Force was not necessary for the KING
event,

and as there were no thermonuclear or cryogenics problems

-involved,

the KIG shot phase of the operation was handled as a conventional air-drop
test.
ther

£xperience gained b7 air elements during UI
wnditions on 'X

snot and perfect wea-

Day contricuted to the com.lete success of tlie KING

-19-
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2.

After two postponements clue to unfavorable weather the KING we&-

rehearsal.

three days beyond the

pon was succ.essfully detonated on 16 November 1952,

13 November date planned at the time of reentry after ILLKE shot.
22.

0oErations Afloat
Because of unknown factors involved in

a.

"nitude of

MIKE,

a detonation of the Mag-

complete evacuation of Eniwetok Atoll was required for this

phase of the cperation.

The CJTF 132, CTG 132.1 and the weapons party es-

tablished their comman

posts for this period aboard the USS ESTES (AGC-12);

CM 132.2 3stablished his comoand post on the USNS COLUINS (TAP-1

"C'
G 132.3

was in his f lagsnip,
b.

4 7);

and

the USS RENDOVA (CVES-114).

With the exception of the small weapons party and an upper air

sounding team, evacuation -- begun on 11-4 days was practically completed
Sby 20CC) on L-l day. CT' 132.4 boarded the ESTES at 1700 to act as Staff Air

The weapons party boarded the LZS CURTISS (AV-4)

Contro~ler.

evacuation fleet,

under the operational

commtani. of CTG 132.3,

by 0125.

The

was clear of

.re lagoon by 0315 and ths lAst ship .Aas on station by 0445.
c.

At the tine of detonation all

northeast tosuth,

at. a distce

L.zips were in

zf thir

a sector bearing

-'-_es or

fro
.cr . • .-- nd zero.

The exact position of several of the ships waa dictated by their use as

"recording and neasuring stations In various scientiflc programs.
"d. The ships remai-ned at sea until a radiological safety
the iagoon was made.

survey of

Upon completion of this survey on the morning of M•l,

reentry into tno lagoon was co:-enced.

With trw completion of s-veys of

the camp areas the movement of personnel ashore was begun.
23.

Post-Shot Reentries

Sa.

Within one hour after the M9:a detonation,

reentry operations

commenced by helicopter launched from the REN0VA at sea.

"Task Force

Movemnt of the

ashore was gea'ed to reactivation of facilities and was completed

by ý.•4 :Imys.

On M•l day, rad.ological safety (RadSafe)

conditions permitted

general reentry into the atoll by the Task Force and on M12 day,
Force oaved asho.e.
creased,
was

As radiation levels on the instrumented islands de-

recovery operations progressed.

By MýI2 days all sigi.ficant data

rscov-erl..

b.

Rcoovery operutions following

"rl

ot posed fewer obstacles

-20-
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As tha KING detonation was an air-drop, radiation

than those fol-lowing MIKE.

Oevsls were almost negligible.

recovery schedi.Les were advanced and

Thus,

recovery work was completed by K$7 days wth excellent data obtained.
24.

DisOsition of Forces and Eouipment
a.

As tasks were completed, units of the Task Force were de-

ployed and Individuals returned to the ZI or reassigned in a normal phasing
out process immediately after K<DG shot.
.ramood to follow IM

As operation CASTLE had been pro-

after only a short interval of time, the roll-up of

MVf was planned in such a manner P.s to provide for continuity of operations

"and for

economical, expeditious support of CASTLE.
b.

Consideration was Liven to the savings which would accrue

through reassigning to the Task Force certain ships, boats and aircraft already activated and modified for r4-Y at substantial expense.

Retention of

planning staffs and certain troop elements was a..io acconol.ished.
25. Search and Rescue.
Throughout the operation, search and rescue
.SAR) responsibility for the Task Force was assigned to CTG 132.

4

.

This

7i

proved to be a workable arrangement in view of his proximity to the Kv analein
Area SAR Cooriination Center during the less critical periods and the versatilIty of control facilities available ta h•i

during renearsals and shot

periods in his Air Operations Center in the Combat Information Center
aboard the ESTES.

Winch and float equipped helicopters,

C.CC)

radar equipped

P2Vs, destroyers and AVR crash boats combined with airborne control alr:raft
and the lateit type fixed radar equipment of the ESTES provided superior SAR
capabilities.

To provide a margin of safety appropriate to extensive over

witer jet fighter operations,

including inflight refueling, two "dubo"

equipped SB-29s and two SA-16 amphibious aircraft were assigned to remain
airborne throughout critical periods.
26.

Weather
a.

The weather problem in operation IVT was one of the most diffl-

cult In the history of aeteorolog..

Total requirements for weather; tne

absolute demands with respect to terminal conditions at Eniwetok and Kwajalein plus the Wir route between the two locations; and the rigorous conditions of ainimam acceptabiLity of upper wind structure controlling radioactive fall-out througnout the Marsha.

Islands c.eated a problem -Ath only
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a remote probability
..
of
b.

-'

*.

L conditions b•elng favorable.

The fact that the problem was solved successfully should not be

-

permitted to obscure one important fact.

UM

was detonated on the only day

during a period of almost a whole month on which acceptable conditions pre-

valled.

Conditions were unacceptable for the fourteen days preceding and

the nine days following I November.

The fact that the weather organiza.ion

was able to recognize and predict conditions for that one day reflects great
credit on the Task Force Weather Central and its supporting components on the
outlying islands.

KIM•

shot was no less complicated because of the added

requirement for a visual drop.
It is clear that more flae)d.bLi.ty must be built into subsequent

c.

overseas tests in order to orevent costly delays which commit key scientific
and military personnel and equipment for long periods of time.

.1

-"

First, con-

asieration should be given to planning for the most favorable period of the

"year, January

Sphotoraphy

- April.

Secondly, all partlcipat.ng programs such as sampling,

and sciernific diagnosis -. st oe made aware of the fact that Lmoost-cn of i-ndividual weather requirements can eventually create an Insolvaoýe .roblea.

":n

-t 1s vital, therefore,

that demands be Ueld to a minimum.

t,'.Is respect, all efforts should be extended to simplify the cloud san.p-

-ing problem.

Finally, an effort should oe made to scnedule a&l sr• s not

earlier than noon In order that weather reconnaissance aircraft may oe ef-

'A-

fectively employed during the forenoon hours In formulating tne fma: command
decision, especially with respect to weather in the local area.
27.

RadiologIcal Safety.

23.

Docunentary Photograohy.

ASee Appendix S).
Operation :VY was documented by the uti-

""'zation of coth stil*. and zotion pictures depicting the scope anM conduct
of tne ooeratlon.

The motion picture film depicts on-site operations and

those activities of pre-operational nature which were necessary to give it
;roper continuity.

Lookout Mountain Laboratory (LU.),

an Air Force organi-

zatlon, fulflUed all the fL(t requirements and functioned as the documentary photographic unit of Task Group 132.1.
29.

Official Observers
a.

As a result of the difficulties experienced by previous task

f.rzes w'th their respective official observer programs, it 'Vas hoped that
'.e Program for 1V/Y would preclude two or the miost serious pit~ajis,

namez.y,

the nomination of official observers too late to make adequate preparation!
for tnelr orientation and the nomination of individuals as cbservers wno were
-22-
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similar to past experience,

Also,

)D and AEC agencies.

of nominations from

lists

was not possible to secure UM.•

early planning it

In spite Of

but adAinistrative or officer assistants.

not invited prin•Ci•als

not all the princi-

pals invited could make the trip with the result that assistants were designated as the official observers.
the forward area included in-

The official observer program in

b.

spections of the shot island,

the MIKE device and related instrumentation as

well as briefings regarding Army, Navy and Air Force operations and participation in the scientific programs.
Notwithstanding the difficulties experienced during IMY and by

a.

previous task forces,

it

appears a sound concept to attempt to secure

still

the names of the nominated observers well in advance of the event so that
planning may proceed on an orderly and timely basis.

Efforts shuld be ex-

tended to insure the participation on a need-to-know basis of the very
important people nominated and not their administrative assistants.
d.

It

Is clear that the Task Force must accept the responsibility

for the conduct of the official observer program as It Is futile to attempt
to have any other agency assume this responsibility.
cest recow-end

the number of observers

available facllities,

The Task Force can

qho can be accoxmodated with the
the transportation invol-

the schedule of orientation,

ved and the housekeeping required as well as the handling of all the pre-

FIminary
30.
•

arrangements.
Hostile Action Alert Plans.

Chief,

Pacific (CINCPAC)

"Z4rdwetok Atoll

with the responsibility for security of the

During the aosence of CJTF 132 from the forward area

area.

during the planning phase of IVY,
Commander,

CJTF 132 wait cnarged oy the Cormander

the Commander, Army Task Group,

?-niwetok, discharged this responsibility.

ad Atoll

Hostile action alert

plans during the pre-operational phase took cognizance of the probability
that direct enemy interest in the Eniwetok area would more likely manifest
itself during the operational phase when sensitive materials were present
and critical operations -ere underway.

However,

during the pre-operational

period all military personnel of the Garrison Force (TG
elements,

132.2 Service troop

augmented by small Navy and Air Force detachments)

a ground defense force.

were trained as

The nucleus of this force was a mobile, company
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size unit capable of rapid employment against an enemy reconnaissance landing,
a sabotage effort or limited ground attack.

During the operational phase,

CINCPAC provided Navy forces consisting of an escort aircraft carrier, six
F4U fighter aircraft,

four

71D

aircraft, four destroyers, a P2V patrol squad-

ron and an underwater detection unit for harbor defense.

These forces pro-

vided adequate surveillance of the Eniwetok Danger area.

SIGNAL COMMUUICATIONS AND ELECTRONICS
Introduction.

31.

Principal administrative comounication facilities for

JTF 132 consisted of a direct radio teletype circuit to Loos Alamos,

N.M.,

and to the Army Primary Relay Station at Oahu from the Parry Island communications center,

the latter of which served as a mainor relay center in the

Army Command and Administrative Network.
cuits was at Headquarters,

JTF 132,

The control and keying of all cir-

Parry Island, with transmitting and re-

ceiving equipment on Eniwetok Island.

When the command was moved afloat for

communications equipment of the ETES replaced the land based

MDC! shot,

equipment which was closed during the ?eriod of operattons.
of the ship's transmitters made it

The lower power

necessary for Honolulu to take over the

control of the Los Ajates direct circuit.

The close proximity of so

-any

relatively high power transmitters and such sensitive receivers as were necessary for the operation generated considerable

mutual interference.

lonos-

pheric disturbances temporarily interrupted communications at infrequent
periods of relatively short duration.

The transfer of communications from

land based to water based and return was rehearsed several times to Insure
smooth operation.
land eased.
area,

After MIKE shot,

administrative communications retaaLned

With the departure of Headquarters,

JTF 132,

from the forward

the control of aJll circuits reverted to CTG 132.2 on Eniwetok Island.

32.

Signal Security.

The SinaJ.l Security Detachment of Headquarters,

JTF 132, tonitored all Task Force circuits for security violations and for
traffic analysis.

Particular attention was given to voice radio circuits.

Security violations which were detected were handled in accordance with
existing security regulAtions.
33.

Command Communications.
a.

During the pre-operational period,

Lished as snown In Appendix T.

communications were estab-

During the operational period for MIKE shot,

-24-"

The use of dis-

communications were converted to those shown In Appendix U.

cone antennas enabled the AN/TRC to be used between shore and ship without
Ixtensive use was made of SCR 508

respect to the heading of the ship.

For KING

radio sets for communications for trannports and mall craft.

"shot, operatioas

were conducted from Parry Island.

with the Joint Operations Center, RsASsfe
reestablished ashore.

Headquarters, JTF 132,

Center aMd WIeather Office, was

Movement of communications facilities

fro& ship to

shore was conducted in accordance with prior planning which proved sound Inasmuch as communications for KING were adequate and efficient.

The Weather

Central and TG 132.2 were reestab.ished on EnIwetoic Island, while TG 132.1
was reestabli•sed on Parry Island and Headquarters,
R'-IZRE•VA.

132.3 remained In

the

The CIC Air Operations Center was maintained aboard the ESTES.

U':essages routed over the long haul communications channels suffered some
delay due to misrouting.

Aiso,

the tt•m

required in the communications cen-

ter for encrypting messages appeared excessive.

"b.

It

appears that the wide separation between CJTF 132 and CTG

132.4 was detrimental to cohesive staff action,

Lowered the administrative

and operational efficiency of the Task Force and contributed to security violations due to the exchange of planning Information over the air.

It

is

furher concluded that the operation of the Task Force afloat was less efficient than It

would have been had the facilities been established ashore.

This was due to the wide dispersion of JTF 132 Staff personnel among the

"several snips,

the inclusion of scientific personnel In

the crowded quarters

afloat, the congestion of operating facilities and the radio interference
generated by the close proxiaity of the numerous relatively high powered
transmitters and sensitive receivers.

It

Is also concluded

that mre space

shou.ld be provided ashore for cryptographic and communications center faci-

S34.

Scientific Electronics.

The various scientific projects engineered

their own communications facilities utilizing frequencies assigned through

"Headquarters,

JTF 132.

There were no reported failures of these facilities

and interference to them was negligible.
35.

Test Measur-eent Com•nunicatIons.

Test .easurezent

communications

were conducted over telemetered radio circuits and over landlines to recording
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"equipment on Parry and Eniwetk Islands.
'L•"-.were

During MI1

shot these facilities

operated unattended.

':-'•

6.

Fi•in

Circuits.

Firing cir'cuits were installed and operated by

Program 10 personnerl as previously described.
37.

Timing Signal Net.

"projects were
terns,
I-

='

broadcast by Headquarters,

JTF 132, monitored,

"ajor ships.

.•two

TO 132.1, on L26.18 Mes.

Headquar-

zecorded aud relayed these signals to each of the

These signals were then dissemainated over the general announ-

cing systems of these ships.
•.

Local time signals to aircraft and scientific

Long range timaing signals were broadcast over

frequencies simultaneously by Headquarters,

JTF 132.

The circuit was

keyed by the automatic keying device known as AB.PACAS and was relayed by
LSARPAC employing a 15 KW transmitter at Honolulu.

The output of the relay

transmitter was beamen tow•rd San Fiancisco and Alaska for ualtimate recelpt
by u.ing agencies.

SECURITY. INTM.IGM4CE AND PUBLIC "INF0FAUTION
38.

Securit
a.

Security for operation T/Y- was mAintained in

aopZ.pcable AZC and XD regulations and direc*_.ves.
.a.

"ers were published by Headquarters,

JTF 1.32,

accordance with

Fourteen Security Le't-

to provide specific Instruc-

tions for the Task Groups in such matters as personmel clearance,
indoctrination, badge identification and security couriers.

security

All personnel

who required access to RESTRICTED DATA from AEC contractors were processed
for "Q" clearances.

All other members of the Task Force were processed for

National Agency Check clearances.
censorsnip of personal mail.

The CJTF 132 was not authorized to imoose

However,

self-censorship was stressed through-

out the entire operation.
b.

Coordination was maintained with the FBI, CIC,

in &al areas in which elements of the Task Force operated.

CID, 031 and ONI
Security plans

for such activities as the shipment of nuclear material to and from the forward area involved all of the above agencies as well as military protection
provided by CL'ICPAC and JTF 132.
C.

Three instances involving breaches of security are as follows:
(1)

On I MIovember 1952,

a SECRET-SECURITY, DFORMATQU1 message

giving tine and detonation of MIKE was transmitted in the clear from the
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USNS DAVID SHANKS (TAP-.O).
security are not clear-cut,

Though the reasons underlying the breach of
it was not intended that any message relating to

test propgrms be sent from transports to destinations outside the area.
However, this was done through error by the officer in charge of a test pro-

gram.
(2) There were sixteen separate newspaper acoounts describing
IW3 shot.

These "ekyewitness" accounts derived from letters written by per-

sonnel in the forward aren to friends, relatives or familiea.

All personnel,

who have been identified, have admitted they were indoctrinated in security
Precautions and self-censorship.

Censorship of personal mil, was studied

during thA planning phase of operation IVY and vas not used for a number of
reasons peculiar to the nature of the Task Force and its mission.
considerations were logistical and legal.

Primarily,

The logistical aspects of the

operation demanded that peruinnel be returned to rear areas by increments
Dotn before and immediately after each shot.

After departing the forward

area the personnel comprising these ir.crements would seldom remain under Task
Force ad-.Lnistratlon or ope-ational control nor be subject to Task Force
censorsh'.p.

Such an absence of trie :.eans for consistent control over person-

nol would, In a lar~e measurs,

serve to defeat the Lntent of any censorship

.,"

regulations which .zight .,',e been applied, the net effect being merely a

*

delay in the opportunity to send an uncensored letter.
'.egal aspects of censors3Mp,

With respect to the

It should be noted that peacetime censorship

of personal mail, cannot be established except by t*ne President or Secretary
of Defense.

Considering the unusual status within the Task Force organiza-

'Ion of the many civilians - both scient£Iic and contractor - complete Task
Force censorship for civ1lians could have been established only through recourse to special legislative action.
been secured.

It is doubtful if this could have

Censorship of personal aai1 in previous atomic test operations

overseas has never been applied nor was it
teen estabiisaied for ooeration IVY. it

being used in Korea.

If

it had

was felt in many quarter-t that.

it.

would have invited attention to the operation in such a manner as to indicate that special significance was attached to JTT 132 activities.

Such

attention might possibly highlight the Enziwetok tests in a manner considered
'undesiraole and -Inconsistent mith AFW public announcements.
uld ser-te only to delay disclosure of Information.

it

is

Censorship
believed that a
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prompt ABC-DOD announcement immdeately after each test muld remove the
extremely difficult prolblem of trying to keep from public knowledge unauthorized Information of the fact that a test had occurred.
(3)

A briefcase containing information

Including SERET-RESTRICTE

DATA-SCULRITT

Officers' Quarters at Fort. do Russy,
Task Group.

classified up to and

WIFORMATIOM was left

T.H.,

in the

by a mmber of the Scientific

The incident became Ikown to the press in Hawaii and caused

considerable undesirable press comment.

The briefcase %as determained to

have been in military custody at all times until deoLivered to AE

authori-

t ies.
(4)

ALL instances related above are presently under Investiga-

tion by the Service agency concerned,
39.

the FBI and the AE.

Intell.igence
Intelligence summaries,
I.

as well as estlates

and comments re-

ceived from intelligence departments and Service agencies,

were evaluated

and collated so as to determine their effect upon the plans and operations
of the Joint Task Force.
b.
tion.

Contact reports in the forward area received immediate evalua-

None of the several reports received were determined to have derived

from an enemy source.

40.

Public Information
a.

The public informatiof, policy was tempered by the realization

ttat t.S :VY tests would exert greater impact upon United States foreign and
domestic polIcLes than previous tests.

Consequently,

the policy as resolved

by the National Security Council called for a minium of public reporting on
the tests.

This reporting was to be Laiited to one brief announcement after

the tests in addition to the two brief pre-test announcements on the organi-

zation and timing.
b.

Prior to receipt of the National Security Council decision on

the Puolic Informaticn Plan for operation iVY,
Chief of Staff, U.S.

Army,

Executive Agent,

made immediately after each shot.
tLze.
Z!

Two reasons appeared pertinent at that

in.;ewdately after LLIKE shot, thereby increasing the danger of uncleared
Secondly,

.........
"..'•

that an AEC-DOD announcement be

First, personnel Ln large numbers would be released for return to the

statements reaching the puolic.

• .

the CJTF recomnended to the

il the press learned of tno shot
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prior to final announcement, the Commander, his Deputies and high ranking
observers woul~d be Constantly beseiged for statements.

Subsequent events

have proven the desirability of an official a&nouncoment after each shot.

41.

Transportation
a.

Shortly after activation of the Task Force, CINCPAC published

directives outlining broad policies and procedures for control of MATS airlift and Military Sea Transportation Service (USTS)
allocated for JTF 132 use.

surface transportation

Personnel and cargo space requirements via air

and surface were submitted by the task groups, Inoluoing AEC and its contractor, to CJTF 132 for screening, consoLidttion and submission through normal channels to the Executive Agent.
b.

Shipment of personnel and equipment from the West Coast to the

".orward area

and return was accor.zlished orimart.ly by MATS aircraft and =STS

ships, exceotions beLng shipments via vessels of the Naval Task Group, aircraft assigned to the Navy and Air Force Task Groups and Special Missions.
Special Air "ss3on

ýSAU) f_'ligts
twere requested for key Staff personnel,"

V:Ps, return of radiological samples and zrit.cal

ority material.

c. Phasing of personnel to the forward area began in March 1952,
and was completed in October.
on a continuous basis.

Sh4.pment of supplies and equipment proceeded

The required types of equipment presented a problez

!_n that more deck stowage was necessary than was normally available and vessels cal..ing at £niFwetok AtoLl. had to be se3.f-sustaLnng Inasmuch as heavy
l•fts could be discharged only nhen adequate ship's gear was available.
d.

To facilitate and expedite the processLng and movement of Tas&

Force personnel and equipment through transshipment points, liaison officers
were stationed at Naval Supply Center, Oakland, California; Travis AFB,
AFB, Oahu, T.H.; and a Uovemnt Control Agency which was

California; RickA

established at the Naval Station, iwajaleli

Island, K.I. (NAVSTAWIAJ).

The

three liaison officers first noted above were further designated as Moveaent
Control Agents to insure that security policies were carried out in accordance
with CINCPAC instructions.
e.

During operation lY"f 3o= 157 vessels were employed to trans-

zort 2,662 passengers and 143,447 measurement tons of west and eastbound
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cargo, exclusive of personnel and oargo carried in Navy Task Group ships.

A

total of 12,235 passengers and 2,225 short tons of freight vere airlifted
west and eastbound.

Appendix V Indicates the number of personnel and tons

of cargo moved by air and water transportation to and from the operational
area.
f.

The transportation organization at Eniwetok consisted of a

smalI Port Command,

a transportation stevedore company (less one platoon),

a transportation truck company and a small MATS terminal detachment.
g.

lnter-atoll transportation was provided between Mniwetok and

Kwajalein Atolls and the weather islands of Bikini, Ponape, Kusaie and
Majuro.

This service was provided by the U3 LST 836,

(LSD 7),

two PBIS-5As of the Navy Task Group and four C-47s of the Air Force

the USS OAK HILL

Task Group.
h.

Intra-atoll transportation consisted of small craft,

circraft and helicopters.

liaison

The requirement and utilization of this equipment

was based on essential operational needs only.

Appendix W shows the perfor-

ance data on this type of transportation for the .nonths of July tnrough
November 1952.
42.

-Shot P.ase Evacuation
a.

rY

Preliminary planning for operation

envisaged the evacuation

of all

personnel and movable equipment from Eniwetok Atoll prior to MhLýZ

shot.

Based on a later evaluation of probable shot effects,

this concept

was revised to cover all. personnel and only equipment of a delicate or costly nature.
b.

To accomplish this faission,

lished, composed of dsi
Force.

an Evacuation Committee was estao-

nated representatives

from each element of the Task

The committee formulated the evacuation policies and procedures and

monitored the execution thereof.

3ome of the major problems confronting the

committee were the loading and stowage of equipment; movement of personnel
and equipment from the northern islands to Eniwetok or Parry Islands; securing of vehicles,

smal1

craft and aircraft against possible damage; coordina-

ting the movement of evacuation craft; establishing communications from
shore to ship and between vessels; and the rehearsal, actual embarkation,
billeting and mustering of personnel aboard ships.
c.

The evacuation proceeded as planned,

commencing 1800 hours on
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Approximately 3,0CC personnel were evacuated to eleven Naval ves-

M-4 days.

Fifty percent of this number were

sels, including two M.STS transports.

embarked by 1800 hours on U-2 days and the remaining personnel were aboard
Reen-

All vessels proceeded to sea on schedule.

by 2000 hours on 11-1 day.

try into the atoll commenced on UMl day and vas handled as expeditiously as
All personnel were debarked by M,4 days.

facilities ashore became available.

Supol

43.

a.

Supply support of operation IVY ws divided into two distinct
One phase covered the period of organization,

but concurrent phases.

plan-

ning and training in the ZI and the other entailed the supply build-up in
the forward area.
In the ZI, normal support of the military elements of the Task

b.

Force was provided by the respective Services through the aopropriate field
commanders while support of AZC elements was provided by LASL and associated
activities.
c.

In

the forward area,

military elements -mere provided routine
The Army Task

support by Zi activities 'vi.h thA exception of POL supplies.

Group was supported by the Overseas Supply Division, San Francisco Fort of
Zbarkation (SFPE); the Navy Task Group by Naval Supply Center (USC),
Oakland, California; and the Air Force Task Group by Sacramento Air Material
Area (SWA.A),
USARPAC,

Sacramento,

Emergency support "as provided by

California.

The AEC elements In the forward area

COUSEIVPAC and Hickam AFB.

were supported in the same manner as in

All POL support in the forward area was provided by

shipping facilities.

Pacific Fleet (CCMSERVPAC).

Comander, Service Forces,
d.

the ZI, utilizing military port and

Technical and non-standard items peculiar to operation IVY

were obtained from coamercial,

AEC or Service sources by special arrange-

ments in each instance.
No major problems of consequence were encountered in

e.

the sup-

ply of the Task Force with the exception of the usual difficulties encounterThere was considerable delay in

ed in the fuLfIllment of late requiremants.

obtaining certain items of Air Force technical equipment due to the inadequac7 of the precedence ratLng initially assigned by Headquarters,
This resulted in

delivery of large quantities of equipment

USAF.

and spares to the
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West Coast late in the operational phase which, In turn, resulted in heavy
requirements to meet operational dates in the forward area.

airlift

Hospitalizaticn. Evacuation and Sanitation

4L.

Medical facilities and orocedures in the forward area were

a.
adequate.

All emergencies were met witnout difficulty and facilities could

have been readily expanded in

the event of an epidemic or catastrophe.

Cases requiring lengthy hospitalization and those which could not be properly treated in

the forward area were evacuated by air to Tripler General Hos-

pital, Honolu.lu,

T.H.

During the operational phase fourteen patients were

evacuated.
Sanitation in the forward area was maintained at a high standard

b.

by ct.tinuous liaison and close cooperation between the medical authorities
and tae operating activities.
c.

Personnel in hospi.tal

The health of the command was superior.

or on quarters status never exceeded 0.4% of total strength and average between 0.2% and 0.3%.
'-'aa itert.ance

4 5.

Maintenance of the fixed plant in the formard area was a re-

a.

spocnsioi.ity of AEC on

"Liu<.etoK Atoll and CO=NAVSTAK,'AJ on Kwalalein Island.

Due to prior .mutual agreement with AEC and with CO!..NAVSTAK'AJ,

no problems

of consequence were encountered.
b.

Organizational and field =aLntenance of Air Force aircraft in

the forward area was the responsibility of CTG '32...
Force aircraft (eignteen different types)
during the operation.

There were eighty Air

based at Eni-etok and Kwajalein

inIntenance at Kwajalein posed a definite problem due

to the large number of aircraft (fifty-nine),
and the limited facilities and equipment.

the diverse types (fifteen)

The establishment of a central

mAintenance control system proved effective in miniaizIng this problem by
integrating and coordinating the activities of all Air Force maintenance
No difficulties of consequence

units and detachments based at Kwajalein.

were experienced with the three types of light aircraft based at Eniwetok.
Prior to the operational phase, however,
the return from overhaul in
aircraf't.

critical delay was experienced Ln

the ZI of engines, props and carburetors for L-13

Naval aircraft in the

rLiawetoK area were maintained oy the RENDOVA

-32.
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under the supervision of CTG 132.3.

"based at
"dad by

Uaintenance of Naval patrol aircraft

Kwajalein was coordinated by CTO 132.3 utilizing facilities provi-

COILAVSTAKWAJ.
c. Naval small craft were maintained by the OAK HILL under the

supervision of CTG 132.3.
tractor.

AM small craft were maintained by the ABC con-

Scheduled maintenance insured adequate craft availability at all

times.

d.
.

~motor

Field maintenance of motor vehicles was accompl.ished in central

pools located on Eniwatok, Parry and Kwajalein Islands.

The Eniwetok

facility was operated b7 TO 132.2 and the Parry facility by the AEC contractor.

The Kwajalein maintenance pool was operated by COWNAVSTAKWAJ with aug-

mentation personnel orovided by CTG 132.4.
0.

Excess material retained in the forward area for use in subse-

quent operations is being processed for tropical storage.

Zt is anticipated

that in-storage maintenance of materiel on Eniwetok Island will be dcifficu.lt
due to the questionable condition of the 'Wor-ld Aar IT buildings at that

"installation.
?ý-QCNNA. 41Z ADLL'ISTRATION

46.

Personnel
a.

At the tire JTF 132 was activated, a number of personnel were

present in the Headquarters as members of JTF THREE and needed only to be
transferred to the new organization to occupy similar positiors on the JTF
132 Staff.

After activation, however,

Headquarters, JTF 132, nad to procure

additional personnel to fill spaces estaolished in T/Ds for both the Headquarters and for the task groups in accordance with established Army, Navy
and Air Force procedures.
b.

For morale purcoses, and in addition to the normal welfare and

rec.eational activities, arrangements were made through COM5SRVPAC for USO
shOws to visit Eniwetok during non-operational periods.

Sstill

This activity is

in effect.
c.

Civilian and criminal law enforcement for Eniwetok Atoll was

coordinated with the Departime-.

"of the

0

of Interior.

Trust Territory of the L'acific Islands was transferred from the Navy

to the Departzent of interior.
for use by tne Ar- ad ?crces,

Certain lands ard facilities -ere

reserved

though it was indicated ny the Navy that sucn
-33-

IW

On 1 July 1951, administratlon

%

lities

.and and facilities was not tatended t.

of

reservatioi

of the High Cosmmissioner,

pertaining to civJ 1 a --

True.

affect the responsibi-

Territor- of the Faoiflo 1slands,

crimiral law enforce~mnt as established by the trans-

After a conference between representatives of the Department

for agreement.

of Interior and the Task Force Headquarters,

it

was agreed that the responsi-

bility for civil and crim4nsl law enforcement at Eniwetok was r. function of
the Department of Interior and the High Commissioner was aathorized to deputize two Holmes & Narver employees as Deputy U.S. Marshals.
d.

The ceioine of twenty official observers of each IVY detonation

was recommerned b7 CJTF 132 and con-urred in by the Executive Agent and AEC.
Of the total number of spaces allocater4 , the Department of Defense and AEC
each recsived ten soaces for each shot.
office of the Assistant

The Executive Agent,

'hlef of Staff, G-3,

through the

Department of the Army,

wonitor-

ed the selection of official obscrvers LId CJTF -32 issued appropriate injtructions and guidance to DOD and ._C

1

security instructions,

site8,

t

S-Arm7,

Na-y,

covering 3uch matters as

Invitational travel orders and transportation.

o 'Icial observer program in
4.

agencies,

The

the formard area included inspectlcn of the

the device and related instrumentation and information reg.ding
Air Force and Scientif1c operations and participation in the

tests.
e.

In generml,

operation IY
ro

the personnel and admlni:trative procedures of

were satisfactory and "witha few adjustments can be uded for

future operations of this nature.
FINANCIAL
47.

Funding Ooerations.

Expenses of conducting operation IVY were

snared by the Armed Forces and AEC in accordance with the fiscal and accoun-

"tingprinciples
ting experaw,,

enumerated in Annex K to J.C.S.

2179/15.

AlI normal opera-

such as pay, subsistence and medical care of personnel were

borne by the three military departments and AMC utliazing regularly budgeted
_

funds.

Above normal or "extra military" operating expenses incident to

Armed Forces participation were borne from funds made avai.abl. to the Task
Force Commander by the Secretary of Defense.
Obligations agaiikt "extra
m..ilitary" funds totaled $2,931,135 as of 31 December 1952 (see Appendix X).

"*

Direct costs of the eleven scientific programs were shared by the Arzid

"Forces and

AEC In accordance with the degree of interest.

"' 34
•.vo

-

Programs

1,

2 and

C

-

10 were sponsored solely by AVC while Programs 7, 9 and

were funded en-

4, 5, 6 and 8 were of joint

Programs 3,

by the Armed Forces.

tirely

¶

interest and received financial support from both major participants.

Appendix Y provides det-ail.s of the Armed Forces financial support of the
scientific programs,
ber 1952.

which totaled 65,041,322 in obligatioas as of 31 Decem-

Funding of the Armed Forces Interest was through advance to the

Task Force Commander from the Emergency Fund of the Secretary of Defense,
utilizl4ig the aopropriation Research and Developaent, Army, as provided by
subitzed by the Chief, Armied Forces

law, and based upon recom•rendations

and approved by the ChaIrman, Research and

Special Weapons Project (AFS*,V)

Development Board. Office of the Secretary of Defense and the Assistant
Secretary of Defense, Comptroller.
48.

Cost Accounting.

A cost system was placed in effect in compliance

with the provisions of ?ub~lc La'i 216, 81st Congress.

Inasmuch as neither

the military departments nor AEC uti•ized a cost system which could easi.ly
be adopted in its

entirety for tr'•s operation, a :aodlfied system was estab-

Lished which accounted for the tota. cost of the operation by operating and
capital. costs, by test programs and projects, by departments and by task
groups.

ThIs modified system, alticugn patterned somewhat along the lines

of the cost reporting system used by the Air Force, was a co4promise between
established Service cost accounting systems; the system utilized by AEC; and

dons, which only time and fu-

the. ultimate sy-stem desirable for 'oinl
vure experience can produce.

ed costs of operation VY

T.he total

amounted to $65.9 m-1ilion as of 31 Deceaber 1952.

%

This figure was comiprised

of $49.7 m2.-4lon Lpe:atilng costs and $16.2 million capital costs.

Of the

total reported costs, $34.9 mi•llion was borne by AZC anid $31.0 million by
the Department of Defense.
49.

See Appendix Z.

Reporting and Graphic Procedures.

A reports control system was

operated to facilitate the timely and economical submission of a.] reports
to the Headquarters.

A statistical file was maintained of selected reports

which enabled the Task Force Comptroller to present graphically and publish
periodically control documents for the comman.d.
,0. Reports
a.

A series of detailed reports or operation IVY are being

-35.............
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prepared for distribution withi.n AEC amd the Department of Defense.

These

reports, described below, will constitute the IVY library vihich will be
oft-cial.y deposited with LASL and AFSWP.
(1)

History of Operation IVY, r ..-

volume.

(2) Technical Report on Communications, Operation IVY, one
volume.
(3)

Technical Reports onScientific Plojects, Operation iV,

fifty-four volumes.
b.

The History, the Comunications report, and the Security,

Intel.1gence and Public Information report are $cheduled for publi.cation and
distribution by early Spring,

1953.

The cajority of the scientific projects

reports are scheduled for submission to editing agencies during the Spring

"and Summer

of 1953.

""ndeterminate

Final publication and distribution dates are relatively

at tnis tLne.

°%%

I
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A.

Program- I - Radiocheisttry

B.

Program 2 - Progress of the Nuclear Reaction

C.

Program 3

D.

Program 4 - Neutron Measurements

S.

Program 5 - Gamma Ray Measurements

F.

Program 6 - Blast Measurements

G.

Program 7 - Long Range Detection

-

Scientific Photography

H. Program 8 - Thermal Radiation Measurements
I.

Progrdm 9 - Electromagnetic Phenomena

J.

Program 10 - Timing and Firing

K.

Program 11 - Preliinary Geophysical and Marine Survey of the Test Area

L.

Organization for Operation

M.

Organization and Mission, JTF 132 - Chart

N.

Overseas Phasing Chart

MVY - Chart

0rganization and Mission, Scienti.fIc Task Grouo (TG 132.1)
O.
P.

Organization and Mission, Army Tasu

Q.

Organization

R.

Organization and Mission, Air Force Task Group kTG 132.4)

S.

Radiological Safety

T.

Communications Chart,

Signal Circuits,

CJTF 132 (Ashore)

U.

Communizations Chart,

Signal Circuits,

CJTF 132 (Af-oat)

V.

Air and Vater Logistical Support Chart

W.

intra-AtoLl Transportation Statistical Table

X.

Financial Statement ("extra military" funds)

-

Chart

Group (TO 132.2) - Chart

and Mission, Navy Task Group ý.TG 132.3)

Y.

Financ-lal Statement (Research and Development funds)

Z.

OveraLl Cost Charts

- Chart
-

Chart
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APPENDIX A
PROGRAM 1:
1.

Prolect 1.1
a.

-

RADICCMEVISTRY

Yield ".easurements

!OfIKE-KING) (AEC)

Object

(1)

Any experimental program built around an atomic detonation

is clearly dependent upon post-shot yield knowledge.

Regardless of whether

the weapon or device is a stockpile model or a radical new design, its
actual yield is essential to the theoretician.
(2)

This experiment is concerned with the radiochemistry

ar.alysis of post-shot radioactive samples, the only absolute method of
efficiency determination available at present.
b.

Yethod
(1) For fission shots, the energy released by an explosion

and the nuclear efficiency of the bomb in utilizing the most valuable ingredients of its core, is rather directly (by means of established conservation
of energr orinciples) related to the nu.ber of fissions which take place
during the explosion.

:r order to zet the nur.her of fistions occurir.ng in.

the bomb or device during detonation, one recovers a sample (see the discussion of Froject 1.3) representing some small fraction of the bomb or
device and determines the number of fissions which took place in the
mate .%i represented by ths sample.

This quantity is arrived at by radio-

che.nical analysis to determine the efficiency fror. the ratio of fissioned
to urIfssioned active material or to examine one of the active products of
nuclear fission.

in the latter case, the radioactivity of such a product

at any given time after the explosion is proportional to the numJber of
fissions which have taken place, and the constant of proportionality is
capable of laboratory determination.
(2)

For fusion shots, the problems are esential17 the same

hut somewhat more complex in detail.
to state that the 5IM
manner,

For present purposes, it

is sufficient

shot yielQ will be determined in the following

if possible:
(a)

The fission yield will' be determined by the method

(b)

The fusion yield -will be foind by :adiochemical

outlined above.
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"determination of

the neutron-induced activity of properly collected gas and

parti.-ulate samples, this activity being theoretically related to the total

"5"

number of neutrons arising from all nuclear processes.
population,

From the total

that portion due to the fisslons will be subtracted.

The re-

maining population will be th.eoretically related to the energy released by
the thermonuclear reaction.
(c)

The sum of the fission and fusion yield will give

the total energy release.
'5

foU3

235

• (2)
o

N:o.

S(a)

KTot
Prel isart7ield estimates have been f.de or the

S~basis

of total uranitum analysis on t~wo samples and• by U2 3 5 analysis on four

.. lsamFles.

The followln~g assti-ptions

w'ere r.a.de in

calcul•ting

the results

from U2 3 5 .

.

1.

It

in U2 3 5

was assuaed that the ratio of ca~ctjAres

to fissions in U2 3 5 was 0.10.
2.

It

was assumed that 15% of the fissions occuzrred

in nuclAides other than U2 3 5 .

•."The

results are:
;o.

&o"Samole

K'Tby Total U

S291

K? by 0235

--

S294•

584"

517

583

'

295

502

580

"

296

--

589

509 K?

Average
(b)

Trhere is,

at present,

584 K?

•

no excplanation for the discrepancy

'

A-2"°
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Although there is

in yields by the two methods.

"U

23

5 analysis,
2.

S

more confidence in the

the prelmiinar7 yield should be quoted as 550 J 50 KT.

Prolect 1.2 - I-.ternal N:uclear Detector "easurements (ICKE)

(AFC)

~a. Object.
This project was designed to document various processes of the
Selected amounts of various

detonation, using the following techniques.
substances are included in,
device.

or placed in the iSmzmdiate vicinity of the
or nothing to do with the primary

These substances have little

nuclear processes of the explosion, but serve Only as remote indicating
"tracers".
40device

The ewdstence of a tracer substance in or near the exploding

is assurance that such a tracer will be bombarded with neutrons and

ga6ma rays.

if the substance has been properly selected, and if

the tracer

has been located sufficientl7 near the device to be thoroughly mixed with
the device debris,

such a bofJbardmnt will result in easily detectable

acti.vity in every sample subsequently aaly-zed.

Hence,

careful positioning

of tracer substances can furnish L-!for.-Ation as to the detailed action of
so=e particular portion or component of the devicodesign.
b.

!:thod
The experimental procedures Involved are essentiall7 the

laborator.- aralysis techniques used on samples taken from the atomic cloud.
c.

Results

-

!M

Shot

The complete results

Zf

this project are not available at this

Contlnuln7 studies are in progress to gather, by t-is methcd, diag-

tLe.

nostic information as to the detailed thercrnuclear processes of the device
during the detonation period.

Tnese studies are inter-related with effciency

of deuterium burning or radlochenical fusion yield measurements.

3.

?ro'eet 1.1

-

Cloud Sa-oling (!!73.

-

KI1,O)

(AFC)

This project was designed to collect appropriate samples of the
atomic cloud, pri.narlly in support of the radiochemical studies of Prolects
1.1 and 1.2.

The project was considerably complicated by the specifications

for an "adeq-ate sample",
of contamination luring

natrvel- hinlnum acceptable physical size, at'sence
shipment,
aollection
and

sufficienc7 of nuclear

A-3
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"activity and

availabilit7 for relatively imodiate recovery and delivery to

the taboratory for analysis.
b.

Method
(1)

Sixteen F-P4G',

manned sampling aircraft, were maintained
of twelve could be operational for each

on Tuajalein in order that a min•nu

A total of twelve filter samples were considered essential for the

shot.

analysis required by Projects 1.1 and 1.2.
J.6

constituted A single

ample.

Two papers from a given aircraft

Since these carriore were required to have a

flight capability of five houwe, ten inflight refueli.g tankers were maintained (also on Kwajalein) for support purposes.

One B-36 and one B-29

were used as primary and alternate operational air comand posts, or traffic
controllers for the project.
(2)

Sampling devices and associated equipment instaled on

the F-4G aircraft consisted of the following:
(a)

A filter was installed in the forward section of

each wing tip tank - the f lter paper area in each case being approximately
one square :oot.

The 'ilter mouth was supplied with a shutter which could

be opened or closed by the pilot to preclude the possibilty of rain washing
the paper.
(b)

A snap sampler (consisting of a poly-ethylene bag in

a metal case, with a valve controlled inlet probe) was mounted in the nose
of the aircraft.
WC) An ionezation charter was -xunted in.the reght tip
tank filtering unit - to act as the detector for a dose rate meter in the
cockpit.

This mater gave the pilot an indication of particulate sample

strength collected.

Cd)

A second intensity rate meter, with its associated

detector, was mounted in the cockpit.

This meter gave a direct reading of

dose rate to which the pilot was subjected at a given time.
(e)

A total-dose moter was also mounted In the cocktit

to give the pilot a direct indication of how many roentgens of gamma he had
received.
(3)
area

-

At zero time, two of the spare F-

1

G's were in the shot

ready to perform reconnaissance as required to estabLish:
(a)

Base of the upper cloud.
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(b)

Lowest altitude of prominent features of the cloud

created by wind shear.
(W) Lowest altitude at which a useful radiation intensity
was present.
This information was relayed to the control aircraft,

and was used to

determine proper take off times and flight altitudes for the twelve carriers.
(4)

A much larger component of "soft" gamma radiation was

expected to be present in

the cloud radiation flux from

would expect from "normal" detonations.

M

shot than one

Fortunately, much of this soft com-

ponent was about 70 key in energ" and could be "screened out" by a relatively
The pilot was therefore

thin layer of an absorbing material such as lead.

shielded by a protective gown of lead !mpregnated glass fabric to reduce
the soft component by a factor of about four.

(5)

To protect the carrier pilot from ingestion of radioactive

material, adequate precautions were taken to filter

ay air that entered

the pressurized compartment.
C.

Results

(1)

'== Shot
(a)

Iwelve samples were obtained by the F-84G aircraft,
Aircraft operated in three

irncluding the two used for early recortnaissarce.
flights of four aircraft each.
(b)

Samples obtained by the first

as well as one

flig.t,

sample from the second flight, were each ap-roxi.Ately/ the size predicted
and were satisfactor7 for yield determination.

Two samples of the second

flight and the four samples from the third flight were approx•datel7

one-

third of the size of the best four and were satisfactory for the purpose
of ratio and detector studies.

These samples were from five to ten tines

smaller than they should have been because of unforeseen operational limLitations beyond the control of this project (Par.

3c (1)

(g)

below).

The

two reconnaissance aircraft gave very small samples which were useful for
ratio checks.
(c)

Sample quality is

penetrating the main body of the

zloud.

governed by the capability of
in general,

all

samples,

except

four which were taken at radically different altitudes or sections of the
cloud, are considered to be as representative of the cloud as possible.

A-5
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Excluding the exceptions,

the samples were taken at altitudes between 42,000

to 44,OOO feet which was in the region of the juncture between 6he upper
toadstool and its

stem.

(d)

Crly the first flight aircraft approached the planned
Failure to attain the planned

operational radiation exposures to pilots.

exposure in the other flights is reflected in the lower sample sizes which
they obtained.

The first flight exposures were in the 3 to 4 r level, the

second flight in the 0.5 to 1 r level, and the third flight in the 0.2 to
Because the aircraft had been carefully hand-polished,

0.2 r level.

the

The total radiation

cockpit background was very much lower than expected.

In view

exposures were approximately 40% less than had been anticipated.

of the fact that these aircraft saw radiation intensities in excess of 500
r/hr, the low exposures achieved by the first flight should be considered a
testimony to the skill of its pilots.
(e)

Use of the shielded flight clothing by the first

flight apparently gave about a four to five-fold reduction in radiation exposures.

The effect did not apcear to be significant for the second flight,

although for the. third flight there again appeared to te a significant
The protection afforded the first flight apparently corresponds

protection.

to evidence that a considerable fraction of the radiation fl= in the cloud
during this flight's penetrations was due to the decay of U239 which gives
a 73 key gamma ray.

This evidence was gained from an analysis of the decay

rate of reported peak radiation intensities in the cloud.
(f)

The LM

burst formed an upper cloud about ICO miles

in diameter with a stem in the center approximately thirty miles in diameter.
A white vaporous undercloud, forming a collar around the stem, was present
and had a diameter about the same as the upper cloud.

It was initially

targent to the upper cloud at the juncture of the stem with the upper cloud
(45,000 feet) but during the course of the day appeared to subside to about
40,000 feet.

Several projectLig fingers were present in the neighborhood

of the juncture of the stem and upper cloud, and some of the sampling aircraft were directed to sample in this region.

Under these circumstances,

the altitude performance of the aircratt waa satisfactory.

The maximum

altitude attained by any aircraft was 45,000 feet, indicated.

1Then such

aircraft are available, it would be desirable for very high-yield devices
A-6
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in the futuzre to have about 5,000 feet additional ceiling capability in
order to sample well into the main body of the cloud.
(g)

Successful sampling requirs that the duration of the

sampling mission be limited not by the capabilities of the aircraft but by
the -axim-m allowable radiation exposure of the sampling crew.
:-

tion was true only for the first

flight.

This condi-

The unforeseen operationil limita-

tion in flight times mentioned above arose because the IFF blips from the
sampling aircraft were obscured on the radar equipimnt in the control B-29
by cloudy weather which existed at the time of sampling.

As a result, the

sample control B-36 was directed to fly farther from the main cloud mass than
it

should have been.

in

the B-36; hence the sampling aircraft were required to fly excessively

EventuAlly the details of the cloud were lost to those

long distances to reach the cloud vicinity.

They then had to conduct a

cloud search as well as a sampling Mission, although the former was to have
been the function of the 8-36.

After sampling, the aircraft then incurred

the risk of r.urming very low or. fuel by having to return over a great distance
to the refueling area.

In view of these considerations,

the F-SIOG aircraft

in the second and third flights did not meet the requirement capability of
spending two hours in the sampling area.

(2)

KING Shot
(a)

As in LEM

shot,

using manned F-&G sampling aircraft.

cloud samples were obtained on KING
The cloud structure was initially

good for large samples, but rapidly dispersed due to strong wind shear at
several altitudes.
(b)

Although somewhat smaller in absolute size than

those collected during U

shot, the KING shot samples should prove to be

entirely adequate for tne necessary radiochemical analysis.
(c)

The opsrational problems experienced during UMKE shot

were not present for this shot, primarily because the weather at the refueling altitude was very favorable.

The good samples obtained,

in

spite of the

widely dissipated cloud, are a tribute to the skill of the pilots of these
aircraft.

The radiation exposures of the sampling pilots were all belcm the

nominal limit.
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APPENDIX B

PROGR.AM 2:
(NTE:

PROGRESS OF TF

NUCLEAR REAC7TION

The results of the program presented

herein are very preliminary. Errors have
been listed sufficiently large to take into
account the rough status or the analysis;
"however, the ultimate accuracy of the experime-nts should be considerably better than
indicated. On the basis of prel.minary
analysis, it appears that all experimental
equipment functioned properly.)

1.

Pro-ect 2.1a
a.

3

-

Alpha of the Fission Phase (M3M)

(AEC)

ObJect
(1)

Regardless of whether the desired thermonuclear reaction

took place, it was important that irformation be available as to how the

"fission phase

operated.

To obtain such information, it was natural to

fall back on the classical diagrnostic measurements for fission weapons, such
as the measurement of alpha and yield.

"-:culd be

Since fission yield measurements

overshadowed in the presence of a large scale thermonuclear reac-

ticn, it ",:as necessary to rely upon the measure..nt of alpha as a primary
Stn.dication

of the proper functioning of the fission aspect of the reaction.
(2)

Alpha may be defined as the logarlb-Ithc rate of rise of

the fission reaction.

Essentially it is a measure of the neutron multipli-

cation rate in the array - that is,

a measure of the rate at which the

fission chain reaction compounds itseLf.
b.

I-ethod

The classical method of measuring alpha is an indirect one,
involving the measurement of gamma ray fluxes. This is feasible since the
number of ga-a rays given off is
which is

proportional to the neutron population,

in turn proportional to the number of fissions.

Two scintillation

detectors were placed outside the LMKE case and the signals from these
detectors were fed by coaxial cable to a recording station 3,000 yards
distant on the island of Bogon.

A permanent record was obtained by photo-

graphing the face of a recording oscilloscope.

2.

Project 2.1b
a.

-

KING Alpha (Kn!G)

(AEC)

Ob.ec.

........ .............

................................

..-.....

....

.-..-...

As was mentioned in describing Project 2.1a, the measurement
Since

a classical diagnostic eperimOent for fission wapons.

of alpha is

S

the KING weipon was designed to exhibit heretofore unobtainable efficiency,
a reliable and relatively complete alpha versus time measurement was
in the field of weapons design.

particularly important to theoreticians

1fethod

b.

identical in principle to that out-

The method used herein is
lined for Project 2.1a.

precludes the use of

An air drop, however,

The bomb was fired at some 5,700

detectors placed near the bomb case.

at an altitude of approximately

feet north of Station 250 on Runit Island,

The detectors were placed on the north end of Runit and their

1,500 feet.

signals were piped through three-inch coaxial cable to recorders in Station
Hence,

250.

the nearest detectors were some 2,000 feet from the point of
Additional detectors were placed near S3tation 250 in order that

detonation.

The recorders

various portions of the intensity curve could be docu.-Anted.

for the latter were also in Station 250 and various recording sensitivities
were used to prevent gape in the curve.
Results - KING Shot

c.

Project 2.2 - Timing in the

3.

(U•TZ•

Fission Phase

-(AEC)

Object

a.

Consistent with the idea of obtaining as much dia_-.ot.c
this experiment

information about the thermonuclear reaction as possible,
was designed to determine the timing of the fission phase

Knowledge of
indicates whether or not the process took

important as it

this time is

place in the predicted manner.
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b.

Method
Appropriate gamma signals were transmitted through a helium

and recorded on the Island of Bogon, 9,000 feet distant.

colum

c.

Results

-

4. Proiect 2.3

-

IKE Shot

Rise of the Fusion Reaction (KMI)

(AEC)

a. Object
This experiment was a continuation of the diagnostic program
for the MM device.

It was designed to document the rise of the fusion

reaction in order that the theory upon which predictions of such phenomena
are based may be substantiated.
b.

Method
The measurements for this project were made in a manner similar

to Project 2.2 and recorded at the same station.
C.

5.

Results - MIKE Shot

Pro 4 ect 2.4 - Propazation of the Fusion Reaction ('.TE) (ARC)
a.

Object
Consistent with the idea of obtaining a maximum amount of

diagnostic information from UIKE shot, this experiment was designed to
measure the propagation of the fusion reaction throughout the device.
b.

Method
The measurements for this project were made in a manner similar

to Project 2.2 and recorded at the same station.
Results

-

,aKE Shot

Project 2.5

-

Measurement of Transit Time (KING)

c.

6.

a.

(AEC)

Oblect
The transit time of a fission weapon is defined as the elapsed

tLme from the firing of the detonators to the initiation of the fission
reaction.
•
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b.

15ethod
(1)

The measurer&-r.t was made by observing, with the appropriate

equipment, the duration of a modulated signal sent out by a transmitter on
the bomb.

(2)

Two small radio transmitters were installed within the

bal~ist-ý: case of the weapon.

The sin.als from these transmitters were

monitored by four receivers,

two of which were located in each of the two

3-50 aircraft -•.ich

accompanied the B-36 drop aircraft.

The signals were

keyed by the electrical impulse w"ich fires the detonators, thus supplying
the initial tine to the receivers.

The flood of ga.a radiatiorn, which

accomar.ies the start of a nuclear reaction, ionizes the air around the
bcmb ard nakes the transmission of radio si~als Lspossible.
Thus a ;heno-

"menon (naMel7, the interruption of a signal) is otervable at the receivers
to indicate the end of the transit time period.

S

Both of these signal

perturbations (the pulse anrC. the interruption) and a time index were supplied to the verti:al deflection plates of an oscilloscope and the results
recorded by photou-arn7 of the oscLLioecope face.
c.

7.

Results - KING Shot

Project 2.6
a.

-

Tempature '!easurement by .:eutron Energ-,

Spectr-um

Cpbect

6-4
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b.

ILethod
The measurements were made using a TX

technique with the

helium column of Projects 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 as a neutron path.

1hree

detectors were placed near the recording station behind dIfferential shield
ing to discriainate against gama rays.

n.

Fe3Luts

-

IULMK Shot
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APPENDI
PROGRAM 3:

C

SCI.4TFIC PPDTCGRAPhi.

(NOTE: Program 3 is made up of those projects concerned
with technical photography of the tIKE device and its
effects. The work was divided among three organizations.
Edgerton, Germ•3hausen and Grier, Inc., were responsible
for that photography concerned with large-scale effects,
ball-of-fire photography to determine yield, cloud rise
and cloud motion, etc. Their work also included photography for the blast program (Prog. 6) and i.i connection
with timing and firing (Prog. 10).
Lookout Uounmtain
Laboratory was concerned with before and after photographs
of the reef where the device was detonated. LASL-J-15
Division was concerned with detailed photography of the
very early stages for Information about radiation flow
down the channel, shock velocity in the steel case, etc.)

1.

Prolect 3.1 - Ba11-of-Fire Yield (QC- - KING) (AEC)
a.

Obe-

(1)

The only available "absolute" method of determining yield

is that which involves radiochemical analysis of atemic debris.
absolute method it

By an

is meant one wjhich gives, as its final result, the yield

of the weapon directly, rather than a number proportion&l to the yield.
The existence of hydrodynamical scaling laws, however, has made several

"relative"

methods of yield measurement available.

of the ball-of-fire diameter at early ti-.es.

One of these makes use

By a relative method, it

is

meant one which gives as its result a number which ls proportional to yield.
In th-s case the magntude of the proportionality factor must be deduced
from comparisons of ball-of-fire photography res3.lts with res'lts of radiochemical analysis methods.

Such comparisons have been made on previous

experimental programs, with the result that the above mentioned proportion-

-

ality factor is well established for 7ields up to 100 KT.

(2)

A distinct advantage accrues in having complete and

reliable information as to the size of this factor over as wide a range of
yields as possible.

Operational use of atomic weapons will undoubtedly make

immediate knowledge of weapon yield imperative, thus precluding the use of
time-consuming laboratory techniques of radiochemical analysis; also, it
may well be unfeasible to collect acceptable bomb debris samples in the
face of enemy defenses.

Ball-of-fire photography is a potentially feasible

method for determining weapon yield quickly and under combat conditions.
4.
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b.

'Method
(1)

Eastman (200 frames/sec) and Kitchell (100 frames/sec)

motion picture cameras were operated from appropriate positions to measure
this phenomena.

"(2)

Rapatronic (single frame,

with very fast exposure,

at a

definite delayed time after zero) cameras were operated from photo towers.
It

is

hoped that sufficient reliability can be built into the Rapatronic

technique and that sufficient confidence can be developed for the scalimg

"of its

result, so that the Eastmans may be eventually discarded in favor

of the Rapstronic for this measurement.

An obvious decrease in the cost

and complexity of the experiment would result and evidence already exists
to support the opinion that no accuracy would be sacrificed.
C.

Results

(I)

=- Shot
(a)

properly,

Sixteen Zastman cameras were used with 79% operating

7 % lAcking velocity .arkers,

contactors.

and 14% failing to run due to faulty

The records are of excellent quality;

Twelve Rapatrorics were
used, with 17% giving excellent pictures,
usable records,

50% providing rather weak but

25% giving no images due to lack of light in the early

stages of ball-of-fire growth,
cal shutter failure.

and 8% failing entirely because of rachani-

One MLitchell camera operated

d',ing the interval of ball-of-fire growth.

CO%,

giving good L.mages

These cameras were located as

follows - five on Engebi :sland, two on the ESTES and the remainder on Parry.
(b)

Preliminar/

measurements from one shipborne Eastman

camera and eight Rapatronic plates gave the yield as 12
of-fire growth is

regular and the outlines are smooth,

1 ,t.
Y

The ball-

so that film-

measurement errors are believed to be small.
(c)

The time to the light minumum was 300 to 330 milli-

seconds from Eastman cameras.

(2)

KDIG Shot
(a)

properly,

all

Seven Eastman cameras were used.

had timing markers,

All of them operated

and all showed the intended images.

Only

The remaining two

five showed the initial burst and ball-of-fire growth.
C-2
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'ere started' lata to cover the possibilitt of a long time of fall.
(b)
images.

Twelve Rapatronic cameras were used and all showed

Fire of these (in the interval 0.1 to 10 mi.llseconds) gave good

measurable images.

Four others were too weak to read and the remaining

three showed clearly the ball-of-fire after shock separation and minimum
time.

These latter were interesting pictures and one proved useful for

Project 3.8

(Burst Poaitlor.),

though they did not give information for Pro-

ject 3.1.
(c)

Preliminar7 measurements from five Rapatronics and

one East.-Man in the time interval 0.1 to 90 milliseconds,
have been 570

,

30 KT.

show the yield to

The ball-of-fire was perfectly spherical and

resembled EASY shot of BUSTER in appearance.
2.

Prolect 3.2

a.

-

Cloud Phenomena

r

-

K121G) (AEC)

Object
(1) To those interested in fall-out hazards, tactical bomb

deliver-- planning, or the planning for aerial collection of bomb debris,

reliable answers to the following dependent questions are of paramount
ý=portance.
(a)

WIhat will be the maxL-num altitude of t'e too of the

cloud as a function of the yield of the weapon which produced it?
(b)

What will be the size and shape of the cloud, as a

function of altitude, time after zero, and yield of the weapon?
(c)

What is

the vertical velocity of the cloud top, as

a finction of altitude and weapon and weapon yield?
(2)

The IVY cloud phenomena project was designed to extend

this search for data,
is

particularly in

not available from ZI experiments.

the high energy release range which
The Project involved photographic

measurements of the cloud throughout the period of its

rise to maximum

altitude.
b.

•Method
Motion picture and still

land,

cameras were operated from appropriate

sea and air sites.
c.

Results

(1) UIKE Shot
Five :atchell cameras (100 frames/see) were used,

of which
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80% performed properly.
been determined.

The reason for failure of the others has not yet

These re€ords document the early stages of bali-of-fir

rise, but thie later stages were obscured by natural cloud cover.

out also failed to document the rise

Craohic cameras were use6 aboard
because of cloud cover.

Two Spe.

Two Speed-

- .'ttaphics

and one A-6 movie camera were

employed in two aircraft at approx-mately seventy to 100 Miles.

These

camoras gave satisfactory photographs.

(2)

NG Shot
Six !Mtchell cameras were used, of which two failed to

run because of a power failure at the control point.
camera was operated manually on Parry.

One Cine-Special

One A-6 camera was operated success-

fully in a C-&7 aircraft, and the same operator exposed an extensive series
of stills with a Speed-Graphic camera for one hour.

Another Speed-Graphic

was used oi Parry but for only twelve minutes, since the cloud grew much too
large for the camera's limited field of view.

3.

(AEC)

Project 3.3 - Hot-Spot Cbeervatlon (=-)

a. Oblect
One necessary item of diagnostic information for fusion weapon
design is the temperature distribution inside the device prior to disintegration since the relative success of a fusion reaction is closely
associated with temperature.

Thi.s experiment was designed. to supply some of

that Information in an indirect fashion, involving the theoretical interdependence of the speed of explosion wave in the awtal case,

strength of

the explosion wave and temperature behind the wave.
b.

Method
An observation of the time at which the shock wave broke

through portions of the steel surface of the tomb was made Using six Bowen
streak cameras in a shelter on Bogallus 'Lsland.

Six spots on the device

were obeerved
The path difference for
the shock in coming out of the device at each of these positions was
approximately one inch of steel.

The light from these spots was piped to

mirrors which were on a line approximately 450 to the line between BogaUlua
and Elugelab, and the Bowen streak cameras then observed the rise of the
light signal. on these mirrors.

All cameras observed all mirrors.
C-4
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c.

Results

-

M(IK!

Shot

'All equipment operated satisfactorily and, at this writing,
data taken is being reduced and analyzed.
4.

Pro4oct 3.4

-

Bomb Case Motion (MIE) (AEC)

This experiment was designed to supplement and extend such
"early tite" documentation by observing the device case disintegration and
initial ball-of-fire growth directly.

A detailed knowledge of how the

device case disintegrated is invaluable to thcasinterested in internal
temperatures,

pressures, reaction rates, etc.

The early formation of "Jets"

are also of great interest, as they are indicative of non-uniform expansion
(or compression) and may explain the existence of temporary as&y"tries in
the shock wave,
b.

Method
The case was observed directly with two groups of 3 cameras,

the first group operating at a speed of 3,5CC,CCC frares/sec and
grzup operatirg at a speed of ý,O,CCO fram.es/se•.

T- e firs

the

second

group WKS do-

signed to document the case disintegrations and the slower group was to
docutrent the initial ball-of-fire development.

The six cameras used in this

experiment were housed in a fall-out proofed shelter on Bogallua, the same
shelter used by Project 3.3.
c.

Results - :fIK- Shot

All equipment operated satisfactoril? and, at this writing,
data taken is being reduced and Analyzed.
5.

Project 3.5 - Illumination as a Punction of Time, With GR-Slit
Cameras (•LE - KING) (AEC)

A.

Object
This project was included in the Scientific Photograzhy Program

to augment the collection of data on illumination as a function of time from
exploding atomic weapons.
3.6.

Cne value of such data is discussed under Project

Another value is the establishment of a fund of information with which

to design and adjust photographic equipment being used under the light conditions generated by atomic explosions.

For example,

the success of such

projects as 6.2 and 6.4a was completely dependent upon good photographic
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records being obtained - which implied that such thirgs as film sensitivity,
shutter speed and auxiliary lenses (filters)
great care.

must have been selected with

Knowledge of the light intensities to be experienced is

essen-

in making these selections.

tial

b.

Method
?or MIKE and KING shots,

t•o GR-Slit ca,•eras were operated on

the Parry Island photo tower.
c.

Results
(1)

Data obtained is

MM

Shot

(a)

The two Slit cameras were operated with

currently in the process of reduction and analysis.

(2)

KING Shot
(a)

The two SJ.: cameras operated properly and data

reduction and analysis is
6.

CO% success.

currently in

progress.

Pro~ect 3.6 - Bhanzmeters (2rtE - Kr'G) (AEC)
a.

Cblect
(1)

As was mantioned in the discussion of Project 3.1, there

exists a definite requirement for a device capable of measuring weapon yield
during tactical operations.

Ideally, such a device will be:

(a)

Small, light and seLf-cor.tained.

(b)

Sufficientl-. rugged to withstand nornal operational

use without impairment of its oceration or accuracy.
(c)

Capable of being operated by its user at a relatively

great distance from the explosion.
(d)

Capable of supPlyi7ng its user with a yield number in

(e)

Simple to operate.

a minimum of tine.

Bhangmeter studies represent &n attempt to develop such an ideal device.
IIn its present form the Bhangmeter is a steel box, eighteen inches long,
twelve inches wide and five inches deep, weighing approxdmatelv thirty

.

pounds.

b.

!!et'od
(1) The theory behind Bhangmeter operation can be described

as follows.

The light intensity emanated from an atomic bomb explosion

first rises to a maximum with extreme rapidity.

It then falls quite rapidly

C-6
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to a minimum and rises again, somewhat less rapidly, to a second ma•iui,
with the maniitude of the second maximum being ver7 much less than that of
the first.

After passing through the second maximum,

it falls off rather

Cradua.Lly (on a m"llisecond ti-.e scale) to background values.

Past experi-

once indicates a measurable relation between weapon yield and tim to first

mi ni man.
(2)

The inclusion of this project in Operation IVY will augment

ealibration methods, and continue what might be called the Bhangmster
feasibility studies, especially in the relatively high yield range.
(3)

For HIVE shot, four 8hangmeters were installed on the ESTES.

For YI,'G shot, five Bhangmeters were in operation at a&oropriate sites.
c.

Results

(1)

Ir.M

Shot

Of the four Bhangeters installed on the ESTES, one
triggered but gave an incorrect reading.

All four instruments were wet

from salt spray.
(2)

K..G Shot
Cf the five Shar.neters used, all operated.

"Ir.str•ments

Four of the

gave readings of 68 milliseconds, and the fifth read 64 msec.

Thle reason for the discrepancy is not known, but the 68 msec reading has
been verified by examination of the Eastman films.
7.

P

Protect 3.7 - Prelimi•r.,

~a.

Photogravohic Crater Survey

(LC!KE) (DOD/USAF)

Obiet
This project wis designed to obtain a prelilinar7 photographic
surve7 of the crater caused by ICKE shot for use in the study of earth
shock.

It was also hoped that a correlation could be established between

photographic evidence of surface perturbations and the fraction of the
device's energ

release that coupled with thL ground.

Experience on previous

tests has shown that early ground surveys of craters were precluded by
radioloeical hazards.

b.

Mothod
A number of accurately surveyed ground points were established

close to tUe shot island,

with adequate marking of these

contrast and definition when photographed.

povints to assure

These positions were so selected

as to be easily distingu.ishable after the shot as %ell as before.

Precise

C-7
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location of -ground sore

X

in relation to these positions was essential, and

A

sufficient aerial photography of the shot island and adjacent islands
Oblique,

prior to the explosion was planned to confirm the ground control.

vertical and vertical stereoscopic photography was planued to provide the

necessary covorag, for analysis.
c.

Results - MIKE Shot

Due to the configuration of the target area, only one of the
three requirements - the exact location of ground zero after blast - could
This point was determined

be accurately determined by photographic means.
by comparing pro-shot and post-shot photographs.

The quality of the photo-

graphic records was good.
8.

(AEC)

Pro4ect 3.8 - Burst Position (KING)

a.

Oblect
Experimental air bursts, such as KING shot, impose the unique
Prior to the

problem of determininig their actual burst position in space.

shot, a ground zero is selected and the detonation mechanism of the bomb is
The combirnation of bombing inaccuracy and

set for a given height of burst.

the _'r.here"t iracc,-acies of the detonation mecha.ism, however, -lake it
extre."el7 unlikely that the burst will actually take place at the preCn the other hand, the success of many experimental

selected point in space.

projects is dependent upon knowing the point of detonation with good accuracy.

As a result, a rather precise photographic technique was used to

locate the position (in

space) of the light flash which characterized the

exploding bomb.
b.

'.'ethod
The proposed bomb zero point was 1500 feet above the ground and
The -egion in space

5,700 feet due north of Station 250 on Runit Island.

which includes this point was observed photographically by cameras on Coral

Head and in the Parry Island photo tower.
flash from the exploding bomb,

In addition to seeing the light

each camera was positioned to see two rixeS

points, the location of which (with respect to the camera) were known with
great accuracy.
c.

Results -

KING Shot

(1) Four theodolites, set out on the first K-l day (KING shot
was twice postponed becauase of unfavorable weather) and subsequently
C-8
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A fifth
serviced
twice, failed to operate.
the
morning of K-Dav and operated properly.
in the cameras,

water on the

.tilm
and lens,

soaking of the "Blue Box" batteries.

It

theodolite was set Up On ?arry
T1-.e failures were due to water-.|
rusting of the shutters and"

was extremely fortunate that Faval

had installed a 16-rm GSAP camera on Coral Head,

Research Laboratory (NRL)

since this provided data leading to a reasonably good position of burst
figure.

It

was also a fortunate circumstance that the array of rockets was

used by Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL)

(Project 6.13),

since these provided

the reference point from which position of burst was calculated.
(2)

Position of burst
(a)

The coordinates
(IVY Grid) of the burst wer-e:
N 108,450

• 30 ft

E 123,650
(b)

$

20 ft

Relative to the target,

the burst was:

N 300$ 30 ft
W 480
(c)

• 20 ft.5

-

The circular error was thus:

570

3 35 ft
-. '.

The height of burst -.-as:

(d)

"2.0 0

20 ft

p..
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APPENDIX D
PROGRAM 4:

NEUTM!

MEASLULV

TS

(NOTE: The flood of neutrons which emanate from an
explodIng atomic device is of great interest to
workers in at least two independent fields - that
of bomb design (and the associated diagnosis of
bomb performance) and that of "effects on things"
(materials and animals Ir. particular).
The Neutron
Measurements Program of Operation IMT was designed
to augment existing data on neutrons and to continue the development of field measurement techniques in order that the ultimate goal of complete
documentation of neutron economy will be closer.
In addition, especially for MIKE shot, the program
Was designed to supply diagnostic infolatbon as
to the "modus operandi" of the device.
Although Program 4 measurements were designed
both to satisfy the DOD requirement of Inowing the
neutron flux and to help the theoretician determine
the total neutron economy of the bomb, their primary
purpose was to measure the above quantities as a
function of distance and ti.e in order to assist in
analysis of the device in the eveent of a fractional
yield. However, enough samples were recovered to
supply external neutron infornation.)
1. Pr-o.ect 4.1
a.

-

Slowv Neutron Observations ,!2)

(AEC)
(UhG)

-

Cct
This project was part of a ctntinuirg program to determLne the

space distribution of low energy neutrons liberated by various sizes and
t:rpes of atomic bombs.
b.

!'e.thod
(1)1 *eutrons of energy in the range from. thermal (on the

order of .025 ev) to .25 ev are essentially all captured by the element
cadmium.

Also, cadmium is quite transparent to neutrons of enerCI greater

than .25 ev.

These facts permit the design of a "target" which, when

bombarded with neutrons of many energies,

is capable of measuring the

number of those neutrons in the energ range from .025 to .25 ev.
(2)

For C

shot, ;airs of tantalum and gold samples (one

of each being shielded with cadmium at each staticn) were placed on a line
extending along the reef toward Bogallua.

The first pair were 100 yards

from ground zero, and a pair was placed every !00 yards from there to
2,500 yards.

The sample recovery technique involved fastening the samples

to a steel cable which could be hauled in after the shot.

For MIKE shot

these cables were arranged so that they were covered by water for thermal
protection, using oressures developed in the detonation to drop the string
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detectors into the lagoon.

Sof

(3)

"samples started

For KIM

the same technique was used.

shot,

The line of

on the reef (300 feet from proposed ground zero) and extended

down the center of Runit Island to the region of the airstrip (7,200 feet

"froa proposed
c.

ground zero).

Results_
MIM Shot

(1)

Due to the large energy release,
detectors were recovered.

(2)

relatively few of the

Analysis of these few is

currently in progress.

KING Shot
A larger percentage of detectors were recovered 'than fo't

.IKE; however, analysis has not been completed.
ProJect 4.2 - Hiah Eneri't Neutron Cbser-vations

2.

a.

(!UIr-- - KING)

(CAC)

Qit
This project rias designed to extend the measurements of Project

4.1 by docuerntir.g the flux of neutrons exhibiting energies considerably in

excess of .25 ev, that is,
b.

up to 14 =ev.

;!.ethod
Threshold detectors of sulphur, arsenic,

gold and gold sur-

rounded b7 indium were used in a manner similar tc Project 4.1 and placed

at the sane positions.
c.

Results
(1)

IrM.I

Shot

(Same as Project 4.1)

(2)

•1•G Shot
(Same as Project 4.1)

3.

Prolect 4.3 - Veutron Spectrum-Nuclear Enulsions (IME)

(AEC)

This project was designed to determine the total neutron energy
spectrut versus distance; however,

the project was deleted fron the IVY

programming because of the addition of Project 2.6.

4.

P.-o-ect. 4.4 - Neutron Intensit7 as a Function of Time (I
(AEC)
Cb

a.

-

[.'G)

4ect

The neutron -etection zetn.oc3 out..i-ed ir. .'roeects L., and Z.offered no ir-formation as to the time distribution of the original flood of
This project was designed to gain irformation as to the total

neutrons.
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"number -f

arrivtng slow neutrons versus t-ie at given distances from ground

zero.
b.

Method
"Fission-Catcher Cameras" were used at close-ln stations for

both MW

and KING.
c.

Results
For both M

ard RING,

camera stations and equipment were

destroyed by the detonatios.

*1
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APPEN'DIX 3

PRO RAM 5:

GA!A RAT IMASU.RE

TS

"(NOTE:

This program was concerned with the measurement
of the gamma ray intensity as a function of tim and
position, Uizclvding that duo to fall-out, and with the
"total gama ray dose as a function of distance. The
close up UE
work was largely diagnostic, and proposed
to determine the time between the two main reactions,
and the fission yield.
The more distant work was conoerned largely with fall-out, and vas conducted by DOD*

'A•.

.

A

shot The gamma radiation from a weapon such as KING
shot would be expected to be similar to that frow any
fission bomb when scaled to this yield except as modified by the effects of the shock wave.
Theis effects
would 'e expected to be large, the irreversible heating
of the shocked air removin.g a large part of the attenuating mieium during the time %.rsn fission fragment
activity is dominant and movement of tne ball-of-fire
still
has not yet removed this source.
The shock wave
should also have a rather large effect on the nitrogen
capture gammas for close distances.
An attempt was
made on KI:G to obtain data to support these ideas.)

2

~~1. Proiect

*

a.

5.1

Total. Dose CUME

-

YI

0)(M

Cb~ect
This experimental project is

StheJI purpose

of -,;hich is

::art of a continuing program,

to obtain as -.ucni dcc,'.-Cn:at'on as possible of -he

gam..a radiation fields ostablished by exploding atomic weapons.
•"

particular it

1r.

was designed to supply irformatIon as to the total gasra

dose received by points located at various distances fron ground zero.
b.

Yethod
(1)

For

MKE shot, two measurenent lines of film badges were

establishedI out to 6,000 .rards from Elugelab to the Par end of Bocallua,
and one from

2lugelab to the far end of Engebi.

The packet cositions -mere

on land orly, and were spaced at ICC-yard intervals insofar as possible.
Three fiLm badges were placed at each position, the first

of which was

designed to remain openly exposed tc rsdiation until recovery.

"and third

badges were designed to be openly exposed initially, but later to

lr-z into prepared shielded positions,
the explosion,

down, the nmidle of
4,:00 yards.

For *q:1G shot.,

. . ... .... .

.

.

..

.

..

..

All badges were operly exposed utr.Ji recovery.

S-1.

.

..

iCC-yard intertals out to

Each station consisted of a post to w'hich one or more film

..

.

•÷-

a Une of film badge stations were placed

',nit, spaced at approxinately

badzes were attached.

.

tha second drcopping 0.2 -ecoýros
..

and the third dropping sixty seconds later.

(2)

)

The second

. .

. . . . .

. . . .

. . . ..

..

. . . .. . . . . . .. .

. .

.

.

.

The

.
..-.-...

. - .....

.

.

IN

film used for these measurements covered the range from O.1 to 30,OCO r.
c.

Results

"1)

•MK

Shot

The bulk of these stations were totally destroyed, only
those at the extreme ranges being recoverable.

The stations from 4,500 to

6,000 yards should give meager data but, due perhaps to the low surface
brightness of the ba.ll-of-fire, the dropping arrangement failed on nearly
all

stations.
(2)

KING Shot
The stations out to 1,200 yards were destroyed, apparently

by a large block of concrete which rolled doan the line destroying both the
film badge and the neutron sample stations 3f Program 4.

Film badges were

recovered from all stations beyond 1,200 yards.
2.

Prolect 5.2 a.

of Time ('.=aE - K7G)

Cb4oct
(2

docui.-nta":z=r

.a.-ma Intensity as a 'nc-ior.

Consistent with the idea of even.tually -.avLnig complete

of the "field varlables" associated w:ith, an atomic .aeapon

detcnation, this project was intended to measure the time dependence of
ga.=-a ra:- intensity (at certain fixed distances) from shortly after zero
to plus thirty seconds.
(2)

The tine dependence of the prompt gam-mas was documented

by the alpha experiment (Projects 2.1a and 2.lb) and was not considered
here.
shot (.

This ex~eriment was designed to start at 0.2 microsecond for '-7,f7
millisecond for KI!G shot) and extend for a;proxidnately 30 seccnds,

thus measurLng the ti-ne dependence of the major portion of the delayea
ga••as.
b.

Method
The detection method used here was essentially the same as that

used in Project 2.1a.
c.

Results

(a)

The gaw-a ray intensity versus time with a time

resolution of 0.1 microsecond was recorded at a blockhouse on Ruchi, 2,500
7ards from ground zero.

Satisfactor-y records were obtained until the shock
E-2
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broke through the dams protecting the detectors.
N'

(b)

Gamma intensity versus time measurements with better;

than millisecond resolution and running for several seconds, were attempted

A.

at stations on San Ildefonso (1,200 yards), Cochiti (1,800 yards), and
Bogombogo (4,300 yards) to supplement the data of the Ruchi station as to
the time dependence of the total dose and the effects of the shock wave
upon the ga-a radiation.

The near station was at the edge of the crater

and hence destroyed; the station on Cochiti lost the protective dome permitting the shock wave to destroy the recording unit, and the Bogombogo
station gave data down to about 30 microseconds and lasting for some seconds
s.owir.g the pronounced influence of the shock wave on the gamma radiation

-

Both nuwbers are very rough
s1nce they involve working back through a large amount of air subjected to
a strong shock with unicrnown loading.
(d)
est•.•ate

An Integration of the Sogombcgo data, making an

as to the Intensi'ties after 11 sece

(2)

KING Shot
To study the effect of the shock wave upon the gacma

radiation,

three 3tST7R type stations were used at distances of 1,2C0,

1,7C0 and 2,200 yards.
*

The near station ran to shock arrival, at which ti,.e

some debris broke through the protecting dome.

The intermediate station

ran through the shock and should yield very good data.
camera ýid not run due to a batte-7 failure.

"%"shoshould

The far station

Data from the twio stations

be adequate to supply the inforoAtion desired.

3.

Project 5.3 - Fall-out Garrj.a Intensity (H=.q.

-

KIIN•)(IEC)

a. Cboe.t
This protect ,ar designed to furtý'- the documentation (started
E-3
.4

"L1conjunction

with Nevada tests) of fall-out intensity veravs time at various

fixed points.
b.

'.ethod
The insrtantaneouO dose rate at a given point was measured with
A permanent record was obtained by using the current

an ionization chamber.

signal to drive a pen recorder.
0.

Results

(1)

MIKE Shot
SGan

ray intensity versus time detectors were placed in

operation on the following islands of Eniwetok Atoll:
Bogon, Erngebi,

Biijiri,

,unit,

Aniyaanii, Eniwetok,

Bo'allua, Ruchi,

Parry and Rigili.

Additional stations away from iniwetok Atoll were placed on Bildni, Kusaie,
Ponape,

'-alJuro, U~elang,

Krtajalein Island and Roi Island in Kwajalein Atoll.

The ionization chacbers and their protective canisters located on Sogallua,
Ruchi and Bogon Islands were destroyed by blast and thermal danage.
line teleretering from Engebi to P
3urvive the shot.

Originally,

"as installed but the line did not
wrr-

tele.eterir._

fron Bogon was planned but an

1nadeq'.ate number of submarine line.ý precluded this installation.
been recovered from Engebi,
RigiLi.

Runit, Bii'jir,

preliminar7.'

Zata has

Aniyaanii, Parry, Eniwetok and

Some fall-out has beer. recorded on Fusale and Ujelang.

dose rate versus time for Engebi,

k

Land-

Plots or

9iBiJri, Rigili and Runit, although

in nature insofar as the absolute -Agnitude of the dose rate is

concerned, are considered well Itithin a factor of 2 in accuracy with the
exception of Engebi where the ionization chamber sustained some damage.
The deca:, rates as plotted and calculated are Judged to be accurate within

-o

plus or minub 10% and indicate the radiation varies as t-1.3 to t--08.
fall-out withln the range of the instrument,
on Eniwetok or Parry.

No data is

5 mr/hr to 5 kr/hr, was recorded

reported for Aniyaanii as the motor of

the recorder failed before snrot tit-.

(2)

KniG Shot
GL=a ray intensity versus time recording monitors as

used for "aK. shot were continued ir. operation for 'KING shot.

New tvrits

were placed in operation on Bogallua and Engebi to replace units dai.aged
during !ITK7E shot excepot for the stations destroyed on Bogon and Ruchi.

The

stations on off-atoll locations were continued in operation for Kfl3 shot.
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No significant fall-out was recorded on any of the islands or Eniwetok Atoll
On

except the shot island, where the range of the detector was 2,000 yards.

Runit the pea? radiation was approximately 5,000 r/hr at K ý 5 sec, decaying

$

very rapidly to approximately 0.5 r/hr at K

No fall-out has

I minute.

boon reported from any of the off-atoll stations.
4.

Pro'ect 5.4a - Fall-out Distribution and Particle Size (L.-M)

a.
This project was designed to extend the naesurement of fall-out
distribution and magnitude following UM
those being documented b.

b.

shot to distances greater than

Project 5.3.

!ýet__d
Five t;rpes of collection devices were employed on many of the

Eniwetok Islands, rafts in

the lagoon,

islands in the 'arshall group.

ships in -he

In addition,

fleet and at other

the sea area out to approxi-

mately 150 miles •was instru-ented nith collection devices mounted on dan
buoys.
c.

Results (1)

"P"iiraai,

ME Shot

Of the eight land stations, Saga-l"ua,

!ngebi,

Yeiri,

and 2urnit were within the fall-out area and, at all stations except

Bogallua,

some usable fall-out sa-nIes tere obtained.

Cr 7eiri, ?.urnit,

Anlyaanii and Ernwetok tie "Blue Boxes" failed to trigger.
station was denollshed.

A total of twenty rafts

anchored positions in tne lagoon on "-15 and

a total of fifteen rafts .',ere recovered.
triggered.

w'ere

The BogalluA

placed -t

their

On M $ 2 and "-

I-, days.

$ 3

Thc "Blie Boxes" on- all rafts

All of the rafts recovered Ymre within the fall-out area.

teen dan buoy stations rvere set out by !I-Day.

Nine-

Twelve of the nineteen buoys

placed Nere recovered.
(2)

Visual examInation of the fall-out particulate collected

indicates that the majority arrived in the form of small round spheres.
Thne spheres var7 in

size from a pin point to about 1/16 inch in diameter.

They are white -'.d wi-l
to be hollo*w anr

usually shatter at the touch.

othe-• ar-ear tn nave concentric

in water and are very tightli

r.:ck to '.e

The radidtion appears to he of lOw erer&.

... a•7.

a

.aj*'
u(

-L

%M

-L

.

jince in

.*-.

.

ings.

of them appear

7hey are irsoluh.-e

surface on whi"h th-ey lanr~ded.

E-5

..

Sow•

.

.

a•nakg radioautographs,

a double tbickness of paper accidentally partially covered the film.
double section verr effectively blocked out most of the radiation.

This
The

fall-out seems to have been more heavily concentrated on the western side
of the lagoon and extended down to at least fifteen miles.

(3)

One of the reasons for the approval of the dan buoy

stations was to prove the operational feasibility of such a scheme,
could they be found after drifting free for several days.

It

is

that is,

believed

that the successful recovery of 63% of the buoys detinitely proves that such
a scheme is

feasible.

recovery perce:tage.

improved sea anchor connections should increase the
All of the buoys except one which on recovery showed

measurable fall-out rdth survey instruments (T1l's),

were to the north of a

line runnrng east from Eniwetok.
5.

Prolect 5.

4b

- Close-in Particulate Cloud and FaL-out Studies
(=M

a.

-

im:G)

(DCU5J)

Object
The object of this experimert was to obtain specific data

from --he clouds :roduced b-yCperation :.'!" :tomic detonations for total
activity '-n the .artic"-!ate material;

rate of fal'-out and the fall-out

pattern or. land areas of Zniwetok Xtoll; deter-7ination of the airborne
concentration of the radioactive particulate Tatter near ground level over
land areas of "-niwetok Atoll; deter.-tmnation of size distribution of gross
ar.d radioactive particulate Tatter; distributlon of acti'ityt with particle
size; determination of the preserce of selected f3ssicr. products In the
particulate matter; and determination of the adequacy of aerial survesystems in assessing the ground

=ntaminatior. situation.

This data w12.l

supplement the previous atomitc explosion phenoitena observations in the
determination of hazard to personnel resulting froa residual fall-out and
airborne activity, corntaimi.ation of areas and structures,

and the develop-

ment of decontamiration measures.

b.

Let__•d
(1)

operated from H
4
twc stations),
-rograms

The experiment consisted of two parts

-

fall-out collectors

15 mz.nutes until H • 6 hours on twenty-four Islands (thi-ty-

a3nd cloud s=amling at high altitude.,

in conjunction with

1 and 7.
(2)

Particulate sanples from the two methods ex;lair.ed above

6-:

1

X

At-*

ýOk

PmAh 0.MA A'A

A

will be aralyzed for activity, particle size and radiochemical content.
Relationship between activity and pa.-Licle size will be determined.

A

number ratio of active to inert particles will be attempted.

c.

Results
(1)

?.

Shot

(a)

The experiment was successful in that twenty-four of

the thirty-two stations inrstalled were in the area of fall-out.

Pour of

_-

these stations (those at Bogallua, Bogomboge,

-p.

and four others did not start due to "Blue Box" malfunction (those at Rujoru,

"Aaraanibiru and
Muzin,

tTm at Runit).

Ruchi and Bogon) were destroyed,

Fall-out samples were obtained at Engebi (2),

Kirinian, Bokonaarappu, Yeiri, Aitsu, Eberiru (2),

Piiraai, Rigili

'-niwetok

(2),
(b)

and Parry.

The fact that there was ccnsiderable liquid as well

as solid fall-out is obvious.
particles,

Aomon, BiiJiri,

The solid fall-out contained marq large

sore of which were as large as 1/2 inch in diameter.
(2)

KING Shot
(a)

Tere agal.

At K2:G shot,

i-.nst.-ented ::it.

at Bogall._a, ?ogombogo,
All stations -.,.re

tre fall-out statlors used f-r -.•VZ

some exceptions.

5ations-.e.e not set .u

i.uchi and ?o~cn because of the higýh background.

triggered b-- the battery operated "Blue Boxes"; however,

certain statior.s did not operate (probably because of da.nage from hea~v
rains;.

They- were Runlt,

"fall-out collect.ed

Aniyaanli,

from. KIY

•n•wetok,

Igurin ant Giriinien.

shot ?:as recovered or.

to laboratories at Ar-y Chemrdcal Center, Y'ar--land.
studied in the same manner as the "a
participaticn ir

all

is

• 1 dayf and returned
Tnese swnples Wil' te

shot samples since all chases of the

KI0:G shot are identical to that for !-N-Z.
(b)

shot that it

There was such a small amount of fall-out frorr KI:

doubtful whether there is

sufficient activity to complete

of t.-e arnal7tical procedures to be followed for =M shot.

out samples produced radiation In excess of 10 mr/hr.

E-7
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Few fall-

APPENDIX F

.

PROGRAM 6:
1.

Project 6.1
a.

-

BLAST IMAStMIU

TS

Pressure versus Time on the Ground ('.EI_!_ K:!,G) (ARC)

Cb'ect
This project was designed to augment the existing fund of

experinental data on the studies of pressure fields near a reflecting sur2'-,

face, by measuring pressure as a function of time (on or near the earth's

"surface) at

-S'.

various fixed points around Eniwetok Atoll for HKE and KING

shots.
'ethod

b.

(1)

or. Teiteiripucch•i

lff

Shot

(a)

The pressure ranges extended from 330 psi expected

to 0.9 psi expected on Farry.

"he mounting arrangements

were basically:
1.

Ground baffles, in

2.

Baffles several feet above ground surface a.nd

pressure at grade level
phich

"was recorded.
facing parallel to the blast direction, neasurir.g free air pressure.
..
'b)
toutrdon tube gauge,

Gauges or. buldir.s to tneas.re face-on pressures.

For all air pressure :?eas ure~nts the "liancko ?.isted

which converts t~e p-ressure fluctuaticr.s into an

ampltude-..c.,._ated cirrier, -,as Inc:rporated.
(2'

Y:'^4 Shot
(a)

The main blast line consisted or eigtt air prest-sure

gauges along the reef for the measurement of free air pressures.

The

expected pressures on this blast line r•rged from 210 psi to 12 psi.
For all nressure measurements,

(b)

Bourdon. tuk-e g.'uge W&3 incorporated.

the Miancko

-.,isted

The important consideration in these

measureaents was the comparison or air pressure functions over water with
those over land.
c.

Results
(!' MIKE Shot (See Incl 1 to Appendix F)
Asy

y~trwas measured by twenty self-recording indentor

gauges, ten placed on Ergebi and ten placed on Bogailua at the sare radius
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from ground zero.

from the two clusters,

and the fact that the Impulse on

known from the~.p
Wianeko pickup near that cluster,

the Enpebi
gauges is
p

-

sy=netry existed

calibration of these indentor gauges should determine if
on these two asimuths.

(2)

"

KiNG Shot
Air pressures over land were measured at four groundr

baffle stations spaced along Runit.

A free air pressure measurement ws

made on Parry for a far distant point.
Project 6.2 - Air Mass Motion Studies (WII

2.

a.

- KING) (A&C)

Oblect
This project was designed to provide free-air over-pressure

versus distance.

b.

:!ethod
(1)

The method of labeling the atmosphere for this project

involved placing a puff of s3oke in the atmosphere in some region of interest.
A mtion picture camera was previoously aligned it. such a way that the puff
was well within its

f1elS of view.

Subsequent photogra&phy of the p7uff,

a.n-AfI-' ar.talys-s prccedures, could t-en s' ppl:- t•e experimenter -it.
tiehstry ofthe

puff's

and ;erturbatior..

a

Such a method Was

expected to suFply the elapsed ti-.e from zero to the arrival of the shock
at the puff and the variation in

shock strength with t•-.e fron i.s

dependence

on the perturbation or "-ass motion" of the .uff.
(2)

For :MKE shot. lovi altitude (-4CC

air Was accomplished •.it.

feet) labeling of the

explodir.; mortar ;rojectiles.

The distarce- from

ground zero were similar to those chosen for the Wiancl.<o gauges of Project
6.1.

The actual positions, however,

were quite different.

In addition,

the

air was libeled with sm.oke at ten altitudes (8,000, 9,000, 10,CCO, ll,000,
15,:C0,

16,000, 20,C00, 21,CCO,

25,000, and 26,000 feet) by means of burst-

ilig shells from. anti-aircraft guns.
(3)

For KIN:G shot,

only:. the low altitudes (-400

feet) air

labeling technique was used.
c.

Results

(1) v Shot
Camera operation was 100; mortar firing was q21i (the
mortars on Coral Head and Parry failed to receive the radio firing signal);
F-2
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An analysis of

Total equipment operation was 900.

and Sum firing was 100%.

the fifteen films recovered shows that the reef mortars may produce limited
data since the thermal dust raised on Engbi obscured the mortar puffs at an
Of the five raft mortar films, two definitely obtained data on

early tim.

mass motion, one obtained no data, and two were marginal due to prevailing
The mortar film from Parry contains no data.

light conditions.

KING Shot

(2)

The Parry camera did not

The six cameras on Rojoa ran.

From pre-

produce a record due to power failure shortly after zero time.

.iminary viewing of the films, one raft mortar apparently failed to fire;
a second raft mortar shows the mortar firing but no puff visible; all other
The quality of the records obtained is good; however, thermal

mortars fired.

The

dust was present between the cameras and the puffs at an early time.

functioning of equi•ment may be broken down as follows - cameras at 86% and
mortars at 71%.

Prolect 6.3 - Shoekwind, Afte-.:Ir.d and Sound 7elocity (W.=- - K2.G)
(AEC',

3.

Cbiect

a.

.easu-e-

FIrst, the

The objectives of this project were twofold.

sent of shockwinds and afterwinds at various distances from ground zero, and
second, the measurement of sound and material velocities, both prior to and
after shock arrival, at var-ous distances from ground zero.

!:ethod

b.

= Shot

(1)

ities were m.easured at four

AfterwLid an.d sound vel

The four locations used wiergfngebi,

stations by means of interferometers.

"-uzin, Bokonaarappu and Aomon.
7Yiancko pitt

D:-namic pressures were measured by means of
The "ZI and pitot tube

tubes and Sandia-desig:ed "Q" gauges.

measurements were made on Engebi,

.

Bokoraarappu and..aý_P

.!uzin, Aomon,

Temperatures of the air during the blast phenomena were measured by resistance thermometers at the same locations as the "Q" gauges.
Was

The element

shielded from the direct radiation by a metal cover.
KI",C Shot

(2)

Afterwinds and sound velocities were measureo at two Runit
Dynamic pressures were measured by

stations by means of interferometers.
F-3
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means of liancko pitot tubes at three locations along Runit Island and at

"one station

on Parry.

Dynamic pressures were also neasured on Parry by
An air temperature measurement with

means of the Sandia-designed "Q" gauge.

the element shielded from the direct radiation by a metal cover was made on
Parry.
Results

c.

All temperature

Some gauge failures were encountered.

High humidity caused

gauge elements were broken by the force of the blast.
some opens to occur in

Sonic

the strain gauge elements of the "Q" gauges.

interferometer failures were caused by poorly designed weather-proofing of
the exposed equipment.

(2)

KING .-Shot
In general,

4.

all equipment functioned properly on KING shot.

Project 6.4& - Water Wave 1.otion - Shallow Water - Photoeranhic

a.

Cb'ect

T-e purpose of this exper!--net -as to cbser--e t!he •oticr. of
water waves in the lagoon near various islands.
b.

!'ethod
Cameras vere Installed on -ngebi,

?.ojoa,

These

?Runit and Farr•*.

were 16-am cameras with 25-amm lerses, operating at 10 frax.es/sec for a total
At each location a large raft was nocrdd at

runni.g tine of ten minutes.

An array of five barrels was moored about 1,0CO

3,000 feet from the camera.

feet from the camera and a pole wras placed in

shallow water near the beach

These objects served as markers around

about 3C0 feet from the c&nera.

which wave motion was measured b: ftLting.
Results - ,1=KE Shot

c.

All markers survived the shot intact; those at Engebi were
cameras ran.

scorched by the thermal radiation; all

the mirror

On Engebi.

designed to direct the image downward into the lens,

on the camera housing,

was blown off by the air shock, so that no water wave pictures were obtained.
Prelimirary a:-alysis of the rtimaning three original negatives indicates
displacements of a foot or so at Parry and two or three feet at R.unit.
arrival at Roloa has not been detected on the fiL%; however,

W1ave

air shock arrival
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at Rojoa was indicated.
lookd.ng overhead,
5.

Cn Er.gebi,

where the camera with no mirror was

the passage of the cloud chamber effect was detected.

Project 6.Lb - Sea Waves ('Ia

a.

) (EOD/USN)

Object
The object of this project was to measure the baroffetric and
shot.
=31'

surface waves produced by
b.

M:ethod
Comercial recording microbarograph3 were used to instrument

the barometri.

waves, while the water waves were detected with three types

of wave meters in three general locations.

Pressure-type remote recording

wave meters were designed to accept only the acpropriate waves by means of
band-pass system and vwere installed on two seamounts

s*hydraulic

(Seamount

26 and Seamount 72) north of zround zero and on islands of Bikini Atoll.
Absolute pressure recorders
Eniwetok Lagoon.

(accept.Lng all

At distant islands,

pressures) were installed in

critically damped w-ter level re-

corders were installed which would accept lor.ng period vaves.
c.

Results
(1)

expected.

KS Sot

-

The waves fro:. 'o:

shot proved to ýe nucn sall-er than

7lithIn the lagoon they were about one-tenth of those expected,

and outside none were recorded.

'-icrobarograph records were also far below

those anticipated.
(2)
in

As an instru.rnentatior,

the sense that all

progra.n, the project ::as a success

but one of the seven Instruments Lustalled *'ere re-

covered and found to have ocerated as ex-ected.

T.-e forturate circumstance

of a natural seismic sea rrave on Y , 3 da's provided a good check on some
of the instrumentation.

A -articularl:- successful aspect cr the program

was that four instraments were placed on a newly-devised light and inexpensive deep sea moorings warich utilized the tops of undersea m.ountains which
rise to within 5,000 feet of the surface.
quality.
Sea•ount

Records recovered were of good

The only station lost was a raft which was not recovered from
26.
(3)

The --n.i-etok Lagoon stations (Rumit and Zniwetok Islands)

clearly showed tne shock wave (equivalent to about four feet of water at
Runit and 2.5 feet at Eniwetok).
in

At Eniwetok,

the shock wave was followed

twenty-five minutes by four waves with a period of about five minutes;
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the first

wave had a trough-to-crest height of about three feet, and the

remainder of the waves appeared to be only trcughs about 1.5 feet deep.

At

aunit, the s*.ock wave ::as followed in fifteen minutes by at. irregular
disturbance, the largest single wave of which was not only 2.5 feet high.
As previously stated, no wave records fro5n LMK

shot Ymre obtained at the

Seamount stations or at Sikini Atoll; however, small barometric changes
were recorded there.
6.

Prolect 6.5 - Ground Hotion - Seismic Leasurements (LaCE)
a.

(AEC)

Cblect
This project was designed to supply information relative to the

trar.sport of explosion ener•r

b-" the ground as evidenced b-, earth accelera-

tions and resulting ntions.
b.

l.'ethod
•arth motions, or, nore specificall7,o, earth accelerations >rere

measured at Bogon, Engebi, '-!uzin, -okonaarappu,

Aomn and Parr7.

For each

.-otallation the radial, vertical -nd tangential acceleration components
;..ere m.easured utilizing ::iancko acceleroneters.

The three gauges at each

u.stallatior. were placed in a -.*tal case or "hull plug" nutuallv persendicular
I
to each other and placed at an average depth of seventeen feet.
effort was .-ade to .atc.

An

the densit-- of the case to the densit;v of the coral.

The accelerometer case or. ?o'.;onaar&=pu leaked, ruining the three gauges.
Since the contractor had reno,.-ed hi* drill,'.g equ,.ip-ent, three new gauges
were mounted in the shelter as an excedient solution.
c.

Results - ;:KEv

Shot

(See Ir.el 2 of Appendix ?)

Data fror. the pre-shot seisnic

surveys and earth attenuation measurements of P-ogram 11 will aid in the
analysis an,, interpretation of results obtained herein.
7.

?r.p.ect 6,6 - T!Icrobaroiraohti.
a.

*

'easurenents (!r.a- - K.:G) (AZC'

Cb1ect
The prin-arr purpose of this experiment was to aetermine pertur-

bation pressures established in the upper atmosphere by the nuclear
detonations.

The project was deleted from the IVY program due to Lncorpora-

tl.on of its measurements in other projects.
S. Pro'ect 6.7a - I'nder-,ater Pressures as a Function of Ti.n.e and Peak
'XD; US',:
Wtater Pressur as a Function of Distance (.7

F-S

5%

.0

N

a.

Object
The purpose of this project was to obtain underwater pressure-

tme records in deep wvater off the ocean side of the shot island on I!flE
shot.
b.

!tethod
To accomplish this purpose,

instrumentation was completed on

three types of underwater pressure measuring devices - a Wiancko system con-

sisting of a variable reluctance pressure pickup of the Twisted Bourdon tube
type modified for underwater operation and oscillographic recording; an
Horizons system consisting of barium titanate pressure pickups employing
magnetic tape recording; and an MRL telemetering system using the output
sigrals from the Wiancko gauges and transmitting them via aircraft relay
to a remote recording station aboard a Task Force vessel.
tion was engineered to fit
standard can buoy.
ocerate

TI,

instrumenta-

in a shoc?-nounted cage inside a first

class

Sach buoy "was equipped with a co!rzand receiver to

t.e secuence of events b"

rerote :ontrol fron t-e nearby aircraft.

There wa! a total of four buoys planned for stat•onIng

on the ocean side of

snot islaand as follows:
(1)

Buoy "o.

I

-

Wianc:'o self-recording system at 6,CCO
feet from ground zero.

(2)

Buoy No.

2

-

Horizcns self-recording system at 9,000
feet from -round zero.

(3)

Buoy No. 3

-

','Yancko self-recordi-n, systen and !L
telemetering system at 9,CCO feet from
ground zero.

(4)

c.

Buoy "o.
N

- "ianckeo sel'-recording system ar.d NRL
tele!netering system at 12,000 feet from
gro)und zero.

Results - I=

Shot

(1) The project succeeded in getting three buoys on station
before

=

shot,

moored in 200,

375 and 500 fathoms of nater at the prcper

distances from ground zero under extremely adverse weather conditions.
Some instrumentition failures occurred in the electronic systems.
(2)
stations on

After VIKE shot the recovery party arrived at the buoy

' , 3 and found nothing afloat.

but nothing was discovered.
analysis is
9.

The reefs were scanned thoroughly

Telemetered records were obtained;

however,

not available at this writing.

ProIect 6,7b

-

Underwater Pressures AlonR Reef (MI)

.(AEC)
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a.

Cb ect
As a continuation of the underwater pressure field studies,

this project was 'esrgn.ed

to .sea:ue the pressure as -Afunction of tILe in

tne shallow water of the 2agoon.
b.

Y'ethod
The basic instry-rant used herein was a '.Iiancko gauge modified

for underwater use.
c.

Results

It= Shot

(1)

Four underwnater pressure-tisse measure.Tents were made at
depths of arýrox.imately 100 feet and at a cistance of about one mile offshore on the lagoon side.
pucchi, !r.2ebi,

These were located off the Islands of Teiteiri-

Aomon &nd Parry.

;idr.cko ?7e-sted Bourdon tube gauges

were 'ti- zoed, :,outed on tri:cds ten ýeet in hei:ht to raise them off the
lagoon. floor.
(2'

.i'

Shot

-

A.-underwater
-f

tressroe-tx-e
-e.surereet was nade at a

.:t-t

1

=-a.:rox!.'qatel
.
. T.C ,easue.-e..

for, but as the installation was co~l.eted for

-', e

not ca:led

.han.nel
-"as a2aLn

opcened up.
10.

Prolect 6.1c

-

Accustic -ress-ure '!aves

;Ca'er (

--

:s-:.)

(X't),
!

a. C.bec
The pur.-oze of this project

as to o*_sqrwe tI-e .ro.-:atior. in.

deep tater of acoustic sizr.as generated
deounstrzted duvi---

Cperatin.ý

a nuclea. detcnat:.on.

iCU3E,
--

As ",r's

this sýgnal can, be used as a -.eans

of arrivitng at a rouh esti.ate cf yield.
b.

"*ethod
Several Souznd

arxin
ad
t Ranzging (&2FAR) stations i- the Facific

ar.d Atlantic 0Cean areas .aere ale. ted to detect and record the acoustic
si_•rnae generated.

$uch signais ar- prov.-ated in a water layer Ahich is

approxi-.mtely 350 fathom:; under the ocean 5ur'a'.

in the Pacific and 7CO

fatho-s ,under the ocean surface in the Atlantic.
c.

H ssuits
; uccessf,_. records ,ere ýefinitely obtained from 10i.!I

7t. Sur arnd

..- -.. .

.

.:

.-

t.

Arena it,the ?a

---- -

-. ,,

-.--- --

z

area.

shot at

Alt.ough the data has not

.-".*--.*..". ,--. .. ". ". .".

.-"

7 et

.- ".-...

.- -".

-.

" " :

... w

.- been completely reduced, prelLmnar7 indications are that the maximum ener•
received was apparently concentrated at a lower frequency thrn was the case

in Operation GMMUSE. (No data is available for KING shot at this
writing.)
11.

Prorlct 6. 8 - Pre-Shock Arrival Air Temperature ( nTF - KR!G)(.EC)
This project was deleted from the IVY Program on the basis of the

experience gained during TWELER-SNAPP•.
12.

Prolect 6.9 - Air Do.nsitX Versus Time (WI)

a.

(AEC)

Object
This project was designed to document the air density at various

fixed points in the blast field prior to, during and subsequent to the
passage of the shock wave.

b.

.t

L•tho__d
(1)

To accomplish its purpose,

known as the Beta-ray Densito.eter.

this project utilized a device

Briefly, the Densitometer consists of

a fixed source of beta ra7s, a detector which responds to changes in

beta

ra-: intersit:', and a recording Instr-•-ent wh~ich converts the detector output
into a pi•:t.u=e

record on a negative film strip.

rays and, hence,

the detector output is

The attenuation of beta

a function only of the material

density between source and detector.
(2)

For

- shot,

four Bota-ra- Densitometers were used, ore

or. each of the following islands - Fr.Zebi,
The distarces from :round

Virinian.

Bokonaara.pu and Ac-.on.

!ero to these stations were 1,0CO, 23,CCO, 31,COO

cnd 4.,COO feet respectively.
c.

Resu.ts
(1)

not operate.
results.

-

!.K. Shot

The Densitometer at Engebi failed since the ca.Ae-a did

The Dor.nstcý,eter on Kirinian worked successfully and gave gocd

Densitometers on Bokonaarappu and Aomon gave no results.

Car-eras

operated but beta signal trace ,lid rzt ippear until a few seconds before
the end of the film record.

The films indicate a possibility of relays

operating in reverse sequence,

i.e.,

the -3

second relay operating at -1

ainute, and the -1 minute relay at -5 seconds.
(21
zero.

An Ival tm.r.e (,f blast at Kirinian was 9.5 seccn(ýs a-ter

m'axt•.
densit.

e. urad -,a. 8.B gs/liter

occxu-ii.g acout 2.2 seconds after blast arrivel.
F-9

,'Mo
o
-
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1..

N W% 1. ;r,.i

. 7.3 tines normal density,
In genernl,

dung

the

period from 0.5 second after blast arrival to 3.0 seconds after arrival, the
denslt;7 varied randomly from about 2.5 to 3.5 times normal.

This indicates

coral and other debris.

considerable loading of the air by dust, pebbles,

Prolect 6.10 - Free Air Pressure as a Function of T-_e (Manned

13.

Aircraft)

(ITS

-

KDXG)

(DOD/USAF)

a.
This project was designed to determine the free air pressufe as
a function of time using manned aircraft to position the measuring in3truments
in

space at altitudes significant to delivery aircraft.

In addition, data

on the dynAmic structural response of aircraft was planned.

The latter will

aeused as a basis for establishing structural design criteria and for
i£nediate use in
b.

plannin.g deliver7 techniques for ver:, high

7

ield weapons.

;'ethod
To accomplish the -.Ission an instrut.ented B-36D and B-47B were

positioned at predetermined points in

space near the explosion to record

.. he blast effect on the aircraft structure.

The 3-36D was instru-rented

-with

strai-n zau:.s, accelerometers and a Coo? recorder ",th eigý-teen channels
for blast data.

The 3-47B was sLr:larly instr,-ented and recorded six

char-neis of blast data.

Strain gauges were er-plo:,ed to deter•%nie deflections

of 1.ndividual aircraft components.
know

Since the yield of :!'• shot was not

excett trith*n broad Iinits, it "..as necessar- to instrunent the air-

craft :tith two distinct sets of pressure gauges to cover a pressure range of
C to 10 psi.

C.

Results
(1)

IK= Shot

Useful data wras obtained on 100% of the channels of the

B-36D, with 904 of the recordings of good quality.
recorded on the ?-47B.

There was no useful data

The aircraft was apparentl7 too far out from the

predetermined position and the oscillograph ran out of paper before the
shock arrival.

Shock arrival had been computed as 135 to 159 seconds,

depending on yield.

The recorder ran out of paper 165 seconds after zero.

Horizontal tail bending moment for the B-36D was approximately 62; of iimit.
Bending Zo,-.en3s

.r. the wing due to the gust -aere ver•,

o;', as ex-eco-ed.

At

shock arrival this aircraft was approximately 22.7 nautical f-7i'es fro.
ground zero, at an altitude of 40,OCO feet.

The B-47B,

at shock arrzval,
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was at a slant range of approximately 28.5 nautical miles and at an altitude

of 35,000 feet.

"(2)
I
shot.

KING Shot
This project was executed in the sawe manner as for UM

The B-36D and the 8-47B were at slant ranges of approximately 10.4

and 9.1 nautical miles and at 32,000 and 35,000 feet respectively at shock

,,...,

arrival.

Eighteen channels (95%)

of blast data were recorded.

The quality

of the data obtained appears to be good.
14.

Project 6.11 - Free Air Presgre as a Function of Time, Utilizing
Parachute Suspended Canisters MqKE-KIn,* (DCD/7UsAF)
a.

Cblet
This project was designed to reasure ths free air overpressure

versus tUne, at a number of differeLt known close-in altitudes and distances
frcm an atomic explosion.

it "was an attempt to collect data on the attenua-

tion of a shock wave in a ron-homogeneous atmosphere to aid in the determinaticn of safe (to flight crew personnel) procedures for aircraft delivery of
.hin yield ato-ic weapor.s, and to verify (or deny) presently available
theoretical approxization methods.
-r.ents -,ere to be obtained,

Ln addition,

free space therrll measure-

under the conditions of severe reflection or

absorption (due to cloud coverage) which Was expected to exist at shot times.
s"

3b.

'.ethod
For this project, the general plan of operation was to obtain
pressure and therxal measurements at twelve points along a radial line from
the point of detonation, extending Lrom the shortest range at which data can
be obtained to approximately the operational range for mannned aircraft.
Twelve parachute suspended canisters were dropped on each shot, from two
3-29 aircraft flying at approximately 32,000 feet.

The altitude of the

4
caristers at shock arrival time was to vary from approximtely
10,000 feet
-N

for the nearest to 30,000 feet for the most distant.

The twelve instrrwuents

were divided into two groups, one to grve useful data in the event of a low

""
S"B-29's

rield and the other adjusted for docmerntation of a hagh yield.

The two

were scheduled to deploy six canisters in such a wav that a max.m.um
of useful data would be obtained should either of the planes fail.
canister contained i pressure sensitive element,
and a teleretering transr.tter.

-ach

a thermal sensing device,

They -were approxImately eight feet

or.,

F-1l
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fourteen inches in diameter and weighed 275 pounds.
c.

Results

(1)

1:1KE Shot
Of the twelve parachute-borne

canisters deployed during

-'IKE shot, ten ca.risters functioned properly in all

respects.

The radio

telemetry stations recorded all four subcarrier channels from each of the ten
Measurements of ambient pressure,

canisters.

thermal flux were successfully recorded.

differential pressure and

Aircraft positioning and canister
Two

space and time wvere very successfully accomplished.

positioning in

canisters had a free-fall due to parachute failure and experienced impact
each position in the canister arra, was duplicated

Howiever,

prior to zero.

by two canisters so that all six positions in

the array were recorded.

quallt:" of the recordir.gs was excellent for each zarlster.

The

The..-al

measuremer.ts were obtai'ned fro.- tre five canister: nearest ground zero.
..e therni '-easurerents frto
f.ve canisters :%ost distant froa
ground
zero i

at

.---.
that tere,!

n~tr,_T..

-

was not adecuatel.r se;siti%-e

for t.e ter..a. rad.at'or. exist.-.t ;- :rat distance.

Of t.-.e t'aeive nar:c-ute-borre
3hot, e*
recorded ill

canisters f.t

5

ct.:..ed
..
properly.

c•-isters der>z:-ed during
The radio teler*etr

four subcarrier char.nels from each of the eight car.isters.

::easures of a.biean.
successf-Zy

press3re,

ecorded.

:L'ferential pressure and thermal flux -.-.
ere

Data resotts indicate that the a-rcraft arrived it

the target pc-nt t;-:er.t', secon.ds early.
successfully;

howtever,

calties a.c all

Cne aircralt cetloyed six caristers

the other air.raft

exper-er.ce-

bomb :-,-ease d-

six caristers were released by salvo operation.

pricr tc zero.

-

.'normatior octair.ed f-r each array; oopostion,

Lýdicate t-at approx&Ately

,,

data

,.s obta-nec.

the recor-i' -..,

The qualit'," of the

recordings obtained ",.3s excellent for each of the eight canisters.
mere cttained fro7 the f've canisters nearest ground

•easure~en.-s

i.ntcatec t-.at

trer•-L•

rerrA.'Ti .;t

:ono.,. .,.e

mrrea car.isters most, dltnr,

instr.-RntatiCn was not a 'e•-

.*o /

. o

- o

• .

.

.' .

., .

..

ex;stina" t.rat distance.

-

.....

-

t.ry ser3tt:.'

-- 12

.

:-pac*

No other carister; incurred electronic fai-lure.

reference to tne

;e•.•

-i-

.•wo c.i=:rs

incurred a free-fall reca 13e of parachute malfA.ction resu4tinr

-eas'ure-er.ts

stations

. .

Tre.-al
er.

he

.u.er.for the

Eoect 6.12 - Fixh Altitude Waves (M)(AEC)
Project 6.12 was deleted from the IVY program due to lack of a

15.

feasible aet hod of placing detectors at extremely high altitudes.
16.

Pro4ect

a.

6.13 -

M!easure.ment of Free

Air Pressures by Smoke Rocket

Photography eKINIG) (DOD/USH)

Object
The function of Project 6.13 was to cbtain frie air shock
A secondary purpose involved photo-

pressure by rocket trail photography.

graphic time of arrival measurements at ground level of any precursor blast
waves which might be formed.
b.

Methcd
smoke rockets were fired to form a grid of

In this technique,

The shcck wave growth was recorded b7

smoke trails behind the burst.

s-otogra:hic mean.s ('Aitchell ca-eras at ap-ýroxiL-ntely 100 franes/sec)
-hr.e change of the index of refraction in shock

against this background.

wave front causes gaps to apFear in the smoke trails.

As a result of this,

Analysis of data 'ill

the tL-ne of arri.oal curve is obtained.

be similar to /

, f:

.ro ect 6.2.
c.

Results - KIYO Shot

The smoke rockets were fired from Station 6140 in the form of
a far. with trails every 100 from an elevation of 100 to 1700.
All the rock.ets fired.

two others fired at 850 and 950.

Cf the three

50,-m and 35r=), only" the 5Cmm f-:ca! length

cameras (focal lengths ICOC=,
failed to function.

There were

The record obtained b-:the camera w-ith the telephoto

lens (lCCcm) was excellent.

The other record (35mm focal length) will be

difficult to interpret because of the smalL.ess of detail.
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"(NOTS:

The basic objectives of this program were directed
toward obtaining calibration data and in developing
specialized equipm.ent and techniques for the long range
detection of nuclear explosions or events.

"The Long Range Detection System consists of severel
diversified techniqums covering the fields of electromagnetic effects, airborne low frequency sound, seismic
wave propagation and the distant transmission of ball
of-fire light. Further, the continuing evaluation of
airborne bomb debris requires the analyses of close-In
bomb debris from '/r.onn U. 3. nuclear detonations.)
*('z1•-KIflrG

i.

Proect 7.I - Electromagietic !ftects From Nuclear Txmlosions
(D•D/USAF)

(1)

This pro,--et is part of a continuing series of experiments

investigating alternative techniques for emp loyment by the Atomic Energy
Detection System (AZDS).
electromagnetic

The existence of an atomic explosion-induced

impulse has been established at previous ZI tests with

Identicatlon at distances up to 2,CCO miles from the detonation Point.
Ttese IT': experitents were designed to gain further '-.owledge of the precise
nature and character of the :ulse t~.ough:

*

~.

(a)

Separation of this pulse from other atmospheric

(b)

Changes in signal rrith distance and determira•tion of

disturbances.

most favorable detection frequencies with distance.
(c)

b.
-*"

Procedures for best trlangulation and s3i-.a1 coincidence.

!ethod
(1)

Z•xistent receiving equ.4nent for .,Igh frequency reception

was used as much as possible from locations at widely separated po-nts in
the ZI and outside - -!aui,
(2)

T.

Beveridge,

H..,

Guat., Alaska,

rhombic,

Colorado and 71rgiria.

vertical and loop antennas were utilized

to obtain best sigral for frequercies encountered in an expected range from
a few cycles per second to possibly l0 megac7cles.
(3)

*'ecessar7 accurate timing was obtained by means of crystal

controlled oscillators tied to •;orld time.
c.

.Results

()

!Ia Shot
G-1

-

,

Of nine stations operating, six reported signals and three

reported questionable signals.

Further analysis is being carried on to

9,

correlate all objectives of the project.

(2)

KING Shot

rL

No reports are available at this time for this project

"becausq of

widely separated collection points and the sixty-day perioq needed

for analysis.
2.

roee~t 7.2

-

Airborne Low FreQuepcy Sound From Atomic Explosions

This project is part of a continuing program, determining
reliabilit- of acoustic long range detection methods froa detonations of
known characteristics in application to unknown characteristics from routine

operations of AEDS.
at•aopheric

The e.xeri.--.nt was designed to record variations in

-""

pressure through induced low frequency acoustic waves caused by

atoric detonations and from this recorded data to document amplitude,

frec.:er-c:-, duration, apparent velocity of ,;ave as ý;ell as azi-uth of
or'igination.

.!

b.

:'ethod

(1)

'7idely scattered Ln distance and azL.•.-:th,

stations were set up in Japan, Oahu, T. H.,Alaska,
ir.gton, D. C.,

acoustic cetection

7ashington State, ?wash-

Arizona and New Jersey.

(2)

Instruentation at these stations utilized microphones

Signal Corps Infrasonic System '.-2 (•"odiiied),

,!av%-

-

-Electronic Laboratory

modified Rieber 1¶icrobarograph System and a 'rational Bureau of Standards
:1crophone System.

Signals from the instruments were trarsmitted over wire

lines to & recording center.

One instrumentation system consisted of at

least four microph.ones with one or n-ore located at each vertex of a quadrilateral, sides of which were four to six miles in

length.

Recordings were

accomplished with both magnetic tape and :sterllne-Angus techniques.
c.

Results

(1)

I=

Shot

G-2
.............................

(2)

KnI2C Shot
No reports are available at this date because of the widely

scattered sources of information.

3.

Prolect 7.3 - Calibration Analysis of Close-in A-Bomb Debris
(KIKE -

a.

MIa.,) (DOD,USAF)

Oblect
(1)

This project was designed to furnish calibration data

concerning fission product ratios, residual fissiorable materials and
induced radioactivity in airborne U. S. atomic bomb debris, measured by
radiochemical, analyrtical techniques.
(2)

Ulti--ately, the data obtained will again be used in evalue-

tion of anailysis of debris
!!ethod

b.

(1)

Solid, liquid and gaseous samples of atomic debris were

collected utilizing specialized sampling techniques and equipment develoced
by AFOAT-l and its ccntractors.
(2) Sa.aplir.gat 40,(O0 feet :"ean Sea Level ('-:SL) and higher
.'ras a jooint AFCAT-/I/ASL project as discussed under Fro.ect 1.3.

".IB-29's (from

addition,

the Air 7leather Service) collected f_-I-er s3a.les on

logical and cloud tracking missions.

e.Ateoro-

These airc:aft utilized instruments

which detected and recorded airborne radioactive debris _nstantnr.eously
(filter box monitor).
installed.

Also, gas samplirg and water collection devices were

A counting room "-,as established at Kwa~alein to deter'.ir.e

activities of filter papers from cloud tracking missions.

AEDS collections

were coordinated with close-in operations.
(3)

Soil and lagoon water samples were taken near zero poin.t

before and after detonations.
c.
e(1)

Rasults
IfE Shot
Airborne sampling mis.sions were considered successful

from sample quAntity point-of-view.

Quality of filter (solid) and snap

(gaseous and particulate) samples is in process of being determined.

Initial

estimates incicate filter samples Tay contain large quantities of natural
uranium which will Probably be a source of interference with projected
analysis of ur&anim isotooes but no interference with fission product analysis.

C-3
-M

o

'• P. ..
S **•

S*

i.

li

,t5

"

"'

""-"""'

' '

"

I

Snap samples were obtained from nine F-84G aircraft, three gas s&Tles and

K'•"

three huwidry samples from two B-29 aircraft.

r• .r(2)

KING Shot
WB-29 sa-pling was not very successful because of the
peculiar distribution of KING shot debris at 9-29 aircraft operating altitudes.

Filter samples will probably be adequate for fission product and

induced activity laboratoryI work.

The samples do not appear adequate for

plutonium and uranium isotopic analysis and other specialized techniques.
F"ine snap sample gas samples were obtained with F-84G filter aircraft and
four with B-31 sam-:ling devices.

'0oisture which possibly carries residual

T2C was successfully recovered from five samples.

Detailed suwmaries of

quanti~ty arnd qualit'7 of material collected Trill, be available after further
laboratory, analysis.
4.

Fro.ect ',4
a.

-

.rozoeatic.

of Seismic

('.1

-

leaves (DCD/U$3AF)
,iYG)

bect

(32

This exper-Ient .;as ccncerned -.,ith characteristics of

selsr=-c siratures fro- nuclear detor.at*Ir.s.

it 1s a ccntinuation of measure-

ments fro.n other tests to gain irfor'.-Atiorn or. scalirn- laws.

The effort is

d1irected toward:

S~earth

(a)

.easure•Rnts

(b)

Deterzir.at.lon of tines of arrival
of disti.ctive

of a•.litude of horizontal arnd vertical

notions.

phases of seisr7cs and other factors correlated r'ith :=o'rn test ccn.ditions
and se!snIc ecul:-.ent.
(c)

Vetern-Ination of cou.)ling ccefficient of er.erg7

transmission of atomic bursts to ieirnc energy.

b.

.•ethod
(1)

Two special standb'- seismioc: stations were activated

Ulabana and 2klahoma.

These •iere coordiratec with three regular 2! AEDS

stations in ;yondng and one in Alaska.
..

,CC-C iles from z

"f2,
2

S'.l

,ere
we.

Foreig-. seismic stations 4,0CC

-

operated.

r.trer.tat.or.

czr.3isted of -enioff t-,-pe seizno graphs

-

with specila

engineering to insure sensitivity on the order of I CPS and

ign•ication to 106 for IVY.

m

The seismographs at each Iccation wero

employed in a L!near array (one to three miles length of deployment of four
vertical and two horizontal components) to separate desired signals from

"microseisms and
c.

other forms of "noise".

Results

(1)

LIZM Shot

(2)

MING Shot

"No

reports are available at this writing due to the world-

wide spread in stations and time needed for collection and analysis of data.
5.

.PIo~ect 7.5 - Transoortatior. of ULrborne Debris (
a.

b

-

KCV!G) (DCD/USAF)

t

"This project

was designed to contribute information on vertical

ix.ing in the stratosphere by using the. atomic cloud as a gigantic tracer.
The unusual height and size of the cloud was expected to aid in determining
the approximate time required for gaseous debris to diffuse downward to the
surface, the rate of prog-ression toward polar areas and assist A!DS in its
routine operations.

These factors, to be measured directly, had never been

made for the stratosphere.
b.

'lethod
(1)

"it was

At five locations in the Northern and Southern Hemispheres,

planned to collect one-gallon atmospheric samples weekly for tritium

detection in rain water.

This operation will cover a period from two months

prior to and six months after detonations.
Swill

All counting of tritium samples

be completed by TRACMRLAB Inc.
(2)

Daily humidity sampleb for two weeks after detonations -sere

obtained at Honolulu and Guam.

"%

(3)

Shipboard radars of Task Force and airborne clinometers

were used to determine cloud height and movement.

"c.

Results
(1)

MSXE Shot
G-5

•'~~~~~~~~~...•.J
o
•o''/
v%
.. ..............
".
...-.- °•./,. ..................

•.--.. ..-....... °

Conflicting initial data relative to cloud height and
movement precludes a true picture at present.

Additional data will clarif7

arst probable height and novement.

(2)

KING Shot
No reports are available at this time.

6.

Proient 7.6 - Detection of Fireball tight at Distances (KZ•
(•DOD/SA•)

a.

KIMG)

Object
The first

long range detection of ball-of-fire light was made

at right on EASY shot of Operation G.EWHOUSE.

The detection apparatus was

in an. aircraft above the cloud cover 630 miles from ground zero.
detection,

-

presenting favorable signal-to-noise

Daylight

ratios, was accomplished

270 miles from ground zero for all BUSTER shots except ABLE.

This project

was part of a cont.nuý.ng progran to develop a light detection system capable
of determining bomb yield at dieta-ces commensurate with practical operations

in AEDS.
b.

eet_._od

"Lreasurements

were male at ground stations on Kwajaa.ein and

Joh.:ston Islands and one air (C-47)
c.

Results
(1)

LI.•
No

"Yeasurements

statizn at Kwyalaleirn.

Shot

results of this project are available at this time.

from the C-47 flyl'ng over ...

_a....

are ex-ec-ted to he negative

due to the heavy cloud cover between ground zero and location of the aircraft.
Ground measurements at Fwa-'alei-n are also questioned because of low and
.eavry

cloud cover and smoke interference from the F-84G's during take-off

of these aircraft.
(2)

KM'G Shot
No confirmed results of this project are available at

this t'.-e, but cloud cover between ground zero and the aircraft above
Kwalalein Lmplies negative results.

Ground measureawnts at Keajalein ?re

also questioned because of cloud cover.

m.
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APPEMIXD

PMCGM.A 8~

a1.

?rolect 8.1

'- '..

H

Rj-X*TDI'ATICU~A~~!T

(gC-)

- KIG)
K!~

Intevrrl Thermal Radiation

-

Cb'ect

a.

T~his pro.~ect was devoted to docum~nting the total (Integral
over time) t!,er~al radiation received at various fixed distarces fr--u

an

atomic explosion.
b.

"ethod
(1)

I

radiatlon.

I'wo

Metho5

s Were employed to mr~asure total incident ti~ernal

The first of t!-ese involved a con~ventional ballistic th'erro--

couple tec~nizue.

T"he secon~d :7*t:*.od 4nv.olved the use of so-called "bl.ack

balls".
(2)

For

s!.ot, s:.x

t;,o fro= th'e Parr;, pnotct
1%addition.,

to-;er, t..o on .n-ebi aiC. t,.;o on Bil'irt.

Ln

"blacit ball" stations w~ere :l?.ced ,n B3ii.iri, !oga&Zua,
Yrirnian, Erngebi -ný Bý r :sn

:nraara:-;u,
*

allistic t:-rnccuples were operated-

-4'

L.. :-et-.:een !rn~eb" and Bo~gon,

ns

-.ritt

A.ý.tsu,

3t'-ll anot~.-?r on a

alr~
t 5'Ze :za,

()For il':2 shot, S'-

t*-eroncSuole3

-.;e.e .:e:

photo tcwer, t*v.o on Billiri and tv..o --oirnted on Ar-iyaanii.

-

~r

two ýr. ::2e

-.n additli.n, tr~ree

"black tall" stations -ere estab~s'_4ýed near t-.e north end of Ruit
C.

Results

Cil
::an~y stations.

_

::'

3hot

(a)

A, I .;e a~ount of excel-lent nta

As a -.e~r- -- e

~r~arý,

-:s
ta:need f:*--

and rough' estL'ý'.ate frcn ti-,_s
;ro-est,

the therm~al energy- radiated by. tiro dwftce -as greater tihan or

'b)
b., t-

"Black tall" results:

shock and no record waas otta-.ei

It3 ovnr accord.

p-'-r

ntu~rtrie

i

their deflect'-ns

111hree "tlac'. balls" were located ýr.

to start and t*'.e thrdwish

requ~i

ijr

The data hz-. not been reduced.

*a)

'33

to...
o

The -Oah instrument -7as damaged

h

The other instr%:.ents ,rorked properly-,

about is ezr:ected.

tý*e

started prope -17,

lata and -as r~t anticipated or. tne '-a~

Ix._Ted.
of tn

Týi3 I s a se.
-=-.-

and the success zi' t-e 3tarting te'c'ri';e as evai-3ae

F-

f t'_'
I~ed

*..

sr.

S1--

"D:

3-ot.

Seq.ipment

is

the thermopiles functioned properly.

(b)

All but one if

(c)

The total incident thermal ener,

listed in the following table,

the equipment and the distance to zero.
~istance
Incident
Station

to Zero ( i)

802
Biljiri

8C4

s/C ru2)
(Joule
Average'

29.9
25.9
29.1

28.3

7.83

11.0

together w;ith the location of

Station

(4oules/CM2)
Flux

6.85

neas'ured by each

i

to n

52

8.18

45

3.56

51

6.42

40

7.93

Aniyaanii

8.77
16.8

8C5
Parry

3.83
3.38

3.4~8

U.

SC6

6

Failed
6.C4
6.80

Coral Head

(d)

The values foor

for scattering in the field-of-view.
;'.ill ce -dl-lied

transnission used have been corrected
,h..is

Is a pre_`_iar7- correctlor. and

"Mren cloud locations are better ýT.own.

(e, The Coral Head and Ariyar.ii startiess lncuded ca-.eras
set to show cloud obscuration.

"t.-t

,=liiri

-rone

ras apparent.

Also, no clouds obscured

station or that it Parr,-.
(f)

The thenr.zpiles were housed in sealed boxes having

qArtz "iirdows, except at 'arry

where a wooden box "aithcut w.tirdows -::s

_-ed.

At Coral Head t.e windows were found sotrwwhat foiled by spra- and sawdust
after the shot.

A driving rain had fallen after the shot and before in-

spection of the nirdows and =a- have partially cleaned them. The Coral
Head data is not considered as valuable for this reason and should not be
Head~-jbl
fora thniscsdee
-- cluded in an average.

Also,

the bombing error has not been included in

the above calculations.
2.

Proect q.2 a.

.e.-ral Tnter.sitv as a Function cf Time (!Q:l--.:')

Cb 'ect
Th.is project

the:._-a•l

(A:Z)

'.as desi.red to document t.e t_.1evar7atLcn in

nt ensltv at several

?ixed .oL-ta.

.- 2

•..
...

. .

..

..

.

L
-ethod

b.

"(1)

three methods of measuing total thertal radiation

In IVY,

versus time were used:
(a)

High speed bolometers,

having approximately 25 micro-

resolution, were used to cover the period of t4.ne from Just

second ttv

before to several seconds after zero.
(b)

having a time resolution of

Liquid flow meters,

approximately I millisecond, were used to cover the same period of time as
the bolometer assemblies above.
(c)

For very

early tine coverage

(0.1 to IC

microseconds),

photocells were used.
(2)

"contained the

For

.

each

stations on Engebi and on Biijiri

shot,

following ther.al radiation versus t..-z neastring equipm-ent:
(a'
.(b)

2:;o high speed bolo;eter asserblies.
.o photzcell recorders - one sensitive to the violet

portiorn of the spectru'm and the other sensitive to the red tcrtion.

"(c)

Cne or two of the acove ner.ticned nor.-electror.ic

.strer-ts.

(3)

take the sa-e measurements as mentioned above for

2easTremrents
c.

were

reaý-tlvated to

1,1
,.".-:a.

the station on

For KfI!G shot,

Ju-licated frc.m t .e tv,:nty-five

-

In. addition, these

foot totter on Aniyaari±.

Results

~2shot
ME)
(a)

There appears to te r.o bIgna.. at Bil

The area under a

microsecond except a possible ;utse fro-. Teller li-.t.

therrAl power versus tine cur'e integrated on a lL-near plot gives as the

.%'.
%
,•.
*

te"ecre

2
Correction for atmospheric
rincider.t ererr• at Bii"Iri 50.5 jo.les/cm .
nr
mawsets a value for the t.her.,•a
tr•zs•
sion n• Lnvrse su~re

radiated between 0.72 1-r(where

scattering correction for 300 diameter fields made).

of-view is used) and 0.92 VT (where r.o scattering correction
(b)

At Engebi,

seconr

Teller lig-t apnears to have come at :.2
(2,

-ave a

one of the three photocell. s-.stens

readable trace of Teller light from the fusion ;hasa of

-I.

J

.explos

.

e

.-. i:roseconds.

KI1 Shot
(a)

4

-etween the last instr'.er.t ch-eck on K-1 day- 2r.d shot

H-3;

S... . .

. ..

.

. .

....

. ... t.,.

t.

.

4fl..

,.4

, . . o

.. *...t,,•,o . *.

,

tine, one instrum.ent at Aniyaanii becane nois:.' and, while it
as a function of time, the results were quite poor.

SInstruments

recorded ;over

Tne other three

functioned properly.
(b)

Three photocell equipments were set up at Bii.4Iri to

masure Te~ler light as a fumction of time.

Between the last instrument

check on K-2 days and shot time the 24V battery which operated the camera
shutters lost charge,

makiýng shutter operation impossible.
Four G

(c)

"stripinstruments.
cameras,

Slit Cameras were operated at Parry Island as

The proposed burst point was imaged on thb.

slits

of the

but in no case did the errors'of poir.ting match those of bombing.

All records show Teller light and &Ive good tLi

histories of bomb light

scattered Into the instrurent as a function time through the first

few

:n..iliseconds.
A....
-.

Prolect

-

Seeroco'.

.
Yr:'1

~

a.

This protect w'as ;art cf a con~tin~uing series of experinerets,
the -ur.-se of "which is

to obta'-, as nuch irfor.•aton

the thr.er-al radllat~.on spectruý..
atonic bu.rsts,

130oct'atod:

:1'ý

t*-L-

o

detonated ur.der a
•ar•et- of
.

b.
(1)

For 17:47- shot,

statilors on Znrebi an.d on _
were taken *-aith t-o fiL-,
seconcd

;ri:th

as possible concerning.,

.tthod

".c'i.n-""iln

t-•.

spectrographas were installed at

At each of these stittons, ne-.aszrerents

speeds - one to obti.-, a s.ectr'--, ever- 2 -- illi-

and the other to obtsln 2 s-ectrum ever- 2 .icroseconds.
(2)

in addition, a hi'-

an integral spectrum.

resolution of energies was ottain-ed on

The instrurT.ent for this W•.asurerent was instajled in

a small room directly below the :hoto tower cab on Parry island.
(3)

For KIZC shot, the above .-entioned Biijlri and Parrj

installations were reactivated.

*

Identical to those taken for LM
c.

Fesults - '1

The

.•easiwernts taken from then. were to be

shot.

and KV:G Shots

All equipment operated satisfactorily and gave excellent
records.

4.

Reduction and an.alysis of data are currently. n progress.

Prolect 84

-

Air Attenuation (.fL=

-

a. Cb'eCt
X-4

%

* . 4--

°

.

,

o

°

.

.-

Kr:G) LAEC)

This project was designed to add to the already existent find
of knowledge relative to the effective range of electromagnetic radiation
and the atmosphere's ambient

in the atmosphere as a function o: energ

Its secondary purpose was to satisf 7

conditions.

-.

that is,

to actuate a "go-no-go" systeM in

ak operational requirement

the firing circuit.

This latter

function was tied to minimum acceptable air transmission properties essential
to the success of priority projects.

b.

l'ethod
(1)

Transaissometer (source,

were operated over several light oaths.

detector and recorder) assemblies

For !aKE shot, the search.lighTs were

mounted approxIcately 100 feet above sea level on the Parr7y
(*
'.
P..-

the associated receiver -ras on Elugelab.

,-.-

Bogon and Bogallua,

hoto tower and

A similar systea was used bet-reen

;.rith a sraller eighteen inch :earchlight source on Bogor..

7-h's pair of transmexssor.eter asse-!:ies monitored the air attenuation along
their lines of sight at all tt-es

the "gc-nc-go•"

r.ste- in
(2'

I

I

.rior to the shot and were made a part of

the firin

For KING shot,

ci.... •+

ar.

t-e..t

zcr. tetveer, bomb zero and the t'--e••..

Ar.niaanti

and ?iijiri

.

.- ":s

.ýzde to :.-eas-e
o.

't:-s
.ar.-y

-•',.oto

until some few hours prior to the zhot.

air ater.uae

,

A helicopter

was used to hold the light source at the proper pcsition.
c.

Res•lts

=:'Z Shot

(1)

The uperational trar-.sr.±ssotreter fu-ctioned prozer!'.r,
transmussIon from the shot bul.-in; to the photo to'-er at ?ar,-., -;.as 11

.he
at

shot tL--e and the transmission from the shot buildL'-.; to the photo buil.ing
on .ogallua was 75% at the samre tl-ne.

.

(2)

KN:G Shot
Satisfactory

O

•easmrenents were made In accordance 7rith

the needs of týi3 project.
I[•..

"5.

Prolect e.5

a.

-

Ther-al
as a Function
of
Th-e in
Free Air
Util'z:Ln•zRadiatior.
!a-.ed Aircra-ft
'(-KI::G
(DC'Di;tSAF)

Object
T..13 project was desired to determine,

in

free air at altitudes

significart to :!elivery aircraft, 'the thermal radiation Intensit:.. as a
unction of t--n.e and the mayLmum as5ociated radiation induced aircraft skin
H-5

".,

'.,.-

-

Such information is essential to studies of safe aircraft

temperature.

delivery procedures.
Method

b.

(1)

The maxiimum skin temperature of the B-36D and B-47B aircraft

of Project 6.10 was determined with sk.n patches located on the inside surface
of the skin.

Thermocouples,

were also used.

properly located for representative Teasurements,

The temperature as a function of time was correlated directl7

with the thermal radiation Intensit:' measurements made with a directed photo-

"tube.
(2)

Attenuation measurements were made over a two week pre-shot

period, using similar equipment in a B-29, to determine the air transmission

-k

properties undir conditions as nearl7 similar to those existing at shot time
as possible.

A strong mercury arc light source w:s operated near ground zero

three weeks prior to

shot and attenuation m.easurements -.ere =ade on a

=

nw~ber of days at about the same ho'r of the day as proposed shot tLne.
measurefent s

ere also Ade

ate

rior to the shot.

source -:'as ni-ced or. :!=_it :"sland and as -zr:, .re- st

Such

A similar lizht

atten'.at.:n .-easure-

ments as cosslble were nade d'.rL-.; tne t_-.e in'e-.'a. Zetý'een reentr"° into the
atoll subsecuent to == shot and the detonation of K24.
c.

Results

(1)

reso•nse.

Shot

(a)

The B-36D recorded trt...'-

7i;rteen chanrel- of t.-.er'.a

"?-4-B. Useful
and

':

-"_ .

charnels of -ne-wa

rnfor-at".n "fete-.c--d-.

data was obtained on lCM3 of the chanr.els or., otr the -- 36D

Cf the reccrd.ings, cC•i are of good qualit-.

t -.;s

a--arent from

the arAy.sis of tt.e t,'erral flux read_-.ns that *,-:e -47v_ v.as not tail-to at
zero time. At zero hour, the ?-36D and the ?-473 were located it slar: ranges
apnroxizatel7 15 and 12.4 naut-cal .2.es from -ound zero and at altitudes

"of

of 40,0CC an.d 35,CCO feet .espect-'zely.

(b)

"door of

Prellisalnar7 indications were:

The left wi-.g access

the 3-36D aircraft experienced a teeperature r-se of 930 F.

ness of alInu....
satisf
s

"

w'as C.C25 Inch.

Atten'..atizn -ea&3.reer.ts3were not co-t.etely

actor' ; a3C lyelded
-ver:,
'ittle

not in position.

"temperatu;re

.- ick-

.ata.

T'.e . -L'B aLrcraft .aa3 a:parent.7

::0 tenpe.rat--re-tape data was ot'aLned sirce tr:e Incremental

rise atore a,-b:..et was -ort

arge enos.L-

t:-

t-

'.oest metal

~H-6"

"€'

.

"
• .

*.j

-

.-. *.

"fuse.
BTU/ft

of 46.9

The 9-36D received a relat.veI7 high therral radiation flu
2

(predicted value based upon 6 '-T was 36 BTt/ft

2

).

it

is

noted ttat

the M4C drone on Cperation GR..=HCUSE received approximately 26 BTU/ft
(2)

2

.

KING Shot
were in position approxinately 7.8

The B-36D and B-47T

and 5.7 nautical miles slant range and at 32,0CO and 35,CCO feet respectively
at zero hour.

Sixoty channels (89%)

of thermal data ,ere

recorded.

The

quality of the data obtained acrears to be good.

o-

H

U-7
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PRCGRA1L 9:
(?NTE:

EUCT¶OI.!CM~EIC P~FlNMA

Program 9 was concerned with the measurement

of various electromagnetic phenomena associated with

the nuclear event. Yeasurements of electromagnetic
signals were made by LAST
Tonosphere effects were measured by the Sigral Corps
Engineering Laboratories, and electromagnetic radiation throughout the radio spectrum by the Evans
Signal Laboratory.
In addition, the Wright Air

Development Center used radar scopes and Bhangmeters"-

installed in effects aircraft to continue their
evaluation of these techniques as usable tools for
Indirect Bomb Dar-age Assessment. )

1.

Project 9.1 - Electroma.yetic Sisr.als (

a.

-.

(AEC)

MGC)

Qbet
The purpose of this project on

shot was to determine, by

MIE

means. of electromagnetic sigrals from the detonation,
An additional
purpose on both shots was to contnue the investigation of the shape and
a7gnitude of the very early portion of th-e electromagn.etic 3ignal produced by
a nuclear detonation.

The first 1C Mr4croseconds of the signal were of parti-

cular interest.
b.

M•etno

Recording equipment mas operated at ?arry Island and at Los
Alamos,

for both '.KZ and K,•'G shots.
c.

Restlts

(I)

.I•.

Shot

Since the phenomena causing the electromagnetic signals are not
well understood,

it

is

not possible to out an appropriate probable error on

this xeasurement.

(2) KING

Shot

All equipment operated properly,
appropriate sigrAls.

and all fila

:nterpretation of these traces is

.t.-o tht

not presently

available.
2.

Proect 9.2

-

Effects on the lonosphere

Iith

Respect to the

?rocazation of Radio Waves (LqE
a.

/"

.°

KDJG) (OD/USA)

-

Cbl-ect

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

.

.

.

.. o

-.

.

-

.

-

.

This project was designed to observe the effects of atomic
explosions on oblique incidence radio sigrnals reflected from the ionosphere

"and the

attenuation caused by the ionosphere layers.
M!ethod

b.

"(3)A C-3

ionospheric recorder to take continuous recordings

from before the shot to H ý I hour and intermittently thereafter for four
conditions warranted,

hours or longer if
(2)
-

A F2V plane,

flying in ellipses at an altitude of 1,100

200 miles west of Sniwutok,

."feet,

detected at Si•d.nri.
was above 'MM

was located at Bikixni.

broadcast a continuous wave sigal

to be

The sigrnal path was such that the midpoint of the path

shot.

To prevent interference with other data, the trans-

mitter was cut off at shot time.
(3)

The AACS was requested to trans-it standard telety.oe

.=essages on the Guam-to-Kwaialeinr

and on the rua,-to-Xickan circuits

contir.uoLsl7 from H - 30 minutes to

4 hours and send a carbon copy of

the transmitted ar.d received messa=-es :o the project o'fl:er.
t.-s

traffic -.as to be interce:ted at Bikini,
4()

shot,

"teletype zessages

shot as for -'1.1

the Guafi-to-Fwa•alein

from Eniwetok were
-.
recorded at

Results - =Fl'

c.

If cccs l-le.

The same test ";-ere s..ed-.ed for -:NG

excent that L-.stead of i

:n aýIdit.on,

and

circuit,

akin.r4.

':C Shots

In general, no results are available on this test at this

"writing.

All experiments anoear to have been cop leted in a satisfactor7

""%arner.
3.

Fro/ect ?.3

--

*

a.

Invest iat ior of -lectro.rAi.etic Radiation Thro',.hout
the Radio 5peotr". Caused b'.- an Ato:ric Zx-losion
,n-K"G) (DD/USA)

Oblect
The objective of this ex-eriment was to .easure

the pulse shape,

polarization and energy distribution of electromagnetic radiation, over the

radio spectru:-,, resulting from a nuclear detornation.

"b.

'*et!hod

"Aspectrum
:sla.•d.

analysis of the radiated pulse was nade on ?arr--

Cbser-tations were m'ade at Hawaii and Belz:ar,

kilocycles,

usinc: sferics receivers.

stations is ---kina;a,

Bikini,

..

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

:alifornia,

.

.

on !0

Cbser--ations wvsre also :rade at such
ard SeL-zr,

1-2'

.2_.....

!ev' Jer!ey,

.

.

.

.'ew 2ersey, guarding

optixm

propagation frequencies.
c.

Results
(1)

IaKS Shot
On-site Station, Parr

(a)

Island

Y'odata was obtained due to failure to receive a -15

"second tiMe

sigral.
(b)

Off-site

"Bikini Okinawa

100% of data obtained.
-

"o report to date.

Oahu, T. H. - "o report to date.
California

Uo report to date.

-

""er Jerse:y - "o report to date.
(c)

L,

The data obtained from Rikini indicated definite

reception of an electromagnetic nulse of energy at the time of t.e MKE shot.
The pulse Was received or. 20 "loc::les

(Zeneral propagation) and 4.215

zegacyrcles (ionsocheric propagaticn),
(2)

I:'G Shot
(a)

Cn-site Station,

~~Broad-band

%'[

•.a-r"

:sland

oscillograz;ý-Ic recý:rd'--.

eq~"-cu ent :n

employed to measure pulse shape and polarization, ard a 14-cha.-ne! zagnetic
tape recorder
fasused to measure ener- distribution versus frequency.
:inet:v.+-ercent of data -.*.as otta-4ned,
Thýe data indicates a ver-" sharp

"

r~egtive ='ulse of over •.CO volts (ante.•na -toltage), th-en tw;o .mositi-,e !:ulses
of azproxi-aztely 70 volts a&.n:itu-e t--virn
separation of 12 T-Icrosecords.

a duration of 1. n.icroseconds and

The -:olarization measurement indicates a

predoainant'., vertical polarization.
(b)

Off-site Stations
These stations were located at Rikini, Ckldnaw,

Cahu,

California and New Jersey, and operated on optimum traffic frequencies (-C:'
to .-Aasure ionospheric and ground -waves from the nuclear detonation.

_o data

3s available at this t-.e.
4. ?rcect ?.

-

(:?!A"•

:a"iai
of :n--rect Bomb Damiae Assesserent
.ec~r:~~(-K
~)(DU~

The pur.pose -f the MDA pcrect ::as to deter

onethe capabllty

1-3
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of the Air Force in the detection of the detonation of a thermonuclear device
b7 radar, with particular emphasis on the location of ground zero, and to
evaluate the IBDA techniques using 8hani.eters and radar scope photography as
This project is

tools.

a continuation of sL'i-lar test projects conducted at

-GRNH0OUSE, BUS-'-JANGTZE and TUILUL-SNAPPER.

"available from
b.

CROSSROADS,

Radar scope data is

also

SANDSTONE and RANGER.

MAethod

(1)

For

WKE,

instrumentation consisted of using three aircraft,

each equipped with the radar set AN/APS-23,

namly, one B-36D,

one 3-47,'

The B-36D was located at 40,000 feet and at a slant range of

and one B-50D.

approxdimately fifteen nautical miles from ground zero, while the B-47B at
35,000 feet and the 2-50D at 25,000 feet were located at 12.4 and forty-five
nautical miles respectively.

Akl

radar sets were looking toward ground zero

at zero t-nes,.
(2)
as for ,In- shot,

This project was executed for KING shot in the sace manner
with altitudes of 32,0CC,

35,CC0,

and 20,CCO feet and slant

ranges of 7.2, 5.7 and nine nautical miles res:ectl.vely.

c.

Results
(1)

MIa Shot
The degree of success of the

MDA is

estimated at 100%.

Film exposed on this mission has been processed and shows the ball-of-fire
growth and the passage of the shock wave from breaka-ay until reaching the
aircraft.
rise.

All radar operators witnessed the ball-of-fire growth and cloud

Approximately 1.00 feet of 35nm motion nicture film was recovered.

(2)

Kn:z,* Shot
All radar scopes were looking at ground zero and all

radar operators witnessed the detonation.
exposed.

1-4

A total of sixty feet of f-Ilm was

j

"APPENdIX J
-

1GRA0•10
TIMNO AND FIRING

Accuracy and dependability in timing and
(NOTEO:
firing are among the most important of the racilities in atomic testing. This was the first
series of atomic detonations in which this array
"of services became a program because of complexities involved with an unmanned timing and firing
panel as well as an air drop of unusual yield.)
1.

Pro.ect 10.1
a.

-

Tirini and F-rinf (!-1•E

KIL'G) (AEc)

-

Cb ect
This project w:as designed to supply all the timing and firing

signals required in the IVY. experinental programs.

Arming and firing were

needed betwteen the control shi-. and Eniwetok Atoll with special signals to
and from the ship for safetv or emergency reasons.

In addition, television

equip•-ent w;as needed betw:een the .•2 site and te

control ship to provide

the necessar- history of the t:.i-•g equipment before the shot.
b.

tethod

(2

For ZKE shot, the rmater tý.n. ecuipment was located on

the shot island near zero.

ladio czntrols w:ere used to zive cut r--&nuaLuy

started signals and to start the sequence týzer.

T.:Is sare radio system

could also be used to stop the shot at any tL-.e before zero tiz.e.

The

following signals were sent out by wires to the vrarious experLmenters:
-30 mmn

-5 -dn

-*0 sec

-5 sec

-15 mi

- I m•n

-15

-.

sec

sec

The earliest signal was sent out 7Arnuall:t and all later signals by ca.operated switches on a sequence ti,-er.

.This tiner was ma,-ally started nt

the proper ttne before the -15 m.nmnute signal was due, and ran through its
cycle automatically.

Two Independent television chann!els between the shot

island and the ship were used for telemetering.

The two cameras were

fccused on identical indicator panels which showed the information required
by the Firing Party Conrnader to detertne whether or not the detonation
would take nlace in an accertable fashion.
system was connected in the !:I?

An automatic "go-rno-go"

interlock

firing circuit to stop the shot unless

appropriate firing conditions existed.
(2)

For KING, shot, the following tLme signals were available:
5

A
J-1

-

-.

....

-30 min

-5 min

-15

-15

-30 sac

-5 sec

imn

sec

-2.5

-1.5 seC

Zero time signals were furnished by individual "Blue Boxes",

located near

The first three sin.als were sent

the equipment with wrch they were used.

"-

out manually and all later si3Vals from an automatic timer.

.*

sec

The latter was

started by a radio signal from the drop aircraft when the bomb %,ai dropped.

""Manual signals were based on the estimated bomb release time and automatic
signals were based on the tL-..e of fall of the bomb.

"Blue Boxes" were trig-

gered by the sharp rise in light from the explosion.
C,

Results

(1)

Shot

!Y-OS

This shot was successfully monitored and fired at
0C.2 sec,

I ":ovember 1952 local tiLe, on Elugelab islarid of Zniwetok Atoll.

•,_

4-

2,

K7':; 3hot,
S.,;re 'Blue Boxes" "I'd not operate prozerl', bu

"received .ecessar-2.

all

equipment

s3gra.s.

1C.2

o

a.

-

elease -rne

-b'ect
For the air c-op,

the se•-u:erce t_-er ..- s trigieret t:- thie

--nterru-ti=n of a radio tone si;r.Al wnhen the bomb -'as rele.sed.
aect f'Arnish.ed the start'--

"t-/.-

0714:59

siral

syste.-

3-ial
to,-b
be

to t!.e sequence tt-er
-n:tL

'.n

This pro-

order t-at the

.

::eratýon.
;to

"=. Met~od
Prior to release of t*-e born'J,

mitted

from the droppLn

.sig.al wýs

nterx-upted.

ai.-c'raft.

a ridio t-ne si.-.n3

:--s trans-

;'nrer tne bomb let the snac',I,

t"e

inte-ruptior. of tone Ll.lowed a reIa7 activated

'-xitc.- to close, t-.-s starti-g t-.e sequence ttTer.
Results - KI::O Shot

c.

"The

shoot was sched,,led for 1130, 16 :cvember 1952 local ti-ne,

off the north end. of ?.unit Island of E.n-'etok Atoll and -gas detor.ated .T-thin
or:e on.uite before scheduled tL-.e.
feet.
-ere

TLIne of fall

operated properl-7 and aLl h".'d ar.:
sent out,

. -

', .

. ."

-

:

timer operated s3gnals

':o equir.e.ent failed to receive signals b'tt 3so'e of the -Elue

•

-, ,-, ".',
V "-'

_ 0.2 sec from 4hCXC

-d.t operste properl7.

B.'.•oxes"

•' '

was 55

J-2

.-

. .

.

.

. ..

- .

." A"
''V - .'-

.

. V .'

.'i'
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APPENDIX K
PnELfl.!AaY G!CPM!7S:CAL AN•D
L•-Rr! StLR77 CF THE T!ST A.R.A

MpGCoaM! 11:

2.

In studying the supporting measurements
(NOTE:
necessary for this operation, AFSWP determined
that the information on soundings in the ocean
and on earth blast attenuation was insufficient
for the operation at hand.
Some soundings and
some drilling with seismic measurqments had been
done in the area; however, the drilling had
never reached base rock and the actual depth

-,

of the sediment was not kncwa. The Actual cornposition of the island in question and the
surrouniint area had not been determined at a
depth that would provide good attenuation
Measurements in the earth. Under these concepts,
scaled ground shots iould be needed to calibrate
existing earth attenuation instrumentation on
the atoll. In contrast to other scientific
progracs, all proj4ects in this program (except
11.5) were desired prior to the actual test.)

1.

Prolect ll.

F.

Soundir.s ýf the Ccean Side of Eni-wetok Reef (Pre-snot)

-

a..(1)

Because of the erTected .nagnitudeof =ZKZ shot, there was

scme .•ossibi..t-;: that the reef .-i-ght be s.-.attered ar.d breached in the vicinity
of the shot site,

Although ý-:n" :':ater depth sour.dL-gs have beer. nade in thr-

Z'niwetok Lagoon and in the deep ocean "-ater outside of tne island rL-.g, t.he

"cofi.-uration of

the close-ln oceanside croftle of the reef was ur-kr.ow'm..

(2)

This project zas designed to provide not on!:- the reef

corfiguration but information necessary for possible model studies of the
atoll az an aid iJ interpretatiz• o
b.

srot-tfe -.eas-zec~ents.

'Method
(1)

The experLe.ent employed b:- the

was a m.-.cdied acoustic so,•ndin.

F-a,'drograchic C•fce

srystem, "•hereby a vertical "fan" of acoustic

pUlses was directed against the ocean side of the reef, the echoes being
recorded t-' photography of oscillographic traces.
(2)

Sounding profiles to a depth of several hundred fathoms

were taken at 5CO-yard intervals for a distance of five miles either way

7

froM shot islanu and at intervals of aboat one mile for the remainder of the
reef perimeter.
C.

Results
Prelimin•ry report of results indicated successful opelati')ns

completed prior to the

.

event.

leef cor-figuration w.s determined in

detail.
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Pvec'. 11.2

-

Scaled Grund Shock Tests (Pre-shot) (MiD)

IL. Obiect
This experizent was carried out to prcvide particular geological

",-

setting measurements it. situ.

"predicted scaling
"attenuation for

These measurements were necessary to check

laws ar.d are being used as a measure of ground shock

the particular subsurface conditions at the Atoll.

Lethod

b.

(1) A series of scaled shots, i.

e., 1, 5, 10,

15 and 20

equivalent tors of TNT were detonated at the saturated seand level near zero
;o1nt for

shot to provide ground shock measurements.

=
(2)

Shots were arranged 1-. a "Beehive" configuration 7dith

seismic recordings made at five stattons arotuwd the atoll.

"

(3)

Motion pictures of each shot were taken for preliairy

study of wave action in con:.unction vrith Pro.ect 6.4a
c.

Results
(1)

Prellminary repcrts :rom setis.-ic records of U. 3. ^oast

and Zeodetic Surv-ey indicated ground motions -.-ere irreg-ular, .esenblir.g
earthquake .notions.
(2)

Conclusions from data or. size of mr.ots versus relative

energy are that energy reacting a station is roughly proportional to the
square of the ratios of shot size.
(3)

Further aralys-'s cont, nues at t.is tie.

3.Fo-ect !I,?

-eeo

Drt1inr to 2ase ?ock (Pre-shot). (--,-)

QIt

a.

This project was devised to give checks on the validit7 of
assumptions concerning the structure of coral atolls by drilling through the
coral cap to basexant structure underneath.

Drill holes to great deptr.s at

selected locations on -he atoll provided direct information on the geologic

Scolumn

which could not be obtained in any..

.

other way.

Such information vras

necessary for interpretation of Project 11.4 (Seismic Refraction Surteys)
and fL-nished data for determining vertical seismic profiles by velocity
sroocting.
b. Method

"(1,

Deep-weLl type,

rotary oil well dri'l rig was used to drill

two holes tQ tr.e basalt layer at apprx:L-nately 4,5CO feet.

7he two holes
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were on Elugelab and Parry Islands.

"(2)

Continuous samples of the drill cuttings were taken at
or basement rock, were cut

intervals and cores of the unaltermd basalt,

'"

for study.

"c.

Results
As of 31 July 1952,

the project was completed.

third hole on Coral Mead in the lagoon were dropped.

""

indicated a

-

Log of the drill

holes

notably small percentage of hard rock layers in the coral cap.

The data will provide good cor.trol for studies still

4.

Plans for a

underway on Project

Pro,'ect 11.4 - Seismic Refractior. Survey (Pre-shot)
a.

1l.4.

(DCD!UU,!)

Ohleet
This experiment was designed to furnish seismic characteristics

of the atoll substructure for the "-Z
b.

_ethod
(1)

The measurement of the characteristics was accomplisttd by

a seismic surveyt wh.c~h utiized
and the ,esultir.n
poL-t.

even:t.

. -fracted

e:a-.osve
D.31,h c!-arges fired at one point

elasti:a'e

:etected b;, a recorder at ar.ot::er

'., varyir.ng the 3-aci..g bet-er.
e!:s3
-.

and recorder,

inter-reted irn terms of the elastic constnts

resu.ts were

= d stracture of underlyir.ng

roc:: L--ers.
(2)

The techýniqe :a

71o shi.-s -'.ere usj-d,

one -ised at 3ifciri for a similar surve:,.

cne firin- explosi'e charges and the other recordinz.

'etectior. vws by a trailed hydrophor.e.
multilayer problem and the

-!ater is

considered cne layer of a

-norn seismic velocity for sea and water was used

to measure distar.ce between ships.

(3)

:easurements were made along traverses criss-crossing the

lagoon, and interpretation made in terms of configuration of subsurface
layers under the atoll.

The deep drill

holes of Project 11.3 gave positive

control in interpretation.
c.

Results
(1)

One of the tiro vessels needed for the seismic surve-. Was

delayed in a-rIval at t-.e atoll.

Fowever,

another vessel,

although not

eq.±ipped for llste.-ng, was -rade available and a major part of the work was
a-compllshed

-e.rc

the '_

event.

Additional w'ork continued on-site for

the deep water phase with arrival of the regular survey vessel.
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The use of the Elugelab drill hole for lister.ing was an

(2)

irnovoation which will rssult in irrefutable correlation of direct and indirect
Ex-ected high. velocit:- strata were found, and prelir.nary
7

geological sequences.

velocity profiles were made.

"5.Prolect
a.

11.5 - MarL.o Survey (LE•K)

(AEC)

Oblect
This project,

relatively minor in effort,

Included a co~lection

of specimens of =arL-e Life from the reef and lagoor. before and after

shot.

-

The purpose was to study uptake by various marine flora and faura of

ato,,c explosion debris and in.duced radloactive elemonts in

P

•

the marine

e:.viror.•rnt.

b.

"ethod
-Saples of flora and fauna were obtained from the reef and

-"

lagoon wi•th sote ar.a2.sis on-site but -Ith Most of the study to be done upon

"return of

sazz:Les to the Z•.
C.

Results
reports

Frel`:7lnar.
.-.e ý_eaired

--.-

s-.ecl.ens.

..

.

Zdcated cr..-lete s3uccess
a.a-s•--t

Labzrat::-
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.

L-. obtair.ing

under-ia7.-
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APPENDIZ S
RADIOLOGICAL SU=E
1.

General.
a.

The basic RadSafe organization for operation IVY provided

trained personnel and su:it~able radiac equipment for each task group.

As a

result, individual task groups solved problems pecuLtar to their respective
All task group missions were integrated, however,

Service needs.

into the

The RadS&fe Unit, Task Unit 7 (TU 7),

fulfillaent of task force missions.

of the Scientific Task Group acted as the major technical servicing agency
to the Task Force for such matters as calibration, repair, photodosimetry,
radiochaeical laboratory, equipment and special -anitor missions, as Well as
for general radiological advisory assistance.

This unit was composed mainly

.r

of RadSafe engineers from the Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Air Force, and
technical personnel from Oak R.idge National Laboratory, LASL, Army Radiation
and Chemical Laboratory and Evans Signal Laboratory.
b.

The main objectives of RadSafe plans for IVY were:
(I)

Protection of personnel Ln tne conduct of operations.

(2) Training of personnel Ln routine atomic test radiological
operations, utilizing methods and equipment evolved from other atc.-±c tests.
In spite of unusual and some unknown ore-shot factors concerning the detonations, all objectives were met successfuLLy.
c.

During the operation, the Task Force supported the Co-ander

in Chief, Pacific Fleet (CI2CPACFLT),
tance in off-site RtadSafe operations.

in off-site security :y giving assisThe ,'orld Wide FalL-Out Program of

the New York Operations Cffice ýNYCO) and AEC encompassed IVY operations
with respect to the unusual aspects of the

MuIIevent.

Personnel and

equipment from 14YOO were airoorne by Task Force elements in off-site,
general area surveys under the cognizance of CINCPACFLT.

These p0st-shot

surveys covered the Marshall Islands in detail, using Kwajalein as a base;
the Caroline Islands, using Guam as a base; and the Hawaiian Islands, using
Pearl Harbor as a base.
d.

To minimize unusual. potentialities of RadSafe factors, upper

"w!nd patterns were given careful study prior to shot times.

Surveys sucn

as the world wide fall-out coverage off-site and the intensive ones on-site

3-1.

.-

....

,,

verified the- correctness of the pre-shot assumptions of the detailed criteria established for relative degrees of favorable conditions for shot
tines.

Future training for military personnel should ccnstantly stress

e.

the differences between peacetims

atomic tests and wartime field applica-

tions relative to RadSafe operations.
exposures a&n
which still
2.

In this respect, auxtaum perM3ssible

their significance in both classifications are the factors
seem to be doubtful to the average military individual.

Preliminar,' Ooerations
During pre-shot phases of the operation,

vigorous training was

employed in aLl phases of RadSafe activities - especialLy Ln the types of
post-shot operations

required and levels of radiation in

from the IVY detonations.

falL-out expected

The Army Task Group was iore completely trained

and provided with instruments than at ary other overseas test.

SinJllarl.7,

the Air Task G.-OuP solved difficult control .roble.w

Ln the technical

phases of aanned iampling ;ahile the Navy Task Group,

for the first

any overseas atomic tests of the scope of IMY,
sal- ,water spray decontaninaticn wth"
all weatter surfaces of
Force.

time at

had the canab.l1ty of complete

resultant .rotection

the units wnicn zot underway

from fale"-out on

i

trne emoarked T-a3&

,The Scientific Task Group had tne capaoilIty and provided a pnoto-

dosi.etry program which gave ultimate dosage records on every id•i¢vidual in
a manner superior to that of any previous
special steos In t.e task groups '.eri

All these preLiainary

tests.

rI..tiated to provide the Task Force

Coxxunder -aLth flexioility and effective control in
firing conditions,

a factor .f

critical s3oL time

great Importance considering t•e

;reat

Iyields

of devices and weapons now being attained at the Pacific ProvIng Ground.

3.

MIM
a.

Shot
The UM

event commenced in earnest for Radiafe operations wit,

the estaolish3ment of the RadSafe Center on the REIMOVA one day prior to La1h
Day.

At the sam.e tine the RadSafe Section of the Joint Operations Center

(JOC)

in the -ZSTES was organized in

three groups with one group working with

surface situation data; one working mith air situation data; and the tnird
• itn the genes-a-

oask Force

overall, situation,

air and surface,

both in

the area of

resoonsibility and in other areas of the Pacif-lc Ocean uan.'er the

-oznIzance of ZT•':CPAC.

Liaison was also .maintained with CINCPACF'L,

:oordýtion #Jtf the World Wide Fa l-ut

Program of tne

in

JTYO0.

*- 2

.'_

*

-

~ ~'

k.7'~

?

~

C1

~

Al

?

t

~

.l

Cociunlcations between the JCC,

b.

up by radiv teletype.

and the RadSafe
backed

This system was cuamented by a direct radio contact

between heliccpter aircraft and the RadSa~fo
in

the ESTS3,

was t'y means of a direct channel (AN/TRC)

ths RENDOVA,

Center, in

in

Center with intercept facilities

Direct communications also were utilized between the RadSafe

the JOC.

Center and individual boats, DUKMI

through this means,

and ultimately,

moni-

tors on foot or in jeers.
As a result of a conference with cognizant personnel of CINCPAC

c.

relative to the safety and security of Eniwetok Atoll,

This letter ontlined

formalized in a letter to CINCPAC on 1U July 1952.

Sconsiderations

conclusions were

steps to be taken in the case of significant

and •rovided

radiological fall-out outside the ima.ediate area of Task Force operations.
ý-.,e possibility of a

in this letter indicat-

conslderatlcns

One of t'

health hazard at U.'elang Atoll, with a reaote possibility of the same at
BiKcni,

as a result of MC- shot.

all

An LST,

d.

under control of ...

hours
a7r•0iccal

tion at U.elang and embarked al- the native population at
on 11-4 days.

took sta-

?ALT NZZU.EAFRN),

This LST had earlier been iltrected

z

.a<e

0

s iticn at 8

North

an the evening of L-3 days, a r-essage, indicating a predicted
1610 Last.
cloud path with respect to significant fall-out, was sent to CTG 132.3 to
cover the speclal P.V security sweep coemnc.ng at the earliest daylight of
M-2
on a

jays.

This messa!e directed a sweeo up to 80O ..Vles fro= ground zero

t-aring of 270o

At M-2 days,

true.

213C local, a detailed co--and :onThe conflrxat.cn

ference and execute order for MIKE shot was confirmed.
a

Co=...
the fOzIow.g
.asec

was

o.S:

(1) The general weatnur picture gave a favorable out'look.
(2)

The weather trend for the predicted faLl-out pattern,

determi-ned by a resultant winds forecasb.,
picture.

presented an extremel7 favorable

The four hour fa.l-out pattern was forecast

northwest quadrant wnj.ch,

as

to

lie entirely in the

Ln accordance with the criteria established for

ZiZ shot, was :cst favorao-e.
(3)

The surface Rad-lological Exclusion Area OP.ADSX)

'1

gave a

pattern for t*e "hottest" c:oud as being from the surface to 35,200 feet Ln
an arc 26C° true to 3530

true from g-.ou.nd zero out to a 120 noile radius.

gi
-o' - " - ?-_? i- .-- '. ..i --. ' .-? -
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twenty-four hour closure beginning with H Hour.

(5) With respect to surface

information from. thý

Moutes,

psecial P2V searches on IL-2 days Indicated one British ship on ourse 1200
true at such a* position that if

course were contirued it

in the 200 miles radius of Eniwetok at shot
U-I day to change course,

time.

would be well witn-

This ship was directed on

did, clearing the tniwetok area cy the

which it

requisite 200 mile radial distance.
(6)

Early reentry into Eniwetok for crash parties and maintenance

crews appeared favorable.

The early aerial survey schedale

also apoeared feasible without additional delay factors.

m

by helicopter

The overall con-

clusion frora the radiological standpoint was for a favorable pattern.

"LIKE on

schedule,

Firing

with a moveaent of Naval vessels frm Points south of

ground zero to a mre easterly position, "was recom-mended.

Since the- upper

wind pattern presented a less favorable outlook taran had been Lid-Icated at
the U-2 days conference,

the TasK Force Commander decided to review the

situation arain at C3CO local, "_Day.
..

At zidight, the ooser-red

.cnly favz+rable

ind
-.

for t"•p fa_--o"":atter.,
t

attern "mn.Icn was considered

:z-.gedtz

a .-cst fvcrab e :r"-

terla .attern wnich would place all fa--out north of Sround zero.
basis of the later co-.and confertnce

at 3300 local,

On tne

the situation from a

RadSafe standpoint was recommended as most favorable and the shot schedule
wias firmly laid on.

No recommendations

for

=ovement of tNaval vessels in the

south sector was necessary ,.under this fall-out
.essage

pattern.

At H-9 hours,

a

was dispatched to CANCACFLT gi.vlng the seventy .our forecast tra-

*ectories of the cloud and 'nfornation on co .ditlons relatLni to ladSafse of
air and surface routes,

This -aessage recomnAnded closing the Kwajalein to

Guam air route from H Hour to Hý2.4 hours,
could remain open up to 10,000 feet.

whereas the Wiake to Guam route

No nealth hazard proolem, was considered

to exist on the surface routes except inside the 300 mile radius,

northwest

;uadrant of the EniwetoX area.

giving an

A final air RADEX was dispatched,

exclusion area bearing cloc,,iise 2800 true to 090° true, maxi-um distance
Zffty riles for H Four to Hý3 nours.
Th•e

.

devlce .as

detcnated at C2715 hour2 Local,

2952,and by H4ý0 ainutes the Eniwetok aerial RadSafe survey nas

S-%
--

9•-P-.

. Novexoer

f,ilerway cy

helicopter fro

the RE= WV. This survey covered Eniwetok and Parry Islands.

Upon receipt of the information covering these two islands, two helicopter
flights were sent in with emergency parties - one for the Eniwetok landing
strip; and the other, a contractor engineer group for surveying damage and
checking reefers, powerhouses and the wtter plant.

"helicopters for

The next flight of

Parry "as dispatched at HA5 mimutas.

Results were success-

ful and the parties returned to the RENDOVA within the first
Meanwhile,

three hours.

anther helicopter transferred scientific personnel from the ESTES

to the RENIDVA from which point they proceeded to make an early damage survey.

At approxmately this tixe,

the early RadSafe survey team, operating

via helicopter, was as far north as Runit Island where exceesive,
fal•-out was encountered.
minutes.
*

By this time,

altitude and In its

active

This helicopter returned to the RENDVA at H$70
the cloud had reached greater than 120,000 feet in

rapid ciAzb was forced to bi.'ow out at the tropopause

level though continaing to rise to a still

greater height.

This biLLowing

out effect reached to a distance of tnirty niles in diameter in approxiately
fort7 .inutes and resulted in heavy, ;u. faLU-out which occurred as late as

I

H$40 m~inutes arhen It w&s encountered by the initla' RadSafe survey team.
Heavy rain shnowers were in

-"

*.'

progress withiLn two hours after the detonation

and were concentrated mainly within and around the Lower cloud stem.

"utilitieson

AlI

Parry and Eniwetok were reported in operating condition and the

crash, crew was ready to receive a.ircraft at the -nawetok air strip by H$2

hou.rS.
I.

At about 1028 local, helicopters were dispatched to rescue a

"downed pilot

in the lagoon.

A'tnoui.

the rescue efforts

ai.'.ed to Locate

the downed zilot, une of the rescue aircraft was heavily contaminated and
landed at Eniwetok Island.

Radiation level on the external surface of the

aircraft was about 5 r/h•r,
150 mr/hr.

Sthat

Ueanwhile,

ahile readings Lns~de the cockpit were roughly

winds were' being received from Bikini which indicated

tne very favorable pattern of air flow aloft was being maintained,

I.e.,

cloud was moving aLl to the northwest of ground zero up to about 70,.ZCO feet.
-y HU5 hours,

the early survey of the entire atoll - accomPiLshed at alti-

tudes of 800 to 1,500 feet where necessary to avoid excessive ground radiation - had been completed oy scientifAc and monitor personnel.
to enumerate the exact readings is
e

.-

-..

* -

.

.°

planned for inclusion ýn the History of

.Se.-6

.

•-

An attempt
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Operation IVM.
J.

Larly reports from the Navy Task Group, which was responsible

for the RadSa&fe of the Task Force wile afloat, indicated that no ships had
encountered fell-out as of 1600 local, M Day; however,

the HORIZON - which

had been seventy-two miles north, northeast of ground zero and had steamed
at shot tine In

a northeast direction for four hours - reported that she

was Just out of the falU-out area and that radiation levels on board were
50 mr/hr maximum.

14 or/hr average,
3successful
k.

The topside water spray system proved

in reducing this contamination.
At Hý7 hours, a lagoon water survey commenced in accordance with
This involved a pass acros: the lagoon on a

a plan initiated by CTO 132.3.

control Line between Rurdt and Rigill Island:,

taking saMples of water at

the surface and at thirty-five foot depths with an additional sampling line
north of Coral

ir

(ead in the center of the lagoon.

Other water saMles -mere

the anchorage agea and the Wide Passage.

taken at the Deep Entrance,

These

early sar-ples indicated no contamination at the southern half of the lagoon.
At this time, a .'essage was sent to C75
first

WB-29 cloud tracking aisslon.

1.2.- prescrlbing tracks for the

I".AL

5,, take-off tine Hri2 nours.

Early cloud tracking showed the cloud to be .zoving in three general segments:
one segment from above 80,000 feet moving westerly; one segment between
4O,000 anid 80,0C0

feet moving nortw.estaerly; and another segment between the

surface and 0O,000 feet zoving northeasterly,
V. Day,

aJJ. at azout sixteen knots.

On

at 1700, a message was sent to K'ajalein prescribing the tracks for

the second ;VB29 cloud tracking iission,

4="

6,

scheduled to take off at

Hý2_- hours.
I.

As of 0715 local on L$I day,

all ships had reported negative

fall-out and early morning water samplings of the lagoon indicated no contamination of its southern half.
other evaluation,

On the basis of this water sampling and

the time for reentry (R Hour) was announced and the Navy

Task Group entered the lagoon at 0900 local with assurances that 1niwetok
and Parry were RadSafe cleared and significant fall-out was no longer expected.

The RadSafe control point for all

was in Building 57 on Parr7 Island.

traffic north of Japtan Island

All lagoon traffic south of Japtan was

unrestricted and swL-ming was permitted only at the authorized beaches.
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At U/i day, a careful survey of the atoll

m.
was made.

-

both ground and air

-

from KajaJlein in connection with the

Also, P2V flight CHAELL

World gide FaUl-Out survey of the Marshall Islands made a sweop of the southIncluding Ujelang, reporting neagative results.

western Harshalls,

the signal for the disembarkation of natives from the LST.

This was

The disaembarka-

tion was completed on the afternoon of M9ý day.
n.

At 1400 hours local, a mssage wuas sent to Kwajalein directing

the final WB-29, WMI10AM 7,

to proceed to a point 140 North, 1650 Zast and,

from this point, to search an area clockwise from 3150 true to 0100 true out
to an aoproximate distance of 450 miles at any altitude between 10,000 and
15,000 feet.

On this flight, wnhich was well out in the northwst quadrant,

readings were higher than on the flignt of the previous day.

All flights up

to this t.;me had Lndicated negligible fall-out in the northwest and none in

the southeast and southwest quadrants.
in general,

-ere,

Radiation levels at fUght altitudes

5 tc 10 mr/hr outside of the aircraft with an allowanoe

for a factor of 10 higher for rain showers concentrating faLl-out particles
at.

ower altitudes.

".4

This was considered I.sIgnif-lcant as a health hazard.

At 2000 -ocal on U$l day a third RadSafe advisory Message was sent to
CLNCPA•FLT stating that no health hazard oroolems existed on air or surface
routes as a result of the MIKE detonation.
o.

Early recoveries cont-inued on ML. day and it appeared that

early reentry to Runit on M$2 days was feasible.

This would include rees-

taclashing a labor camp with a control .mn-tor on Runit so that KING instrumentation could be Initiated.
p.

At earliest daylight on U$2 days, World Wide Fall-out flignts

ABLE and BAKR from Kwajalein were initiated, covering the remainder of the
Uarshall group.

No significant activity Was reported.

As of u92 days, no

TO 132.3 vessels had encountered fall-out other than minute amunts, during

evening showers, of approximately 5 mr/hr on topside decks which reduced to

-'

oacxground by morning.
q.

On the night of U/2 days,

the fourth and final RadSafe advisory

Was sent to CIICPACFLT Indicating that no health hazard to surface or air
routes existed anywhere in the Pacific Ocean Area as a result of MIKE shot.
Out~ying weather stations at Ponape,

Kusaie, Ma.uro and Bikini indicated no
5-8•
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delayvd fall-out as of 1800 local, M,2 days.
and CINCPACFLT,

the UM

With this message to CINCPAC

event was officiaLly secured as a possible hazard

to areas outside of JTF 132 responsibLLity.

Messages from Guam indicated,

subsequently, that Airborne contamination reached a moi~im
5 .r/hr with no tall-out on the ground on
r.

uA4

of approximately

days.

On MW2 days, complete recovery wws made from the Bogailua bunker.

Recovery progrens were reviewed each evening between TO 132.1 scientific per--onel and the RMSafe control grup.

On this bsix, sites, allowable periods

of work and Zoat and aircraft schedules - a.ong with the necesaLr,

S.DC

work for

shot Instrumentation - were established for the following day.

s.

One photo documentary plane flying near the shot island en-

•. •.

countered fal-.-out which resulted in exposures of about 10 r to passengers

•

and crew.

Subsequent investigation indicated laxity in scheduling the opera-

t-loa of the pla.ne as well as general poor monitor understanding of the situaFP•

tion during and aftor Lhe exposure.

AU. critical, manned sampling operations

were conducted with l6ess than the total allowed 3.9 r for operation IVY, al,though a separate exigent exposure of 20 r had osen permitted for this phase
of ti-a ooeration.
;..

It

is interesting .o note tnat .ead iopregnated suits

F

worn on one of the sampling missions reduced the dose received by a factor
"of

appruoximtely four.
t.

The UM

device was detonated under alaost Ideal conditions and

most certaily7 under the favoraoie conditions orescribed In ore-shot criteria
for fall-out.

The Ultimate final
,

aLLie-out pattern and nonexistence of

'ea'.th hazards to distant areas -s considered the ans-.-er to hazards of detonations occurring under these conditions.
r4.

KIM Shot

-"

a.

KING critical activities commenced with M•l day and as recovery

fr•a U.IXE projects progressed,

*

inst.rumentation for KING progressed.

By, K-3

days it was apparent that the weather trend -gas becoming more unfavorable.
-ne cloud cover condition for this shot was critical since the requirement
called for less than .3 cloud below 2,300 feet, praefrabl,

none below 3,:00

feet and conditions amenable to a visual drop from 45,000 feet.
d•itlons do not too frequently exist in this region.
TasK Force level to move K Day,

These con-

An effort was made at

then designated. as Thursday, 13 November,

S-9
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J-

P
12 November,

up one day to Wednesday,

1U30 locaL,

but the Scientific Task

The weather picture for K Day cn

Group was unable to meet this schedule.

went "sour".

13 November was deteriorating and by scheduled shot time it

This

necessitated a forty-eight hour delay stand-down for the aircraft concerned,
which were held on Friday night

with a new series of command conferences,
(2130 local,

14 November)

and on Saturday night (2130 local, 15 Novenber).
favorable outlook at the conference

The general weather picture presented a
on the night of 14 November.

The fbur hour fall-out pattern was forecast to

lie in a narrow cone of thirty-five degrees,

from 2400 true to 2750 true,

alU

Since the wind directions were so Invariant

within a radius of eighty oiles.

because of the deep trade pattern aloft, surface PADEX from the ground to the
was in a cone of 900 measured from 2000 true

top of the sounding, 70,000 feet,

forty-eigiht and seventy hour trajectories were

Twenty-four,

to 2900 true.

presented and showed all cloud levels to all heignts moving West.

Overall

again, for a =ost

conclusions from the radiological saf.ety standpoint were,

:avoraole pattern and a recommendation Was made to detonate KING on schedule.
and general bad weather affectitg air-

.owever,

because of cloud conditions

craft in

tne Kwajalein term-inal area,

16 I!ovember) was made at a last minute

another twenty-four hours (to Sunday,
co•and conference.

postpone KflG for

t"he decision '.z,

This meeting then became the equivalent of the K-2 days

command conference.
b.

At the K-I day cocv.and conference,

Lhe faLL-out pattern con-

tinued very favorable with good strong easterly winds in
i.e.,

the lower levels,

below 35,0CO feet where tne "hot" dirt cloud Ras expected to extend

after s3t tiCe.

Although upper level winds Just below the tropopause
were toward the southeast

(trapping cut-o~f for fall-out consideration)
quadrant after shot time,

the dirt cloud was not expected to reach these
considered very favorable.

levels and tne fall-out pattern ,as

RADEX was from 2.0° true to 2900 true from H Hour to 0(3 hours,
tance ninety oiles.
tor.

Air RADEX was concentrated in the west,

Surface
radial dls-

southwest sec-

The outlook for specific items was as follows:
(1)

surface moutes,

No nealth hazard was considered to exist for air and
IILL (wnach

the OAK

UJe.iang,

was located in

the northeast

and the Navy Task 3rxup.

quadrant and seventeen miles from zero)
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(2)

Early aerial survey appeared feasible after shot ti.e,

both

north and south of Runit.

(3) Overall conclusions from the RadSate standpoint were again
for a most favorable pattern and a recomennation was mde for the shot on
scheduil.
c.

This led to conrfiration of the shot schedule for Sunday, 1130

local, 16 Novezber and KDC was detonated on schedule.

What began as an &l-

most cloudless day with few low, fair weather cu,,lus clouds became an overcast one at midday with a high thin overcast as ths KM cloud spread out
radially and eventually in

long streaks to the west, southeast and southwest

near the tropopause and above.

Also,

small convective showers - probably

caused by temporary sLight distortion of the general area circulation - were
evident for a period of about two hours until once again the trade conditions were reestablished.

An emergency evacuation capability for the Task

Force Was =aL-ntained even trouih the Navy Task Group was outside the lagoon

at shot time.
*_o1

d.

Zarly reentry -.;as connenced at H,10C

elicopters
-.
.ahi:h were zn the MWIA at H iiour
blast).

-inutes except for t'ne

.a ziles at sea to avoid

They departed the RENOVA and landed on Parry at ,•H• minutes. The

initial

aerial survey helicopter then again loaded the monitor group froa

Parry and the group relayed information back from the site at HV50 cinutes.

"This

survey fourd Lttle

contaminat'on on Runit.

pattern with resultant low dirt

Since the seot tlae "ind

loud (acut 19,CO feet) rAd made possi3ile

certain pre-shot estimates of the possibility of early reentry, the re=aining
K Day recovery parties shoved olf or. scnedule for Runit and adjacent
e.

At H175 minutes,

a fairly co•prehensive

and conta=inatilon on Runit Island was received.
the vicinity of the target read zero,
'he

target was registered and the

3 mr.

islands.

report of the daasge

Although a water reading in

a reading of 300 zr at 500 feet above

round reading at the Runit powerhouse was

Two telepnone poles remained standing; tent frames were demolished

and charred; aud had been thrown al.mst to the airstrip; there was evidence
of a wash-over of the northern end of the 1s3and; the radar target had oeen
dished out; NRL revetmants wmere eroded;

the blockhouse was left out the sand

4k:4

was gone; discolored ygllow later was observed 2,000 yards off the oeacn,
downwind from ground zero; and t.ne reef was unchanged.
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survey was of assistance to TG 132.3 as an Indication of the extent or water
contamination to be anticioated from the dirt cloud.

BY RW3 hours another helicopter had completed a lapon water

f.

survey and by HI5 hours the Navy Task Group had returned to the lagoon. This
action had been anticipatory and predicated on advice from the Task Force
Headquarters .relative to assurances on fall-out.

These advices, in tu.r,

were based on early cloud tracking flights which occurred LaediAtely after
shot time.
g.

By K/l day, the KING recovery program had essentlaAly been

completed and the operational phase of IVY vas rapidly drawing to a close.
The RadSafe advisories to CI].CACFLT -aere simple and ooncise with no added
emphasis on health hazards from fall-out in areas outside the Pacific Proving Ground area.

This lack of emphasis on health hazards was based on

documentation of previous atomic tests involving air bursts as wel6

aS

actual cloud tracking of the KING cloud.

All cloud tracking ceased with

flight, ;,tLZAM 6,

7,

"tracKer".
size,

thus cancelling 'JILAL

Hiowever,

it

the last regularly scheduled

should be noted *that oecause of the ball-of-fire.

the lower dirt cloud - with Induced activity from soil and water

was esticated

-

Wobe a conslde.-ation from. the standpoint of mazum per-

Missible exposures.

This wes true since an additional total dDsage,

as saaLl as 900 mr,

even

for some personnel of the Sci.entfic Task Group and AEC

would have resulted in cases of total dosages in excess of the allowed 3.9r

for WVY.
h.

The K~l day sweep under off-site cognizance of CI,*CACFLT,

utilizing sensitive airoorne special survey equipment of T•YO,

was

.mae

over Ujelang, iKusaie and Ponape by Task Force P2Vs operating frnm Kwajalein.
This sweep showed no appreclaDle activity on the ground at these sites.

"Thus,

with the KLM4 delayed fall-out considered finished business,

of the portable,

field-type photodosimetry and radiochemical laboratories

Final turnover of RadSafe re-

to the Z: aboard the RE.NDOVA got underway.
sponuibilities by the RadSafe Unit of the
RadSafe

return

representative was

Scientific Task Group to the ALC

accomplished at 2.400 hours on 22 November at

Parry Island with the following recommendations made:
(1)

Discourage activity in the area of Sagallua through

3-12
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AA

.%

Ebiriru until I January 1953.
(2)

Initiate a planned program for removal of radioactive

scraps from the upper islands.
L.

All film badge developing ceased in the forward area as of K,4
'%

days
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APPENDIT

W

INTRA-ATOLL TRANSPORTATION - PFMRMANCF- DATA
Number of LJa.±son Aircraft and Helicopters Operated:
TtPE

NO. OPERATED

L-13
H-19
H-13
HR•S

15
3
3"
5

LUa~ison Aircra&ft and Helicopter Performance:
H3URS OF

MONTH

ND. OF

OPERATION

July
Augu3t
September
October
November
TOTALS

LAU•IfGS

2.L4
406
709
1194
281

1506
1927
3564
5551
1472

2874

14020

N,,'-er of Sna.•L

NO.

PA.X

POUNDS OF

A LITtD

FREIGHT ALRLPFTM

1270
21.47
3485
5402
_U26115

7543
16633
27221
47343

13659

104855

Craft Operated:
IYE

ZERATED
:F
41
10
2
4
3
2
3
I
i.

".LC

LSU
YT,L
LCPL
AVR
LCV(P)
Water Taxi
Motor 'inale Boat
Sea Mule
AFDL
Barges (5C0 Tons)
DUKW

6
26

Stcal! Craft Performance:
3FAC H
LAND•IGS

PIERCAD
IXMINOS

PASSC:ZGRS
TRANSFORTED

U/TONS CARGO
TRANSPOR6 =

2665
7018
7526
8366
2074

333
582
628
1292
384

12039
29577
34844
55959
26816

65741,
66152
87461'
105957
46989

"OTALS 27649

3219

159235

MONTH
July
Aug.Ust
September
October
November

372303
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OBLIGATIDNS AC-AINST 000

X

!ýýTARY FUD AS OF 31. DEC.2IEZ
FY 195

TOTAL

1.40,61.5

$ 494,768

$ 635,383

2,896

52,675

55,571

7,80.2

1.4,360

22,172

35,416

26,755

62,171.

1FY1.952

$

rrpv,,!

"Transportition of

Things

Com-uinicat ions
Task For.e Overhead Expense

*

30,000

30,000

Cargo Httdln., - Navy

25,000

.t."ton bainrirwance - Kwajalein
Activation, "odification and

.'M2

25,000
523,477

L-Activation of Aircraft

523,477

Activation, Uodification and
Inactivation of Ships

256,500

11.1.,046

367,546

Construction of R.eal Faciilities

505,535

39,273

544,808

Documentar7 Photography

'45,259

1,,100

16.3,359

45,158

51,C98

3, 000

3,000

437,550

407,55C

$1,237,635

32,931,135,

5,940

Radiological. Safety
,;'eather Se-vi1 e
Shin Rental

,.....

CcerationaI LcLogistical Sapporc -

1.,,6q 3, 450

T..L

-Incl.d-s expenses such as -ocal procurement of qulpment,

supplies and

services not obtairable from the ni-.ltar7 Services and not otherwise
cl.assifi~ed.
•

Covers reimbursable expenses incurred by the AEC for DOD scientific programs not otherwise orovided ior.
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APP l'DLU Y
T FUNDS AS OF 31 DM
LECPNA

OBLGATIONS AGALNST DOD RESEARCH AND D

PWGRAM

FY 1-952

3.

Sclentf Ic Photography

"4.

Neutron Leasurements

5.

Gam-a Ray Measurements

6.

Blast Measurements

7.

$

185,000

FY 12 53

mER 1.512

TOTAL

$

$ 185,000

50,000

50,000

550,300

550,0CO

2,190,000

87,500

2,277,500

Long Range Detection

212,217

404,485

616,702

8.

Thermal Radiation 'Ueasurements

450,000

450,CO'

9.

Electromagnetic Phenomena

335,000

385,000

PreLiinary Geophysical
tce Test Area

527,120

527,120

11.

"SuZ-vey Of

TOTALS

$L,549,337

4,91,985

$5,041,322
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TOTAL
OPERATION IVY COSTS
through 31 December 1952

4.9M

10

65.9M

100

TOTAL

TOTAL~OTA

0

TOA0%.M

2.6.,

NAVY 13%

Y
.1.14
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